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LIGHTS
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking 
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.
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GREAT MOMENTS IN COLLEGE HUMOR

uev. vou 
SAIP IT w-as

TO
our 

M.TT!

and now... October 1991 Vol. 2, No. 131

CAMPUS LIFE '91
Wo asked the nation's top collegiate 
humorists to wax satiric on those sub 
jects most on students' minds these 
days: political correctness, drinking, 
casual sex, and beer. The result of this 
bold experiment begins on page 27.
FRONT ~

Editorial H

Sports Desk
by Chris Kelly

The Potato

TrueU. EJ
Compiled by Jeff Branion 
and Christine Caldwell

On the Payroll
by Glenn Eichler

True Map |2
by Doug Kirby, Ken Smith, 
and Mike Wilkins

Pulp

Letters from the Editors

100 Monkeys [J]
by lan Maxtone-Graham 
and Andrew Osborne

True Report: All-Time Great 
College Pranks Q
by Neil Steinberg

The Billy Murphy Gazette
Kyle Baker's Petty and 
Vindictive Funnies

TRUE SECTION
(SPECIAL ACADEMIC EDITION)
All-Time Best Educational 
True Facts ^J
Edited by John Bendel

Funny Pages
by Mark Newgarden, Dan Clowes, 
Drew Friedman and K. Bidus, 
Ty Templeton, Tom Hachtman, 
Kaz, Ed Subitzky, and R. Reiley
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HERE'S WHAT VOU GET WHEN VOUft MEMBERSHIP'S ACCEPTED. ..
A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION. If you're not 100% satisfied with your 
books, return them within 10 days aJ our expense. Your membership will 
be canceled and you'll owe nothing. The Club Tole is your free gift to keep 
HUGE DISCOUNTS ON HARDCOVER BOOKS. Save as much as 65% off 
publishers' edition prices. Club books are sometimes altered in size to fit 
special presses.
THE FREE CLUB MAGAZINE. You'll receive up to 16 
issues a year. Each issue reviews 2 Featured 8ook 
Selections plus a number of alternate books from 
the Club's extensive library. 
SHOPPING MADE SIMPLE. To get the Featured 
Selections, do nothing—they'll be sent automati 
cally. If you prefer another book—or none at 
all—simply return your Member Reply Form by 
the date shown. A shipping and handling charge 
is added to each order.
AN EASY-TO-MEET OBLIGATION. Take up to 2 
years to buy 4 more books at regular low Club 
prices. Afterwards, you may resign membership 
anytime.
RISK-FREE RETURN PRIVILEGES. If you pet an 
unwanted book because your Club magazine was 
delayed and you had less than 10 days to respond, 
simply return the booh at our expense.

THEScience
Fiction

HAIL TO: The Science Fiction Book Club Please write book 
numbers here:

FREE TOTE 
wilt) membership

n^™, 6550 East 30th Street
BOOK PO Box 6367
CLUB ' Indianapolis, IN 46206-6367

YES! Please enroll me in ffie Science Fiction Book Club 
according to the risk-free membership plan described in this 
arj. Send me Ihe 5 BOOKS I've indicated-plus my FfifE CLUB 
TOTE. Bill me just S1, plus shipping and handling.

SSVE HOHE- 
Bity your llrsl bout now lor 12,96

D Send me the books I've indicated and 
reduce my commit me nt lo only 3 more 
books. Sill me just 52.98, plus shipping 37540 
and handling.___________'

{write book number)

27541

.Apt.

City

Members nccflplsO In U.S.H, and Caned: only. Canadian members serviced from Canada, where offer is slighlly 
alfiarenl. Sates lax added whore applicable. Ws reserve the righl lo rsjecl any application. f$f^ JfJ/91 •
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That sound you heard: the 
collective bellow of thousands of our 
nation's letter carriers as their small 
intestines popped through their 
abdominal walls and descended into 
their scrotal sacs. The reason: the 
herniating one million tons of mail we 
received from college students over 
the summer telling us what is 
happening, what is now, what is hop- 
hipping the groovedigging thing on 
campus these days.

The articles published in our specia 
college section represent but a narrow 
range of the views we received— 
specifically, the smutty ones. The rest 
gave us a startling picture of modern 
college living that would make Joe 
College himself roll over in his grave, 
had he not selflessly donated his body 
to science in hopes he would someday 
get dissected by a buxom coed.

One of the greatest surprises 
concerned Harvard—once considered, 
well, the Harvard of colleges. No 
longer. An angry senior (now suing 
the university for a full refund of his 
tuition) writes: "Never in all my life, 
including a summer spent interning as 
an orderly at a mental hospital (thank 
you, University Employment 
Counseling) have 1 encountered as 
staggering an assortment of drooling 
nitwits as drenched the podiums here 
at Harvard. Herewith some quotes 
from my professors (two of them 
Nobel laureates): 
•'Moby Dick is about a dog.'

•'Humans is descended from apples.'
•'There ain't never was a World War II.'
•'One plus one equals eleventy-three.
•'Duuuuuh, what course is this?' "

BEGINNING FRENCH
From sources at football greats 

Alabama, Colorado, Georgia Tech, 
and others come fascinating revela 
tions about the contents of the giant

barrels of liquid that players drink 
from on the sidelines. Water? 
Gatorade? Orange juice? Guess again: 
Captain Morgan's Spiced Rum. "We 
could use something else, like water," 
an unnamed Pac-Ten athletic director 
to!d us. "We could also go out there 
without a quarterback. You can't even 
recruit a kid these days if you're not 
pouring the Captain."

If early-eighties pundits agreed on 
anything about the future of American 
colleges, it was the prevalence of 
computers. "Computers, computers, 
computers!" thundered George Will. 
"Computers indeed!" riposted Mary 
McGrory. "For once," chimed in 
Evans and Novak, "George and Mary 
are right." But the single most 
common opinion scribbled on legal 
pads and typed on Corrasable 
onionskin, from Alaska State to Yazoo 
Tech, was that the computer had 
come, gone, and been forgotten, if not 
forgiven for the decade of frustration 
and unidentified system errors it had 
spawned. From the telling New 
Haven-postmarked query "Why don't 
those little TVs gee any good 
channels?" to the Cal Tech Clarion 
clippings describing the savage beating 
Steve Jobs received when he tried to 
address the graduating class, the 
message was clear: computers are out. 
Slide rules rule the academic roost
once more.

Career-wise, college students
CONTINUED O N ? A G E 18
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Now you and your family can join the 
next generation of daring adventurers 
aboard the newly commissioned starship 
Enterprise and explore strange new 
worlds whenever you like.

Because1 Star Trek' 1 *-: The Next 
Generation is available on special 
Collector's Edition vldeocassettes, uncut 
and uninterrupted, exclusively from 
Columbia House Video Library.

Beam up your first vidcocassette 
at $15 savings!

Your introductory cassette contains 
the exciting 2-hour premiere, "Encounter 
at Farpoint", co-written by legendary 
series creator Gene Roddenberry. On this 
first critical mission, Captain Jcan-Luc 
Picard and his newly commissioned first 
officer, Commander William Riker, lead 
the crew in a race against time to solve 
the mystery of the Farpoint Station and 
escape certain execution by the alien 
superbeing "Q",

Join all the extraordinary new crew 
members: Worf, the hot-blooded Klingon 
security officer; Data, the Android with

OWN THE TWO-HOUR SERIES 
PREMIERE FtraiV

T ^^^Ppliisshipping ami 
handling vrilli subscription.

exceptional skills; Lieutenant Geordie 
La Forge, a technical wizard despite his 
blindness; beautiful Counselor Trot, the 
Betazoid with empathic abilities, and others.

Enjoy this thrilling adventure for 10 
days, risk-free. If you're not delighted, 
simply return it within 10 days for a full 
refund. Or keep it and pay just $4.95 
plus shipping and handling — $15 off the 
regular price.
Boldly go beyond the original series

As a subscriber, you'll travel to strange 
new worlda Every 4-6 weeks you'll receive 
an exciting new two-hour videocassette 
with episodes such as "The Naked Now," 
in which the crew is intoxicated by a 
deadly contaminant and "Code of Honor," 
in which Lt, Tasha Yar is kidnapped by 
aliens and much more, Preview each for 
10 days, risk-free. Keep only the ones you 
want for just $19.95 plus shipping and 
handling. There is no minimum to buy 
and you may cancel at any time.

For fastest service, use your credit 
card and call toll-free 1-800-538-7766.

D YES, rush the two-hour premiere of Stttr Trek?*: IJie Next Gener- 
alinn and cnier my subscription under the terms described above. 
It's mine to keep at Ibe low introductoiv price of just $4.95 plus S2.45 
shipping and handling.
Clieck method of payment:
3 Check enclosed (for SJ.95 plus $2.45 S&H) made payable to 

Columbia House Video. P26
HI Charge my Star Trek?: Tile Next Generation purchases, begin 

ning with my first cassette to: P27 
D American Express D Visa D MasterCard C Diners Club

[• prim)

Mail to: Columbia House Video, P.O. liox 1112, 
Dept. DMW, Terre Haute, IN 47811
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Sirs:
People say that rodeo clowning is 

one of the hardest jobs out there, 
because rodeo clowns must not only 
entertain the crowds but must distract 
enraged rodeo animals as well. In 
exchange, they are rewarded with awe 
and respect. Okay, fair enough. But 
I'd just like to point out that hanging 
off a truck and picking up pieces of 
broken glass from the highway using 
nothing but your butt cheeks isn't 
such a goddamn great job either, and 
all I get is fifty cents over minimum 
wage. Put that in the go-figure file!

Rusty O'Meara 
On break, 1-80

Sirs:
Well, they promoted me to Angel 

right away, but then this dickbreath 
Foreangel assigns me to be the spirit 
who wakes kids up right before they 
wet the bed- So much for the rewards 
of leading a virtuous life.

Michael Landon
The Bed-Wetting Fairy

Heaven

Sirs:
I was watching Mr. Ed today and 

1 noticed that the words did not really 
match up with his mouth when he was 
speaking. Was this because the show 
was filmed in a foreign language ?

Kevin Callahan 
Roanoke, Va.

Sirs:
I know you are, but what is this?

Pee-wee Herman 
On the set of Pup Tent Pee-wee

Sirs:
This letter is not meant to be 

funny. It is intended to be sandwiched 
between two marginally funny letters, 
in order to make them seem funnier 
by comparison. Thank you.

Randall & Myers
Humor Consultants to the

National Lampoon Since 1978

Sirs:
If anyone has any information or 

documentation detailing the useful 
ness of the cosine in later life, I will be 
most grateful if they could contact me 
at P.O. Box 3.141592, Utica, N.Y.

Arthur S. Query 
Utica, N.Y.

Sirs:
Hey! Reporters! Over here! I was 

poisoned! Really!
William Henry Harrison 

Graveyard of presidents

Sirs:
Yeah! Me too!

Franklin Pierce

Sirs:
Yeah! I was not only poisoned, I 

was shot, too! I didn't want to tell 
anyone, but I can't lie around with 
this secret anymore!

Chester Alan Arthur

Sirs:
To better meet the needs of our 

students, our five-stage course on 
Dealing with Premature Ejaculation 
has now been reduced to three.

The Learning Annex 
New York, N. Y.

0 o n

Sirs:
In light of the recent controversy 

concerning dentists with AIDS, the 
American Dental Association has 
released the following new guidelines 
for dentists who believe they may be 
infected with HIV, the AIDS virus.

1} Infected dentists must wear pro 
tective gloves, masks, and smocks 
when doing an invasive procedure 
(including but not limited to filling 
cavities, tooth removal, root canal).

2) Infected dentists should avoid 
mixing their saliva with that of the 
patient.

3) Whenever possible, the infected 
dentists should refrain from coming in 
the patient's mouth.

Jerome Sanders, D.D.S,
ADA, VP-PR

Chicago, HI

Sirs:
Brain tumor? Who're they kidding? 

I was poisoned —now get me out of 
here.

Bert Convy 
Forest Lawn, Calif.

Sirs: 
No.

The Answer

Sirs:
Are you going to miss me?

Carnac's Last Question 
May 22, 1992

Sirs:
I am a lonely, overweight teenager 

who loves your magazine. My only 
friends are the people I've met in its 
pages —the funny characters, the

OUT or THE:
CLOSET-'THE 
EARLY YEARS
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strange letter writers, the people in 
the photos and illustrations. Sure, 
I guess there's a lot in my lifestyle to 
laugh at, and most other kids think 
I'm pretty strange. But that's all right, 
because I've got my "friends" whom 
I meet and talk to over and over 
again. I also beat off a lot.

Cyril Deets 
Denver, Cola

Sirs:
Georgie Porgie, pudding and pie, 
Kissed the girls and made them cry. 
Summoned by the Discipline Board, 
Hung himself with an extension cord.

Kerry Templcton 
Discipline Board Secretary

Sirs:
Crash! Tick tick tick tick tick. 

Doo dee doo doo doo dee doo. 
Woof woof woof woof woof woof! 
Biddlebiddlebiddleboddlezzz- 
whom mm.

Incoming Space Aliens Who
Learned English by Beaming

in Letterman, 60 Minutes,
Jeopardy.', Arsenio,

and A Current Affair

CONTINUED ON PAGE 18

OOKSTOR
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PROTOCOLS 
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NordicPower: t 
workout statistation

so easy to use 
and so easy to> and so easy to

own, you'll never
.want to give it up.
\ T—

,o \ 70®" i^——""^(1^® *»b\e*-\TWT^ WUs* 51

Total-Body Strength Training starting at just $299.

1-800-468-4423
Call for a FREE Video and Brochure.

£>1991 NordicTracK, Inc.. A CML Company • Soloflex is a registered trademark of Soloflex, Inc
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ITEMS OF INTEREST ABOUT WILLIAM ANDREW MURPHY

SUNDAY, OCTOBER20, 1991 
A NOTE TO OUR READERS: AS ALWAYS, PLEASE MAKE SURE NOT TO LEAVE THIS LYING AROUND WHERE BILLY MIGHT FIND IT.

STATE OF THE BILLY:
DR. CARTISANO'S REPORT ON 

BILLY'S HEALTH
BY DK. VtNCLN'i CAKIISANO, M.D. 

Following his annual checkup on Tuesday 
the 15th, I can say that our young friend is 
perfectly healthy. Billy's reflexes and 
hearing are above average, and he shows 
no signs of scoliosis, though his pqscure is 
poor. His vision is not appreciably 
deteriorating, yet he will need new glasses 
soon, as his head has outgrown the frames, 
warping the spectacles and making him 
odd to look at. Despite his normal health, 
Billy seemed agitated during his 
examination. Just before he left, he burst 
into rears and revealed that he was very

concerned about the size of his penis. It 
was, he feared, too small. Here I must say 
that while in my many years in the 
medical profession many boys have 
expressed tears aboui penis si/.c, none !v,\s 
ever gone through [he trouble of making 
nn actual paper trucing, as did Billv.

(Actualize)
] assured Billv that Mother Nature would

CRUSH UPDATE 
ROUND TABLE

BY Mns. ANGELA SCARROZA, BILLY'S TLACHKR,
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS EVELYN AND

MICHELLE NEEDLEMAN

BILL Y'S CURRENT CRUSH: Michelle Needieman, lot 
the twenty-eighth straight week.

AS: Mrs. Needieman, Michelle, why don't 
yoLi tell the BMG readers about the events 
of this past weekend.
EN: Certainly. As you know, on Saturday 
we had a party for my daughter's eleventh 
birthday, and all Michellc's class was there. 
MN: Billy thought I invited him because I 
liked him or something, but ir was just 
because he's in my class and 1 didn't want 
to he rude.
EN: You're a very kind girl, Michelle. 
Perhaps too kind. 
MN: Thank you.
EN: While I was bringing Michclle's cake 
out as the children sang "Happy

Birthday," I noticed the Murphy boy was
staring at my daughter.
MN: He thought no one could tell but
everyone could. It was so embarrassing, h
was like he was mentally retarded or
something.
AS: Now, Michelle, the mentally retarded 
can't help themselves. 1 think a retarded 
person might be very upset that you call 
Billy's behavior "mentally retarded."
EN: That's right, Michelle. hi any case, 
Billy kept coming up to where Michelle 
was sitting, supposedly to get seconds on 
cake, but it was obvious he was really only 
interested in looking down my daughter's 
shirt.
MN: But all that cake he had to cat to
keep looking at me must have made him
sick. Because we were playing Two
Minutes in the Closet, a kissing game, and
Billy got locked in the closet by himself",
kind of as a joke, but kind of because the
girl who was supposed to go in with him
starred to cry. Well, while he was in there,
he—oh, it's just too gross.
EN: I just don't know how 10 put this
politely.
MN: Everyone could smell it. God, only
babies do that. He's such a fag.
EN: Michelle! Gay people have very hard
lives. You shouldn't make it worse ioi
them.
MN: Sorry, Mom.

AS: In your opinion, does Billy's crush
show any sign of going away because of
this incident?
MN: I wish.
AS: Thank vou both verv much.

straighten everything out for our boy over 
rhe next few years, but I must emphasize 
that this was not an official medical 
diagnosis.

SPECIAL FEATURE:
Tut RESULTS ov 

BILLY MURPHY'S 1Q TEST
According to the New York State 
Standardized Intelligence Test ad 
ministered at the beginning of the school 
year, Billy has an IQ of 102.This figure is 
up "> full points I'rom the l)7 he scored on 
his last test, and only 36 points less than 
his sister Bridget.

CELEBRITIES WHO HAVE 
BEEN TESTED AT IQ 102

Jake LaMotta (famous boxer)
Gary Gihnore (seventies political figure)
Nelson (rock group)

BETCHA DIDN'T KNOW
MORE! BlI.I.Y MUKl'HIANA

BITCIIA DIDN'T KNOVC THAT...
...Billy does not technically have a speech
impediment, but merely stuiiers when
trying to talk to girls.
..."Billy Murphy jokes" have declined
more than .i percent among his classmates
[his year, primarily because of Mrs,
Scarroza's famous "Some People Are
Different" speech.
...Billy is good with names.

BILLY LIT
WHAT'S BILLY READING THESE DAYS?

FRoviDLi) iii PAMELA ATIILICKJN,
ASSIST AM LIBRARIAN AT WILLIAM JI;NNINC;S

BRYAN ELFMENTAIO

*Ai-e You There, God? It's Me, Margaret— 
Judy Illume
• How to Win Friends anil Influence 
People—Dale Carnegie
* Gray's Anatomy
•Sttian Little-—R. B. White

COMING NEXT ISSUE:
GETTING BKTTLR ALL THL TIME:
Btl.l.Y'S UNIiXl'UKGA I L-D REPORT CARD

PROFILES IN COURAGE:
Bios or BILLY'S DUNCI-ONS & DUACONS

CHARACTERS

AND
WOULD THEY ACTUALLY BE SORRY?

Non.n SOCIOLOGISTS TAKE
A RI.AI.ISIIC LOOK AT 

BILLY'S SUICIDE FANTASIES

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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FORTHE UNSTOPPABLE
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re T-ShirtB Available with TS insignif, or- T3 insignia with 
Terminator silhouette. Washable, 5Q/5O cotton/potyester 

Sirgs: S. M. L, XL (adult sizes/. Prioa: S1S.3S 
acfcJ $4.5CJ postage andfisntMng.

t*an and fortoff See Silver with TS logo on clip. 
.- SB. as odd $3. BO postage end hand/rig

Emblam Embroidered TS ambtem. 
: &3.SS add 3n. SO postage 

end handling.

Wing Mirror finished 
lustarware with satin-etched TS 
insignia, fries: SO. SO add

ostage and handling.

Buttons Collector's button"A" with 
TS logo or- button "B~ wrth TS logo 
and Terminator silhouette. 
f*rica: SI, SO
add S ̂  • OO postage and handling.

m applique with faLn*Golor- 
printing. Sines: S.M. L.XL. /Vfc«," SB4.3S
add 5r4. SO postage and handling.

Cap Cotton twill cap with mesh bock and embroidered 

TS emblem. One size fits all. PHce: &7.B3 
add $3. SO postage and handling.

You loved the movie. Now order the 
MasterCard®/Visa® only- nq'CDD. 

Offer good through December 31, ___ 
the following information: Item #, Qua 

check or money order made payable

IIVTRaauCIMEi

Join thta war against the rpfahinas! Play the .
and faoa She Terminator.'" Qualify to win a T3 Midway I/ft.

rrwhutB. For complete rules and regulednnB. writs

• Created from our 
collectible movie cants. 
Prttm: &B.3S add $3. SO
postage and handling.

I i.i^^

Action Ffnrtoii Sec includes 3 action photos 
(Unda Hemt/ton. Arnold Schwarzenegger and 
Endoskeileton). frioo: S0.BB 
add ®3. SO postage and handling.

Carofco Pictures Inc. tU.S. & Canada!; 
Produced and d

ackat. T2 insignia und Terminator silhouette 
Sizes: S/iVJ, LSXL. XXL (unisex adult sifesj.

-• 834.0s add SS.CO postage and handling.

Merchandise may vary from what is shown.

landise. Call 1-SOO-544-T581.
lO. Allow 6-S weeks for delivery, 
ilicable. To mail in your order, send 
;e and Postage S. Handling wrth a 
"265-P. Church Hill, MD 2169O.

IIMATCIH e

TSaii? Mankind^ Oial t-BOO-SyOTBTe
^^S^'S.S^ n-iinute.&ltfS each additional 
7O1S. FOR Stuatian. NY, NY 1OQSS. ^-,

iar CountrtasJ. Ail Rights Reserved,
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Greetings
from Hollywood, where

the promise of riches and
fame overshadows the high
probability of a bloody and
spectacular freeway death.
[^Anyone contemplating a

Hollywood career should
remember the following: hard
work, talent, and dedication
mean nothing. The key to
success in Los Angeles is

assimilation.

Dump your
' girlfriend for an
actress. Claim to

"never watch
television."
Cultivate a

7 Warren must be mentioned
at least once in every

social gathering, and by
first name only, even

(especially) among people
who don't know him. This

is my Warren Story.

Last year, l 
illustrated a Dick 
Tracy comic book 
for Disney, a 
company that is 
absolutely not 
notoriously cheap, 
or reviled by all its 
employees. It was 
supposed to be what 
we call a "take the 
money and run" fob. 
Get in, get out, 
take the money. 
Three weeks, tops. 
I was halfway 
through the job 
when Warren took 
over.

"What do you 
mean? it looks Just 
like Dick Tracy.'"

"Warren is Dick 
Tracy.

"We've got a 
problem," said the 
editor. "Warren 
doesn't like the way 
you drew Tracy, He 
says it doesn't look 
like Dick Tracy at 
all."

So I redrew the 
first half of the 
book to look like 
Warren. The thing 
is, Warren has no 
idea what he looks 
like.

He rejected the new 
pictures on the 
grounds that they 
didn't look like him, 
they looked like a 
man old enough to 
be Warren Beatty. 
I redrew them 
again without the 
wrinkles, but he 
still wasn't 
satisfied.

FinaliyTthe editor 
and f decided to use 
another artist's 
drawings that had 
already been 
approved by 
Warren for the 
posters and T- 
shirts. We Xeroxed 
the art and pasted 
the faces over my 
drawings.

1 finished the job, 
and that was that. 
1 sat back and 
waited for my 
check.

A few weeks later, l 
got a call from the 
editor.

"Warren hates the
cover. He doesn't 
like his face."

'Well, Just use a 
face from the T-

shirt art. He likes 
that. Paste it up 
and send me my
check."

"Well, that's the 
problem. He hates 
all of the
merchandising art 
now. He says he 
looks too old. 
There's only one 
drawing of himself 
he likes now."

"Well, the problem is 
... on the poster 
he's facing right, 
but on your drawing 
he's facing left"

"Which one?

The one on the 
poster vrtth the 
Tommy gun."

"Fine, cut the head 
off that, paste it 
over my art, and 
send me my check.

"So photostat the 
poster, flop the 
negative so he's 
facing right, paste it 
on my drawing, and 
send me my check."

"We suggested that
to Warren, but he 
said no,"
"Why?"

"He says that's his 
bad side."

That's my Warren 
Story. I'd like to
add that I've never 
actually met him, 
and besides I'm 
probably just 
jealous. See you 
nexf month.
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SPORTS DESK

ELI "SOCKS" GALLAGHER

Editors' note: Due to u book tour, Eli 
"Socks" Gallagher did not file this month. 
In his place we are proud to present the 
story "Chemistry," by F. Scoit Fitzgerald. 
"Chemistry" was written in 1922 in the 
period of "The Diamond As Big As the 
Ritz" and "Winter Dreams," but was 
rejected roundly and permanent!)1 
withdrawn. Matthew}. Bruccoli points out 
that "it's really not very good." Still, we 
think some readers may find this romantic 
fantasy, though slight, oddly prescient.

"You've got to be a football hero
To get along with the beautiful girls."

The song ran, over and over, through 
D. Evelyn O'Hackett's mind as he 
walked from Princccon's new 

Palmer Stadium to his small, cramped 
rooms on University Street. He went 
immediately, unhesitatingly, to the 
phone in the hall. Among the many 
things that he had learned about 
Primrose Slocum in their many ethereal, 
ephemeral, haunting, dainty nights 
together was that she was one of those 
girls to whom one told bad news oneself 
before she heard it from somewhere else.

Primrose's aunt fetched her to the phone.
"I don't know how to tell you this," D. 

Evelyn O'Hackctt began. In that instant, 
inexplicably, intangibly, ineffably, 
Primrose began to hate him. "Everything 
is such a mess. Such a terrible mess. I've 
been cut from rhc football team. As if 
that isn't bad enough, I've been thrown 
off The Tiger, out of the English 
Dramatic Association, the Triangle 
Club, The Daily Prince Ionian, the 
Philadelphia!! Society, Cottage Club, 
Cap and Gown, Quadrangle, Cannon— 
and I think I've been expelled, but I 
can't be sure because they say there's no 
record of my registering this semester. If 
I did not have you, my darling, I don't 
know what I would do."

"Oh, that's horrible, darling, don't say 
things like that, can you hold on a 
second? Thanks for waiting. I've just

gotten engaged to your worst rival, Eddie 
'Gameboy' Kaiser. He doesn't have what 
you have, a sort of delicate strength of 
features and resolution that some women 
find fascinating, but he does possess a 
kind of invulnerable bur fragile manner, 
like a bad child, that the years may 
someday mellow into a resolute 
magnetic manliness. And he is the 
football captain. You do wish us all the 
best, don't you, darling?"

Now our tale skips forward a number 
of months. In these months changes 
occur. Those changes (the genesis of 
which is never clear, unpinpointable, 
inappreciable, but certainly there) are of 
the sort that sometimes happen and 
make things different from bow they 
were.

On the day of the big Princeton/ 
University of Miami football game, a 
figure that some might recognize entered 
the visitors' hail with his teammates. 
The practiced eye might recogniie the 
figure of a man who had been there 
before, hut there was, one would have to 
admit, something changed about him. "I 
know I know him frum somewhere," an 
onlooker would have to say, "but maybe 
I'm mistaken."

By half-time of the contest, with 
Miami leading 56 to 6, the hopes of the 
Princeton crowd were as dim as the last

scattering ashes of some Prospect Street 
pep-rally tire. For her part, Primrose 
Slocum was so devastated by watching 
the destruction of the one man who was 
important to her, in this case her beau, 
Eddie "Gameboy" Kaiser, that she could 
not notice the destruction of the mass of 
men to which he belonged, in this case 
the Princeton shrimps who were, as I 
think the reader has been advised, being 
decimated. So it was not until the 
second half, after Eddie had been re 
moved to surgery, that Primrose noticed 
that the leader of the gargantuan 
Miamians was somehow, undeniably, 
idiomorphically, none other than D. 
Evelyn O'Hackett.

At the formal cotillion traditionally 
held after the Princeton/Miami game, 
the Princeton players, what was left of 
them, and their dates moved uneasily 
around the towering masses of the 
Miami men. Evelyn stood silhouetted 
against the moon, or perhaps not 
silhouetted, since his enormous trame 
Mocked out most of the moon, hut still, 
indisputably, there.

Primrose had searched and searched 
for him. It was seeing him at the end of 
the game being carried off the field and 
getting the key to the city that had made 
her decide, for reasons that she could 
not understand, that she had always 
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TIRECHECK
Valve Caps

Low Tires? Now check the 
Pressure anytime...Instantly!

SAVE MONEY... 
AND DRIVE SAFER
•Save on gas mileage
•Reduce tire wear
•Help prevent accidents
WHY GUESS...WHY WORRY? Now check lire pressure
at a glance, in just a few seconds. Mo trips to tlie filling 
station, no need to unscrew valve caps to measure 
pressure. Simply replace ordinary valve caps with 
TIRECHECKS; now you have a 24-hour pressure 
monitor on each tire. To install, just place on properly 
inflated tire, inside the clear cap, a 'red flag' starts 
popping up when you are one pound low; it is fully 
visible at 4 to 5 pounds.
IDEAL FOR CARS, VANS, PICKUPS, RV'S, 
MOTORCYCLES. It's a fact,,. Proper tire pressure can 
dramatically improve gas mileage. Save on tires too. as 
tliey last longer and wear more evenly. Also, reduce 
your chances of having an accident. TIRECHECKS are 
well-suited to just about any vehicle taking 20 to 42 
Ibs. tire pressure. Made in the U.S.,fully tested and 
approved by a leading auto laboratory, l-yr. mfr. 
warranty. 
FACT: Low tire pressure causes nearly 260,000

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER:
Specify TIRECHECKS(ltem 
#W240) Send your name, address and zip code. For 
the Set of 4, enclose $9.95. Or for two Sets(total of 8), 
send $18.95. Add jjst $2.50 post,/ hdlg. no matter 
how many you order.
WJ res. include sales tax. Make check/M.O. payable,
and mail to:
ABIGAIL'S TREASURES, Dept CT-2
Box 2957802, Myrtle Beach SC 29578-7802
CREDIT CARDS WELCOME: Visa, MasterCard. Specity
card name, number, exp. date.
Thank you for your order. MOHEY-BACK GUARANTEE
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A CANDID REVIEW OF WHAT'S 
HAPPENING IN THE PRESS

In Us We Trust

I t was another role-of-the-media 
symposium: "Media and the 
Something-or-Other." The Potato 

was in back, examining the deep- 
orange color of the dried-out cheese 
squares on the refreshment table, when 
one of the panelists—an editor of a 
metropolitan daily who earned his high 
post not for any feats of reporting but 
for inventing the weekly "Food" section 
as we know it—said, "The issue is that 
the average person doesn't seern to trust 
the media, and 1 think that's a wrong 
feeling, because the average person 
should trust us."

The average person should trust us.
In honor of that mealy-mouthed 

editor, here are some recent examples 
of time-honored trustworthy media 
tactics that have been kicking around 
the Potato's files for a while.

The Cave'in. You see this a lot 
with big, Establishment papers that are 
trying to be pals with everyone else in 
the big Establishment, just last month 
in Atlanta, the Constitution got its 
hands on some secret Coca-Cola 
documents pertaining to a planned 
"Infant Formula Coke" {best 
revelation: the advertising tag line 
"Oh, Baby—Baby Coke" was a last- 
minute substitute for the company's 
first choice, "I'm a Coke baby!"). The 
paper took it page one, of course, and 
even had a nice photo simulation of 
the stunted beast your Two-Liter- 
Bottle-fed infant might become.

It sold papers—but it also generated 
some phone calls from suite to suite. 
So two days later, instead of a follow- 
up article providing more spice, a 
lengthy "Clarification" appeared on

page one. Those of you writing suck- 
up memos to your boss, take note:

While our reporter stands 
behind the facts of his story, 
the Constitution regrets the 
context in which this 
information was presented. 
Soliciting comments from 
infant-nutrition specialists 
excessively prejudiced the tone 
of the piece; conversely, not 
enough emphasis was given to 
the fact that Coca-Cola is a 
valued member of the Atlanta 
community. Beginning today, 
our six-part series, "Coke 
Cares," will try to restore 
that balance.

And, outside of six headline variations 
of the phrase "making a difference," 
that was the end of it.

Our Hands Wash Each Other (or, 
"It's A Murdoch World, We just 
Live In It.") A couple of months ago 
we heard about how Mirabclla 
magazine editors rewrote a profile on 
the Fox network from Gross-Out- 
Encertainment-That-Signals-The- 
Decline-Of-Arnerica to Popular- 
Entertainment-People-Really-Like. 
Ironically, the Fox network is owned

by Rupert Murdoch, who owns 
Mirabella.

And now that Rupert has had 
one taste of this rancid brew, the 
phenomenon is getting out of control, 
what with TV Guide {a Murdoch rag) 
printing Fox shows in larger type and 
Marge Simpson dissing other women's 
magazines in her gravelly cartoon 
voice. And, as if in penance, Mirabella 
now terms Murdoch an "entertain 
ment wizard" whenever it. quotes him, 
which quotes (I'm told) are actually 
just direct transcriptions of comments 
he writes on the printer's proofs hours 
before the magazine goes to press.

This interpromotion can be done in 
reverse, too. ESPN, which is owned by 
ABC, now makes its sportscasters term 
the footage it runs from the other two 
networks "supplied by an amateur 
video enthusiast."

If You Can't Say Something Nice, 
We'll Fire Your Ass. For the Potato 
and the millions like him who talk 
back to their television screens, fake 
positive attitudes are the bane of this 
country. Perhaps the worst thing of all 
about happy talk is that actual 
thinking people constantly get axed in 
favor of those who will continue the 
endlessly pounding upbeat. Case in 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 70

"Bad dog!"
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GREAT MOVIE GIFTS AT A MERRY PRICE.

GIVE OR GET ANY 6 FOR 694 EACH
AFTER DAHK MY SWEET
THE MORMON TABERNACLE
CHOIR CHRISTMAS CLASSICS 7810052

WHITE CHRISTMAS
MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET
IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE

us 2 more for up to 85% off!
* See details below.

GRAVEYARD SHIFT
THE BELL'S OF ST. MARY'S

JACOB'S LADDER
MADONNA-THE IMMACULATE 
COLLECTION

MILLER'S CROSSING
PUMP UP THE VOLUME

TUNE IN TOMORROW
WELCOME HOME 
ROXY CAR MIC HAIL

FIELD OF DREAMS

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA 
TURTLES [THE MOVIE)

PACIFIC HEIGHTS
PQSTMROS FROM 
THE EDGE

CLUB FAVORITES
DAYS OF THUNDER
KINDERGARTEN COP 
DRIVING MISS DAISY 
THE WIZARD OF QZ

(ANNIV. ED.)
ALL DOGS GO TO HEAVEN 
THE SOUND OF MUSIC 
BACK TO THE FUTURE III 
THE COLOR PUnPLE 
AH AMERICAN TAIL 
TOTAL RECALL 
PRESUMED INNOCENT 
HARD TO KILL

8273032 
523-1072 
9822072

2941082
2897022
0039052
4970082
6301032
2184042
2276032
9621002
9535052

REVERSAL Of FORTUNE 9697092

E.T THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL

ANOTHER 48 MRS.
REBEL WITHDUTSCAUSS
EVERY WHICH WAY BUT LOOSE
THE BIG COUNTRY
ONCE UPON A TIME IN AMERICA
PAINT YOUR WAGON

FIDDLER ON THE HOOF

THE BIST LITTLE 
WHOREHOUSEmTEXAS

IN SEARCH OF HISTORIC JESUS
SWAN LAKE (BOLSHDI BflHETI

DAVID AHD BATKSHEBA

THESONGOFBEflNADETTE

STEEL MAGNOLIAS

THE COIOH PUHPLE

LETHAL WEAPON
LETHAL WEAPON 2
LOOK WHO STALKING
HARLEM NIGHTS

AKIMKUROSWM'SDREAMS DO THE ftlGHT THING ON GOLDEN POND
COMING TO AMERICA SIBLING RIVALRY
FATAL ATTRACTION

AH OFFICER AND 
AGENTLEMAN

THEAPPLEGATES
CINEMAPAftADISO

RICHARD SWMONS; 
SWEATIN' TD THE OLDIES

TKf NUTCRACKER 
{BARYSHHIKOV)

SEVEN BRIDES FOR 
SEVEN BROTHERS

THE LAND Hf FORE TIME
STAR TREK-
THE MOTION PICTURE MO' BETTER BLUES

FUNNY ABOUT LOVE
BONFIRE OF THE VANITIES

BORN ON THE FOURTH 
OF JULY

IMITATION Of LIFE
A CHRISTMAS STORY

STAR TREK II- 
THE WRATH OF KHAN

THE UNTOUCHA9LES

DEATH WAKRANT THE SHOES OF THE FISHEHMSH 26S3W2
BACK TO IHE FUTURE

DESPERATE HOURS BACK TO THE FUTURE II

THE EXORCIST 3 LAWRENCE OF 
ARABIA{RESTORED)

--

INDIANA JGNESS 
THE TEMPLE OF DOOM
INDIANA JOKES 
STHELASTCflUSSDE

THE GREATEST STORY 
EVER TOLD

WILLIEWDNKAAND
THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY
MftHKEO FOR DEATH

STAR TREK III-
TME SEARCH FOR SPOCK SCflRFAEE |1963|
STAR TREK IV- 
THE VOYAGE HOME THE GODFATHER
STAR THEKV:
THE FINAL FRONTIER

THE GODFATHER PART II

INTERNAL AFFAIRS
MISSISSIPPI BURNING

CHARLOTTES WEB
THEWAROFTHEROSeS
WEST SIDE STORY
PETSEMATARY
WHEN HARRY MET SALLY

RUDOLPH THE RED HOSED REINDEER 
8017D42

EDDIE MURPHY; RAW

MR. AMD MRS. BRIDGE

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
NARROW MARGIN
NOT WITHOUT MY DAUGHTER WHITEHUNTER. BLACK HEART

THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK
RETURN OF THE JEDI
NATIONAL LAMPOON'S 
CHRISTMAS VACATION

THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 
8250002

(in! some movie fans on your Christmas list? Tllt'il (lo your holiday 
shopping with the Columbia House Video Club. You can choose any six 
movies for 69C each, (plus shipping and handling) when you join the Club. 
In exchange, you agree to buy just six more movies in the next three years, 
al regular Club prices (which currently start as low as $29.!)!), plus ship 
ping/handling)—and you may cancel membership at any time after doing 
so. What's more, you can get still two more movies at savings of up to 85% 
and have much less to buy later (see complete details in coupon at the right). 
Free Video Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 times a year), 
reviewing our Director's Selection—plus scores of allernate movies, 
including many lower-priced cassettes, down to §14.95. And you may 
receive Special Selection mailings up to four times a year (total of \\\> to 17 
buying opportunities).
Buy only wlial you waul! If you want the Director's Selection, do nothing 
be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just 
mail the response card always provided by the date S|xx'ified, And you'll always 
have 14 days to decide; if not, you may return the selection at our expense. 
Money-Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after 
fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It 
enables you to enjoy great savings on the movies you want-for as long as 
you decide to remain a member!
10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll send details of the Club's operation with 
your introductory package. If not satisfied, return everything within 10 
days for a full refund and no further obligation, 
For fastest service, use your credit card and our toll-free number. Call 
24hourS ada, l_800-544-4431 Dept.ViK

Columbia House Video Club
1400 N. Fruitridge Avenue, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1112

All movies available in VHS only. © 1991, The Columbia House Company
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I first met Dean not long after 
Orientation. Of course that was before 
his appointment, he wasn't Dean 

Moriarty then, he was just plain 
Professoy Moriarty, and a more sinister 
individual you wouldn't want to meet on 
the long dark empty meridiancleaved 
road onto which America spills her 
footloose sons like so many charcoal 
briquets tumbling from their sad crinkly 
sack. But soon enough and butterflylike 
he emerged from a faculty meeting Dean 
Moriarty and a great mellowing seemed 
to come over him, as hg said at the time, 
"Sal, it's absolutely as if the dual planes 
of my energy and my ambition have 
intersected at the lowest possible point, 
that is to say I no longer have to teach 
even one class to achieve maximum 
remunerative potential," he used to talk 
like that in those days as we all did. So it 
was as Dean Moriarty that I got to know 
him and as Dean Moriarty that we had 
our falling out, but first a little about my 
own justhatched and pimplepunctuated 
fever dreams of that youthful time.

I didn't know anything in those days 
except that I wanted to do it all, 
experience it all, live life twenty-four 
hours a day, liplock this country I love in 
a soul kiss as big and wide as the Great 
Plains and burn, burn, burn like 
something or other, I hadn't quite 
figured out what yet but it didn't matter 
because before any of this could happen 
1 had to establish my credentials as an 
important writer. Just six months eariier 
I had stood on the coffee table at Flip 
Phillips's, it was four A.M. after a night 
of huge talk, too many club sodas, too 
much decaf, too many trips to the 
bathroom, and I'd just had a story 
published in the Quarterly Literary 
Review of the Southeastern Shore of Lal<e 
Huron, an account of a wild bumper-car 
ride Max Ether and I had taken at a 
great gaudy honkytonk carnival, a 
fundraiser for his volunteer fire 
department, it was a crazy chase and a 
wild tale, but even so I felt a fake, a 
tinhorn, and 1 stood on Flip's milkcrate 
table bemoaning my lack of credibility 
until Toto Jablonski asked me how'd I 
like to do what all the really great 
writers did, and told me about a faculty 
opening at the junior college where he 
taught English as a second language. I 
was so excited I grabbed his arm as he 
spoke, and it turned blue and purple and 
every hue of the beautiful colorsplashed

rainbow until finally he pulled my hand 
away, saying, "Enough already!" and 
actually tearing off two joints of my 
pinkie in the process, but I didn't care, 
looking at that sorrowful twitching 
pinkie on the floor, 1 loved him so for 
being so mad. And so with paper and the 
very pen that Chico Mayago had very 
solemnly presented to Arnie Bergen one 
day when they stood at the edge of the 
Pacific Ocean skipping Charlie Parker 
78s into the waves and vowing to never 
let a woman come between them, an 
ironic enough scene when you consider 
it was a videocassette of Rumble Fish they 
eventually had their falling out over, I 
wrote a lettet, enclosing a sad gray 
carbon of my story. Before I knew it I 
had a nice title as associate professor of 
creative writing and I'd met and was 
hanging out with the astonishing Dean 
Moriarty, talking a blue streak and going 
to varsity swim meets and getting the 
faculty discount at the bookstore and 
looking for his father on other campuses 
and I was digging it, digging it all, living 
a life my old man would have killed for, 
in fact would have killed me for if he 
knew I was doing it, you no-good pansy 
bum you.

The Dean and 1 were about as good 
friends as ever walked the face of this 
great beautiful oceankissed country of

ours that I adore so much I want to 
tattoo its name in red white and blue on 
my ass. I remember in particular one 
caffeine-crazed sugarbuzz of an afternoon 
when Dean somehow got his shuddering 
hands on an almost-new Plymouth 
Voyager, a hulking monster of a family 
minivan, its blunt carnivorous snout a 
maroon harbinger of the Apocalypse if 
ever one existed. Dean decided the 
Voyager was the perfect set of wheels for 
a trip to the nursing college a quarter- 
mile away, and so in we piled with Toto 
and Ephram Netnatode and Billy and 
Willy Trellis, adjunct professors of 
sociology and Siamese twins, who made 
for tiresome road buddies with their 
maddening war over heredity versus 
environment. Already joined at the side 
they nevertheless spent the whole ride at 
each other's throats, Billy screaming, 
"Nature! Nature!" over and over again 
and Willy shouting back, "Nurture, you 
freak! Get your own liver!," Dean of 
course banging on the padded steering 
wheel during all this and shaking his 
head and saying, "Phew!," and Marianne 
Myers, melancholy Marianne who under 
urgent pressure from Dean had decided 
at the last minute to tag along because 
her George Eliot course had only drawn 
two students this semester, one of whom 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 66
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Metal Baseball Signs!
These wonderful, sturdy metal signs are Ideal for display In your den or living room, and
they make great gifts for baseball enthusiasts young and old. Each sign Is just $18.00 and

has holes in the corners for easy hanging. Start your collection now!

TIN05, T. Wflliams/Moxie, 
11" x13"

TIN12, Bambino, 8.5" x 
13.5". The Babe had his 
own brand of tobacco.

TIN07, Old Gold, 16.5" x 12.5". In this circa early 30's 
sign Babe Ruth endorsed cigarettes..."not a cough in 
a carload!" Embossed with crimped edges.

When he wears 'em

SHOELESS 
JOE JACKSON

WEARS

SEL;

NAP LAJ01Ecnm m ma,
'i'/• Ask Him If 

He Don't!
QUEEN CITY TOBA<XX> CO.

TIN04, T. Williams Creamy 
Root Beer, 15" x 10"

TIN02, Shoeless Joe Jackson, 1 2" x 9" TIN01 , Nap La Jole, 1 4" x 1 1 " TIN03, T. Williams Root 
Beer, 10.75" x 6.5"

TIN06, Babe Ruth, Sultan of Swat, 14" x 11

HARVESTOR AA • 155 Avenue of the Americas • New York 10013
Please send the following tin signs at $18.00 each, plus $3.50 postage for the 
first sign, and $1.00 extra per additional signs ordered. New York state 
residents please add 8.25% sales tax. All checks in U.S. dollars only.

CJTIN12, Bambino
U TIN07, Old Gold
Q TIN05, T. Williams/Moxie
Q TIN02, Joe Jackson

QTIN01,NapLaJoie 
Q TIN04, T. Williams Creamy Root Beer 
U TIN03, T. Williams Root Beer 
C1T1N06, Sultan of Swat

FREE KITCHEN SINK PRESS CATALOG sent with each order!
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City:__
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have taken two giant steps hack. Gone 
are the days when investment hanks 
and law Anns were the grail. But social 
work and environmental activism 
haven't replaced them, say job- 
frenzied seniors. What has? Check out 
the Disneyland-long lines outside the 
Incendiary Sciences and Mobile 
Cattle Management departments, 
moans a Norrb Carolina State senior. 
Translated from academy-speak, this 
means rbat students are going hack to 
their very first career choices: 
cowboy—or, rather, cattle caregver— 
and firefighter. The attraction? Some 
mention the freedom, others the 
excitement, but all agree on the 
strongest appeal; "those neat hats."

What else is hip on campus? Ceiling 
fans. Yes, ceiling fans. "But don't even 
think of turning them on," cautions a 
Mount Holyoke sophomore. If seems 
using the overhead accessories to get 
cool is ironically considered very 
uncool. And by the way, they're called " 'fans."

Does this all sound a little crazy? 
Perhaps. But those of us who can still 
remember cramming ten people into a 
VW bug and driving into lampposts 
"for the incredible rush" or stuffing 
live Japanese fighting fish up our asses 
can hardly claim that "kids these days" 
are any stranger than we used to be.B

PLUGS: Our striking panty raid 
cover was done by Boris Vallejo, 
who also did those cool movie 
posters that made you think 
Christmas Vacation and European 
Vacation weren't going to suck. 
And a tip of the big beer hat to 
publisher Jim Jimirro, who 
suggested that the cover would 
work much better with an 
attractive woman in it. We hate 
to admit it, but he's right; our 
original pansy raid concept, while 
it might have exorcised some 
personal demons, would not have 
sold magazines.

Also, we would like to extend 
our most prostrate gratitudes to 
Jeff Branion and Christine 
Caldwell, without whose unpaid 
internships we would have never 
been able to put out this special 
issue. By the time you read this, 
they will no doubt be gainfully 
and happily employed, but we do 
have their resumes on file, in case 
anyone's interested.

LETIIRS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

Sirs:
It stands for "Randy."

Irving R. Levine 
NBCNws, Washington

Sirs:
If Sigourney Weaver is the thinking 

man's sex symbol, how come all I 
think about is Christina Applegate?

Harold Bloom 
Neu' Haven, Conn.

Sirs:
You can lead a horse to water. I've 

got other plans.
Catherine the Great 

Russia

Sirs:
Okay, follow me on this one. If 

you're nearsighted and you put on 
your glasses, you can see real good, 
right.' And if you're nearsighted and 
you put on your contact lenses, you 
can see equally as good, right? Okay, 
then how come it you put your glasses 
and your contact lenses on you can't 
see twice as good? I mean, you should 
have super-vision, like you should be 
able to see through stuff like Ray Mil- 
land in X —the Man with the X-Rav 
Eyes, right? But you can't, everything 
just gets real fuzzy.... Try it sometime! 

Paul Parducci 
Ronkonkoma, Long Wand

COMING NEXT MONTH

RICH * POOR
I'll burr you under 
Republican-sponsored 
welfare regulations, 
lobby for the dissolu 
tion of vour social ser 
vices, and personally 
see to it that your 
disease-breeding 
shantytomis are torn 
down and replaced by 
cutting-edge art 
galleries!

I'll drink cheap liquor 
on four doorstep, take 
a Mighty dump In your 
few, destroy your 
pnptrtf nines, and in 
general annoy the shit 
out of you. in fact, I'm 
pissing myself right 
now! Take that!

TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT: NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
CLASS WARFARE

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



ILLUSTRATED BY RICHARD SAU

FUN FACT: October, the month immediately preceding November, is named after
"Rocktober," an expression coined during a thirty-one-day autumn promotion for 
a Detroit radio station. Also, did you know that more Americans get their hair cut 
in October than in any other month except April and May?

WHAT'S HAPPENING: 10/5 Annual High Court Pre-Session "Supreme De-Briefing 
Blowout," Washington, D.C.; 10/12 October Surprise Reunion, hosted by William 
Casey (ret.) at an undisclosed location; 10/25-27 Octuber Fest, Crouch, Idaho.

OUT THIS MONTH: Paul "Pee-wee Herman" Reubens; Dave "Reuben Kincaid" 
Madden; Frank "Lumpy Rutherford" Bank; Jackie "Uncle Fester" Coogan.

DON'T MlSS: The Martini Association kicks off the fall leg of its Tiniwheels tour 
beginning the 4th. The 'Tiniwheels vans will patrol the freeways of large urban 
areas, providing stiff drinks to drivers who have suffered auto accidents and hand 
ing out T-shirts saying "I Got Wrecked Before My Martini."

GETTING BLOWN BY MADONNA THIS MONTH: No one (cold sore).

OCTOBER Is 
CHILD ENDAKGERMENT MONTH

Fall Foliage Deaths: Look 
for 200 children in tree-rich 
areas to he killed by big-city 
tourists watching the foliage, 
not the road—up from last 
year's 157, thanks to lower 
gas prices. And in the iragic 
annual confusion of autumn 
traditions, expect another 
two dozen youngsters to per 
ish jumping into piles of 

burning leaves. Finally, 
an estimated ten to 

twenty angry, 
maladjusted 
Gulf-War- 
Veteran Dads 

("Gwivdies ) 
will put out the

eyes of their wiseacre kids 
while raking leaves. 
Pumpkin Fatalities: 
Halloween is expected to 
scare up another fifty 
to sixty tragedies 
as kids stick 
their heads 
inside pump- 
kins and 
asphyxiate. 
Despite last 
year's "They're for 
Scarin'—not Wearin' " cam 
paign by the Pumpkin draw 
ers of America, some parents 
still encourage this practice as 
a "safe" alternative to playing 
in abandoned refrigerators. 
Nothing could he further 
from the truth.

Halloween Death Masks:
On a related note, law- 
enforcement officials are 
enlisting the support of local 
print and broadcast media in 
getting out the word about 

Trick or Treat. They are 
hoping to avoid a repeat of 
last year, when twenty-one 
children were killed and 
another seventy-eight were 

wounded by 
senile old peo 
ple and alco 
holics who 
believed that 
demons and 
goblins had 
actually come 
lo get them.

Teams of top geneticists con 
tinue streaming in from all over 
the world to study the Annette 
BeniriQ/Warren Beatty miracle 
fetus. While Down's 
syndrome has not 
been ruled out, 
early indications of 
a dented cranium 
turned out to be a 
false alarm: docs are BEATTT 
asking Beatty to go easy on 
Annette for a while or consider 
porking someone else for the 
duration.... In keeping with his 
ironically titled albums Sad and 
Dangerous, Michael Jackson 
has announced that his next 
musical project will be called 
Human..., Tattoo You: Do 
rumors that Maria's been 
sleeping around bother the

Donald? Not if the Ear 
hears correctly that 
the Cash-Strapped 
One has been selling 
ad space on his 

fiancee's rear end. 
DONALD "It's a small reader 
ship," boasts the horned One, 
"but an exclusive one." The Ear 
hears otherwise.... That's no 
Indian caste symbol on Ed 
McMahon's forehead: it's a bul 
let hole. Seems the Tonight 
Show buttboy saw no reason to 
go on after Johnny announced 
his long-overdue retirement, 
but fortunately for Star Search 
fans everywhere, the bullet 
lodged in the three to four inch 
es of soiid Sat protecting the 
second banana's 
brain....Hollywood to 
Julia Roberts: On 
your knees. Seems 
her high price tag 
and the flaccid box 
office of Dying 
Young have made 
Tinseltown execs wary of 
iellatio-free roles for the Pretty 
One. BJ-(aden script offers keep 
coming, but insiders say 
Roberts isn't biting.... Check 
out Doonesburylt\\$ week. The 
Ear hears it's going to be funny 
on either Wednesday or Thurs 
day.... And ftnally.spotted 
clpsedancing the night away 
with Arsenio Hall at L.A.'s 
trendy China Club recently: 
French guvs...

ROBERTS
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ftOSffll FOOD" 
B.ON HAU&E

OF
WATER, UWe OKi

F"L.UCTl/AT~e.5 
EXKCT IMPKATOR 

OF 
PftoplT

wo PEL FOR
ARK

ED ro

MR. PEAMUT

THE REVERENP 
TAMes
SUCCUMBS TO 

HTPNO-TJC 
GA-Z.E: Cnva")

„ REAL-LIFE 
' KQOL-AIP KIPS

CHfUPREN OF

*VE66TABLE"
LIVIN6- ON 

REMOTE 
TRoPlCAU 

\SLA,WP

PEANUT'S JAUNTY 
STANCE EXACTLY

RUMORED TO
BE (PI AfAIW

STEP FRoM
HITLER'S

TI6

MAN IN] MP-.
HAT SPOTTED AT 
PALLAS AtRPoRr 
THE UAV MP-. CL6AM 

(S ASSA&SINATeD

VOICE- OF
"THE eeAsT" IN

TV APS BELOM6-S 
To GroaBER.-T5AR
JlMMV CARTER

DASHES SPELL ^TUV 
IN MoRSE COPE —
TRILATERAL 

COMMISSIONS^?

GLoVES COMC6AL 
'WGERPK/MTS OF 

PUBLIC 
JOHN

SPATS 
CLOVEN HOOVES SLAYER OF ABEL?

ON HBO THIS MONTH: 
FOUR FUNS TACKIE THE ISSUES

Without Warrant: Two 
resourceful public defenders 
(Ed Asner, Sam Waterston) 
teach renegade cops a lesson 
they'll never forgei about due 
process.

Note:
We cannot
vouch for the
accuracy of the
8-ball's answers. They are provided
for amusement purposes only.

Tougher Choices: A fiery 
showdown between woutd-be 
bombers of a Planned Par- 
enrhood clinic and the feisty 
clinic director (Mary Stuart 
Masterson) who gives them 
an our-of-court settlement— 
the hard way!

Final Performance: Art 
speaks deadlier 

than words when 
repressive, 
demagogic 
politicians 
make politi 
cal hay from 

I the honest, 
| deeply felt 
work of a bril 
liant perfor 

mance artist 
(Willcm Dafoe). 

^^ Assembly 
ls ^^ Required: A dedicat 

ed ACLU lawyer 
(Mario Van Peebles) 

reams up with a plucky band 
of neo-Nazis as they take on

Jewish proresters in Skokie, 
fiiinois.

CM

THI \
INCREASINGLY \ ̂ 
HOLLOW v 
BOASTS OF 
VANILLA ICE
#37: Boned 
Gloria Estefan 
roadie at Pepsi 
Summer Chill-Out. i 

DW

SPELLING ERRORS IN 
LAST MONTH'S ISSUE

Due to an editing error, the 
third line of Reginald 
Snouce-Valdez's limerick, 
"The Mischievous Lass from 
Calais," was erroneously... 
Attention, National Lam 
poon reader: Ignore the pre 
ceding. If an annoying 
stranger is reading this over 
your shoulder, act normal and 
turn to page 22.

THE JOKE THAT ENDED 
Mr MARRIAGE

MY WIFE: That was great 
sex, darling. You really know 
how to fuck. 
ME: That's what she said.

IMG

BASEBALL YARN
ft might have been my 

meanest curveball of the 
game.

"Strike three!" called the 
umpire, and that was it: we 
were going to the World 
Series.

The World Series!!!
I thought I was dreaming.
I mean, me, getting to go 

co the World Series? Yes, the 
World Series!!! Somebody 
please pinch me!!

AaaaaaatihhhhhhH!
Noi chat one...that's my 

pitching—
Christ! I can't feel 

nuthin'....rrS NUMB ALL 
THE WAY DOWN!!!

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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It can't be, it can-«w be!!! 
Ob, tell me it's all a 

dream!!! Somebody!!! Please!!! 
BF

ALCOHOL ABUSE: 
THE FOUR WARNING SIGNS

1. Dreaming of snakes.
2. Seeing snakes while awake.
3. Drinking with snakes.
4. Drinking snakes.

ID

HARD-TO-GET JOKE
Iman walks into Babar, and 
Texas tool-necks to a strain 
jar. After tubers, the strain jar 

says, "Hail give you five 
box if you drain 

Calders pit from 
that spitoon." 
Demon, low 
honk ash, says, 
"Sure." Aunt 
Bea ginsu drink. 

After amen nut 
hustler ping, the 

strain jar says, "Hey, 
" that's Enos! Police top!" But
* demon keep string king. 
£ "Hey," Cessna strain jar. "Eye
* me net. Thatch grows. Alp 

A.U. Zamboni, adjust hop 
drinking." But demon cap 
sule her pin down Decon tits 
of the spitoon. Finelli, after 
the strain jar Asner leave aim 
Ted from disgust, demon 
puts downey spitoon and why 
piss is mouth widows leave. 
"Why dent use top when I 
eschew to?" Asta Sihk end 
strain jar. "Ike hood dent," 
Desdemon. "Beak a seat 
oiseaux Hen warm peas."

s; 
UNFUNNY JOKE

Seems Dan Quayle, a rabbi, 
a Catholic priest, and a col 
ored fella with a giant ying- 
yang were in a lifeboat, 
when...Attention, National 
Lampoon reader: Ignore the 
preceding. If an annoying 
stranger is reading this over 
your shoulder, casually flip to 
page 22.

JIM WHEAT'S PAGE 
FROM THE SADDLE!

Country Music's Offshore Messiah!

Don Durbin
(formerly Arthur fi Potts)

AlVAIOUIUCIAfG

THE RELEASE

OF HIS NEW ALBUM,

Tirr.~ DBAN !i"°' - - —»
"SSv--",..,-™ r.=r,=.'£.Sr
WHO'S THAT KNOCKING My 8 JL JAR D°W JO1«* POLKA < 

MV "EAD OF WOOD ( Aln -tNe- A r ' DEVIL ATE "IS TATERScAuSr5 PR^« B^^r^v^r GrLHri(8auM-'---'
CAUGHT BETWEEN MY EYES YFS MA-!^ ,T ELL DOWN (N DIXIE

.iS§fsC'= '""~
-HATH BOW POIK! L,^D""EADED «>»T-«HoVr^ ^r^^'Ss _

Now Avaihble on RODE HARD RECQRDS

THREE PERFECTLY NICE WORDS
WE'D HOPED NEVER TO SEE

TOGETHER
1} McDonald's
2) Breakfast
3) Burrito

IMG

LONGSHOT FATS'S HISTORICAL POIHTSPREADS
FAVORITE
Aunt Esther

UNDERDOG
Fred Sanford

Fred's conditioning suspect, and still no defense for 
that handbag. Look for Esther to invoke the Lord. 
20 units.

EZW
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NOTICE TO ANYONE
READING THIS OVER

MY SHOULDER
HEY, YOU! Don't think I can't see you out of the 
corner of my eye, and don't think I don't know 
exactly what you're doing. I paid $2.95 for this 
magazine and the meter's running, if you know what 
I mean. Now, I don't expect you to pay more than 
your fair share, and I'm perfectly willing to pro-rate 
this thing, but either you make a contribution or bug 
off. And what's wrong with you, anyway, that you 
can't go out and buy your own copy? Come to think 
of it, aren't you taking a pretty big risk reading over 
my shoulder? I mean, I probably look like one of 
those timid, nice people who'll let you read all you 
want and not make any fuss about it, right? Well, 
maybe I'm not. Maybe I'm one of those ''nice" 
people you read about in the newspapers—that is, 
when you get to see a newspaper over somebody's 
shoulder—the kind who suddenly turn violent, who 
act real calm right up until the moment they turn 
violent, but then they just can't take it anymore and 
start slashing. I could do quite a job on your face 
before you had a chance to react, know what I 
mean? Maybe I've had a horrible, rotten week. 
Maybe my job has turned to shit, my relationships 
have turned to shit, and I'm just reading this 
magazine because I'm praying for a laugh to save my 
sanity, and what I don't need is any extra stress 
from somebody reading over my shoulder, and 
maybe that tiny bit of stress is going to bring me 
right to the breaking point. You're backing away, I 
see. Wise, my friend, very wise. Just slip the money 
you owe me—four bits will do—into my coat pocket 
and we'll consider the whole thing over and done 
with. That's it, easy now, easy now—no sudden 
movements. Good, good. You just may have saved 
yourself and all these innocent people a lot of pain.

w f I'M p.\_oue
BROKE,TOO.' 
DON'T

FibiO

Hiw FAIL FAG PREVIEW 
A SURVEY OF WHAT THE BOYS IN 
TOBACCO MARKETING ARE UP To

My Old Man's Cigs For 
biker chicks who'd "rather 
fight than anything." Possible 
campaign slogan; "Hey, show 
LIS your cigs!"
T.P. Firesticks For sale on 
reservations only. "Heap big 
flavor, little wampum price." 
Cafe Acrid For the coffce-

htnise crowd. "Finally, a 
cigarette as bitter as yon are." 
Freedom 50s "Pre-smokect 
because they're made for 
bums."
Ultrathin Lights "Low tar, 
low nicotine, no choles 
terol—and it's sugarlcss!" 
Doublcilare "The cigarette 
only pussies won't smoke." 
Black Hound "All that bad 
doggy caste without thai bad

Till EQUALIZER
THIS MONTH: Miscreant repellent.
PUKPA11ATION: Cut out card and keep handy 
in wallet. (You may wish to purchase several copies of 
this magazine if there 
are many miscreants in 
your neighborhood.)
SriuMUIO: While 
strolling in public, deaf 
bum approaches with 
"gift" card displaying 
sign language alphabet, 
which you've always 
wanted. Reverse of card 
indicates that payment 
is expected for this gift- 
Instead, hand him the 
Equalizer card in 
exchange.
CONTINGENCY
PLAN: If deaf bum 
does not understand 
card, he is not really 
deaf and is committing 
felony fraud. Notify the 
nearest law-enforce 
ment official.

RL
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doggy breath."
Times Square "For hip
young men who don't care
what they put in their
months."

LD

THE THREE GREATEST CIVIL
RIGHTS VICTORIES 

OF THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION
•James Wilson (an African- 
American) houghr a Volvo 
station wagon, 8/21/91.
•Ng Chg Thy (a Vietnamese 
immigrant) voted for this 
year's All-Scar Team.
•Jaime Corraco (a Latino) 
listens to a local Spanish 
radio station regularly— 
without government intru 
sion.

MG

MEN AND MARRIAGE 
CHAPTER 1: AVOIDING

COMPLICATIONS IN 
AN EXTRAMARITAL AFFAIR

First ol all, you should cry to 
marry someone you won't gel 
tired of Kicking. Ensure this 
by fucking the person one 
thousand cimes in three basic 
positions 10 see if you get 
bored. Then, after you get 
married, if you think you 
want to have an affair anyway, 
test the mental stability of 
your extramarital partner by 
asking her, "Are you unbal 
anced or insane in any way?" 
If the reply is no, you're gold 
en. If the response is yes, bin 
the fucking is good, use this 
fact to your advantage: wear 
bizarre outfits whenever you 
sec your partner. Then if you 
are ever sued for divorce or 
paternity, the trial will go

something like this: 
YOU (representing yourself): 
And when this alleged sexual 
intercourse took place, what 
was 1 wearing?
YOUR PARTNER (flus 
tered, like Rain Man): Urn, 
um, a fireman's hat, El ton 
John sunglasses, and a Big 
Bird suit.
YOU: Ladies and gentlemen 
of (he jury, draw your own 
conclusions.

DR

MOZART AND ME: 
UNCANNY COINCIDENCES

Mozart was poor; I am poor. 
Mozart was married; 1 am 
married. Mozart's gifts were 
recognized when he was scill
•.1 child; my grade school put 
nit in an advanced reading 
level as a child. Mozart was 
succeeded by a president 
named Johnson; I often 
work with a writer named 
Johnson. Mozart was hailed 
as a world-renowned super- 
genius after his death; I, coo, 
can wait that long.

CM

EAVESDROPPING ON A 
CHILDREN'S GANG

•You got an Atari for Christ 
mas? Big Jake hates Atari.
•We got big trouble.
What is it?
Gloria Sanders and her gang 

are starting to muscle in on 
our territory.

Crap! They're bigger than us.
•This is Mikey, Lenny, and 
Joey the Rat. Joey's gonna 
shove chat grape Popsiclc 
right up your ass.

HAPPY, SAFE HUNTING 
A PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
I'm big on hunting. Always 

have been. To me, it's a priv 
ilege and a responsibility. But 
due to a hunting accident I 
suffered two years ago, my 
hunting days are over. It 
doesn't have to be like that 
for you, though, if you just 
follow a few simple safety 
tips.
1. Always wear your orange. 
1 might've had a chance if I'd 
been spotted and identified 
as another hunter.
2. Camouflage is no substi 
tute for safety. Every hunter 
knows the importance of get 
ting as close to game as possi 
ble without being seen. But 
remember, you may look 
great in your fur and hooves 
and antlers, but to another 
hunter, you may look just 
like a trophy buck.
3. Stay cool. If you know 
you're being stalked or even 
fired on by another hunter, 
shout a warning and keep 
shouting until the other 
hunter comes to you. Don't 
bleat like a distressed or 
wounded deer, and whatever 
you do, don't drop your gun 
and skitter out onto the high 
way on all fours'.
4. If you do decide to run 
out onto the highways 
always look both ways first. 
And no matter what, don't 
stop to stare into oncoming 
headlights. They have strange 
hypnotic powers that even 
scientists don't understand 
completely.

-V

PLEASE, HELP Us STOP
The National Lampoon is one 
of the few magazines today 
without a distinctive article- 
ending "dingbat"—you know, 
those odd little symbols you 
sec at the end of the Playboy 
Advisor jj and those boring 
Esquire profiles 13 - For years, 
Nat Lamp readers have not 
known when an article was 
over, leaving many unclear on 
when to scop laughing. To 
alleviate this problem, we have 
hired a dingbat consultant, 
who has presented us with the 
following ten choices. We'd 
like your input.

E. l J.

"Shave and a haircut, two bits.

-Send your choice to: 
Dingbats

c/o National Lampoon
155 Avenue of ihe Americas

NcwYork, N.Y. 10013

CONTRIBUTORS:
Bill Franzen, Michael Gerber,
Robert Leighton,
Dave Rygalski,
Jeff Schaffer, Ed Subitzky,
F,. Z. Waldstein, Jim Wheat,
Dave Wielgus, and the
Editors.

M.OWE

I\N\

f "}

HP^ViD.t
SOME 

THVHS &QOO
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THE
"Hello

CALLER
Hello:. ..Who i

Silence. 1 slam tiled ths phone 
dov.T. and stormed out of my office.

"Debbi. my phone's dead. It rang, 
but there's no one on the other end. 
Just silence."

She ble\v the ns.il a'ur-t off her 
fingers ;:nd started on her toss.

"Were yoi! holding it the right way 
up!" _

"Of course I v/as."
"Wae itplu..."'
' Yes, it \vas plumed in."
She giggled. "Maybe it was just 

some dcaf-muix' girl you met at a party 
calling you :ip."

I was 'about to vend Debbi the riot 
act, when something she said rang a 
bell. Lnst week. ..a party...;: beautiful 
deaf-mute who looked like Marilyn 
Monroc and spoke like Marlet Madin. 
She had soft, slim hands that spelled 
passion, trouble, and a whole lot more. 
] had too many cocktails and too few 
.scruples, and we ended up doing it in 
the baihroom, me to the sound of the

music cr.uide, her to the pulsating 
disco lighf unde;- the door.

i gave hot uiy work number, of 
courrs—dcp.f-tr.ute or p.o, the last 
thing i wanted v.-ap her calling home 
;u-.d getting :.iy wife. 1 hurried back to 
:he phone.

"1 chink i k.io-,v who :hi? is. But why 
are you calling rns?:i

"I h'^ro '.vr.i siler.ee en tht other end 
of the line—an angry, hurt, female 
silence.

''I don't moan, 'why arc you calling 
me. I don't like you,' I inean, 'why are 
you calling me : since you're a deaf- mute.' ; '

More silence, just as female but not 
so hi:rt. I had ar, idea:

"Wait -A iv.inute, .T.r,ybe you h?.ve 
one of those voice-decoder computer 
tilings so everything I say gets typed 
om on a little screen at your end. But 
you don't have the other part, the part, 
that lets you type stuff in to me. Click 
once if that's right."

A click: recognition! It was her.
"Darling, I've missed you. Have you 

missed me?"

"Nottonight, dear. You've gained fifty pounds and lost most of your hair.

Another click. Through the 
obscurity of her tragic handicap, we 
were coming together, like two lost 
tugboats in the fog.

"I'll never fovgct that night. Was k 
as v/onderful for you SE it war. for me?"

No click. Siler.ee. I taced out of my 
office.

:< Debbi, my phons line's go.K- dead 
again!"

"Maybe you just weren't that great," 
she ssid, straightening up ar.d wiping 
her ear print off the door. Before I 
could fire her, I remembered 
something else that had happened at 
that party. A scream...a smoke 
alarm...panic. Thinking only of my 
own ss'.fsty, I had run out of the 
bathroom- —alone....

[ ran back to the phone.
"I think I know why it wasn't that 

great for you. is it because I stopped 
too soon?"

A loud click. Jackpot.
"Darling, there's something you 

don't understand. There was a fire. A 
smoke a 1 a r m went off. I rushed 
outside. There was panic, and people 
were trying to escape out the 
bathroom window. 1 had to fight them 
off so they wouldn't come in and sec 
you naked. I'm sorry I never called, 
but several people died to protect your 
virtue. Legally, that put me in a rather 
delicate situation."

It was a lie, but sometimes the truth 
is too painful to hear, even for the 
deaf.

"Darling, tell me you believe me."
I hoped my false sincerity would 

somehow come through on her 
computer screen. Apparently it did, 
for I heard a reluctant click.

"Anyway," I said, trying to wind 
things down, "it was nice hearing from 
you. Are you still doing your 
painting?"

Another click, this one all pouty 
and hurt. She knew she was being 
brushed off.

"I think I mentioned that I'm 
married, but maybe you weren't 
watching my mouth at the time."
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Silence.
"But I'll never forget you. Every 

time my phone rings and no one's 
there, I'll chink of you."

This time the click was mine, and I 
wondered how her little computer 
screen showed a dial tone. But we had 
an issue to get out, and 1 soon forgot 
all about her.

Until 1 got home. My wife was 
waiting at the train station with 
flowers and a Luger. I've never much 
cared for flowers, and the Luger didn't 
help.

"Is something wrung.'" I asked.
''Yes, something';, wrong. 1 called 

you iit work, There was something 
wrong with the phone. All I could do 
was click, bur you said everything 1 
needed to hear. You bastard."

"Darling, you're right, and 1 know 
what you're going to do. But let me say 
one thing.'1

There's a gorilla behind you!" 
She wasn't fooled, or maybe she's 

just not afraid of gorillas. She emptied 
the Luger, filling the small train 
station with blut- .iinoke and the ticket 
salesman with hot lead. For the 
umpteenth time I thanked God my 
wife was blind as a bat. More blind, 
actually, because she doesn't even 
have that beepy radar thing.

After that, she calmed down. 
Maybe because she'd made her point; 
maybe because she wa,s our of ammo. 
But now we're working things out: we 
spend more time together, my 
drinking's under control, I've hidden 
the Luger, and when the phune rings 
and no one's there, 1 hang up.

lan Maxtone'Qraham

A DIRTY JOKE
I was about ten years old when Dad 

decided, out of the blue, to tell me a 
dirty joke. We were sitting up late, 
watching old movies, and Mom was in 
bed. I was taking sips of his beer. It 
was Man time.

"Seems there was this guy traveling 
through Maine....! guess he was 
probably a traveling salesman....Was 
he?" Dad stopped and gazed off into 
space for a few minutes. "I guess it 
doesn't matter....Welt, say he's a 
traveling salesman....Anyway, this 
traveling salesman has been traveling 
through Maine all day selling...oh, 
encyclopedias. Okay?" 

"Okay," I said.
"So the sun is going down and he, 

the guy, the salesman, needs a place to 
stay, or else he'll have to sleep in his 
car. So he passes a sign that says
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'Welcome to Red Tip, Maine,' and he 
stops for gas, and while he's getting his 
car filled up, he asks the guy—at the 
gas station, you know—where can 1 
stay? Where's a good place to stay: 
Okay?"

"Okay," I said.
"So this guy, the guy filling up his 

car, says he should drive down to the 
Red Tip Inn...you know inns, right? 
Like hotels?"

"Like the Red Lion Inn?" I said. 
That's where we stayed when we went 
to the Berkshires in the fall to watch 
the leaves change color.

Dad was proud. "Good lad. Have 
some more beer. Do you know what's 
special about the Red Lion Inn?" 

"Your honeymoon was there?" 
Dad's eyes glazed over again. It was 

the right answer, since he cold me die 
story every time we went there. But 
now he jusc sighed and said, "My 
honeymoon...yes....You know, that's 
where you started out.... Room 
H—.Did you know that?"

I started to squirm. We'd had the

talk about "fluids" a few months ago 
and 1 didn't want him to start talking 
about it again. "You told me," I said 
quickly, hoping to cut him aff-

"You were just fluids at that 
point...." he continued, horribly. "Just 
fluids sloshing around inside your 
mother...."

His voice trailed off. I was 
unbelievably relieved that he had 
stopped. We sat and watched the 
movie in silence. He had apparently 
forgotten about the joke. 1 wanted to 
know how it ended, because David 
Dupuis, who was twelve but liked 
hanging out with the ten-year-olds on 
my street, knew dozens of dirty jokes 
and I didn't know any except the ones 
he had told me.

But Dad wasn't saying anything. His 
eyes had closed and his mouth was 
hanging open. It didn't look like he 
was breathing. 1 shook him to make 
sure he wasn't dead, and he snorted 
and yelled, "What? What?" He looked 
upset and confused for a couple of 
seconds, then calmed down and took a

sip (if his beer.
We sat there, then Dad said, "So, 

the guy, the traveling salesman, asks 
the guy, the gas srarion guy, where it 
is...the inn. And it's a few miles down 
the road, so the traveling salesman 
goes off looking for it, and he's getting 
tired, and he hasn't seen this place, 
the Red Hotel..."

"The Red Tip Inn?"
"What? Right....And he's thinking, 

it's supposed to he on this road...where 
is it? Is it much farther? You know.""Right."

"So, he sees a car parked at a rest 
area....And there are these two people 
in it....And they're...uh-ruih...and so 
the guy pulls over and says, you know, 
how far is the Red Tip Hotel? And 
the woman has her head hanging out 
the window...."

Dad stopped again and smiled, like 
he was savoring the punch line helore 
letting it out. He chuckled and said, 
"Do you remember Mrs. Kellogg? She 
used to watch you afternoons...."

"Yeah...." 1 said, wondering whether 
this information somehow affected my 
appreciation of the punch line. Dad 
didn't explain the connection, though. 
He just chuckled some more, then 
said, "Mary Kellogg....She used to he 
Mary V e r n o 11.... Y o u know Mr. 
V e r n o n, the florist? Thai's her 
father...."

Dad took another sip of his heer, 
then said, "Well, so anyway, the 
woman s a y s... i h e w o m a n in the 
car...she says, 'About six inches.' "

Dad looked embarrassed, then 
laughed. I laughed too, so he wouldn't 
feel obligated to explain it and get 
into fluids again. I didn't completely 
understand what the funny part had 
been, hut 1 had a rough idea. The two 
people in the car were doing 
something dirty, and it was funny 
because they were doing it in the 
parking lot, even chough the hotel was 
less than a foot away.

As I thought it over, 1 decided that 
was it. The joke had been a lot like a 
lot of the ones David Dupuis told: 
dirty, but not really funny. I figured it 
was my turn, and I remembered one of 
David's jokes. "I've got one.""Okay."

"Have you ever smelled mothballs?"
"Yeah," Dad said, encouraging.
"What did you do, hold it by the 

wings?"
Dad looked at me, smiling like he 

thought 1 was going to say more. 
When he saw that I wasn't, he said, 
"Well, good night."

He finished his heer and went to his 
bedroom. I knew he didn't get the 
joke. Bur that didn't surprise me.

Andrew Oaburne
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EVERYTHING You IED TO KNOW 
ABOUT COLLEGE

CURRICULUM
MAIM: The only possible way lo understand maih is to careluliy lollou tlie 
actions ol ihe Front-Row Interpreters. While the professor carries on, these 
students nod coinpreliendingly, pretending to understand what is 
essentially gibberish. However, when an actual piece of knowledge emerges, 
an FRI will raise his hand and repeal, in question form, whai ihe professor 
just said. This is your cue 10 take notes.
Puorrssou: "...So, if and only if cpsilon is preceded by ihcia and x is greater 
ihan...blah. blah. blah...to solve this problem you add 8 and 7 together." 
FRI (raising hand); "Sir, in order to solve this problem do you add 8 and 7 
together?" 
PROIT-.SSOR: "Yes."
CHEMISTRY: For perfect answers, follow these rules:
1. Write a dot after the first digit in your answer.
2. Remove the lasi three digits and change the last remaining one to a 

random number of your choosing.
3. Write "x 10" alter your answer. Draw a tin; squigglc that could be

mistaken (or any number from 1 to 384 above and to the right of ihe 10. 
1! you like, you may add a negative sign in Iront of your squigglc. since 
you can always claim afterward that your pen slipped.

SOCIOLOGY/POLITICAL SCIUNCH: The world is divided into haves and havc- 
nms. This is called Marxism. Also, weirdly, ihe United Slates is a Republic, 
but we practice Democracy.
DORM LII-TI: Shitty beer docs the job.

—Sim- /.inc. (,-'C-.S<iu Diego

Exmcwuuum-
PALESTINE Li HI-. HAT ION ORGANIZATION (PLO): The FLO is a completely student- 
run terrorist group thai seeks to oust the Israelis who currently occupy the 
Palestinian homeland, Lasi year it was able to bold ihiricen people caplive against 
their will, and pipe-bomb three discos in and around Barcelona. Fund-raising 
bake sales and T-shirt sales will be held in the fall.
Tnr. PISCAMP TimOLDEN Go/vis: This is ihe nation's oldest collegiate 
dyslexic, all-male a cappclia singing group. At their Spring Jam this fall, 
listen (or renditions of such classics as "Rib ihe Old Yellow-man with a Tie 
of Oak," "Nol in the Lame of Shoves," and "The Chattanooga Ouch-Ouch." 
ORGANIZATION or- SCCRLCV: The group was founded at a certain secret time in a

certain secret place by a man who wishes to 
remain nameless. Us goals are simple and cannot 
be disclosed, and iis constitution was recently 
crumpled up and thrown into ihe ocean, forever 
preserving its purity,

—Jt-jf _S< liaffci; ttai vai'd

STRAPPING, GLISTENING, STRAIGHT WHITE 
MALES: Note: You don't have to be a si rapping, 
glistening, straight wh\ic male in order to join. 
A feminist could join, for example. No one's 
slopping her, right? Currcmly crusading 10 
rename the Humanities Department the 
Manities Department.
STUDENTS, r-ou ILLITERACY (C.F.I.): This group 
had some difficulty gelling officially 
registered. <*s its members arc unable lo write 
a group constitution. Bin protests against 
"iitcrocenirism" did the trick,
D.R.U.G.S,: li doesn't stand for anything. It's 
just a group thai likes lo break into the 
psychology building at 3:00 A.M. on 
Tuesdays. £d stoned, and leave paraphernalia 
silling aroi'nd so it looks cool. Once a year, 
they wear green on Legalize Pol Da)'.

—Ken (jcrbcr, Wo.s/iipigfuii I'MIVCISIIV

VOMIT: Yak. boot. 
DRUNK: Blasted, wasted. 
POTATO SAI.AU: Chunktaters, tatomush. 
DISPROPORTIONATE: Blungcd-ouu flerdy. 
EMULSITY: Fenksicrizc. shumpavate. 
BETWEEN: \Vibblish, pii-pii. 
WATER ULTRA riON: Mungo, skitters. 
BREASTS: Knockers, gazongas.

PRANKS
•Call someone you do not know on the 
telephone.
•Feed someone a lood ihai he or she dislikes, 
under the pretense thai il is a dilferenl, more 
palatable food.
•Pui an animal or other object in a place 
where il would not be expected or welcomed 
under typical circumstances.
•Arrange someone's bedsheets in such a

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

IO.VAL LAMPOON COLLEGIATE HUMOR SUPPLEMENT
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fashion that it becomes difficult for the victim to achieve a comfortable 
sleeping position.

—jon Bcchei'man, Harvard

While the threats of the "PC" movement are well-documented, we shouldn't 
forget thai the habits and "isms" that engendered that movement are still 
perilously alive. A sampling:
« According to Professor Martin Woodfield of DePauw University, night is 
not caused by the earth's rotation; instead, a phenomenon he calls "blacking 
out" occurs, wherein "all the black people of the world fly high up into the 
atmosphere with their voodoo powers, blotting out the sun with their inky 
black skins, except for the nightclub entertainers and drug dealers," to 
quoie a recent lecture. Amazingly, Woodlield was not only retained but 
made chairman of the Sciences Department.
• In March of this year, the University of Massachusetts sponsored a scries 
of date-rape seminars using money originally budgeted for "consciousness- 
raising." Yet the seminars instructed men on date-rape technique 1. University 
officials avoided protests by scheduling the seminars at the same lime as 
important basketball games.
• Wild bears mauled 452 Michigan students at a Gay Pride rally this spring. 
The bears were released by a fraternity as a "stunt." The university did nothing.

—Elijah Aran, Harvard, Jeff Branian, Harvard, and 
Chrhline Caldwcll. Brown

TRADITIONS
THE MIRACLE or THE EUSTACHIAN TUBE (SYRACUSE). The entire school attends 
a splendid cocktail party where people repeatedly blow into each other's 
ears until it hurts. Then everyone gathers in a grand hall where each person 
plugs his nose, clamps his mouth shut, and tries to force air through his or 
her eye ducts. This pops the Eustachian lube—which miraculously heals 
every year.
THE COMMENCEMENT GOAT (TENNESSEE), On the clay ol commencement, 
graduates of all ages come together and let a lone goal feel their assembled 
wrath. No stones are thrown and the goat is not chased off a cliff; instead, 
the goal is forced lo grapple with the graduaies' socioeconomic and moral 
woes. If ihe goal fails 10 cope with these woes, the alumni lake turns 
wrestling with it.
THE CELEBRATION OF THE ECLIPSE (BAYUOR). Every fifty-three years the 
Pleiades are eclipsed by the moon; and, at other times, by clouds. In olden 
days, students and faculty alike thought this signaled the end ol the earth 
and would bang pots and pans loudly lo scare away demons and call back 
the stars from the Oihenvorld. Today, the noise is in the form of rock music 
played by an all-faculty band, and the kids dance all night long.

—JeffSihaffci

ALUMNI Norn
If you find nothing more disturbing than 
hearing about the happiness of others, then 
reading those biographical updates of alumni 
published before their college reunions will 
make you reorganize your shotgun collection 
according to barrel flavor. But lake heart! In 
reality, these things arc just subtly crafted 
ficUons iniendetl lo obscure ihe cheap, 
emply, sordid reality of the writers' lives. For 
instance; 
NAMING ONE'S PETS AND DESCRIBING TJ-IEIR
INTERESTS AND PERSONALITIES. Almost always
an attempt to cover up the fact that the writer 
is sterile: the hope is that people will skim the 
bio quickly and assume they're reading aboul 
the writer's children. This is definitely the 
intent if the pets have names like "John, Jr.," 
"Our First Girl," or "A Smart, Energetic 
Thineen-Ycar-Old wilh His Parents' Looks 
and Temperament." As everyone knows, the 
infertile are incapable of living full lives, and 
should nol even technically be considered 
human. Even if ihe spouse is the unwhole 
one, the marriage is bound to be a joyless 
farce. The same is true if the writer describes 
ihe " d i f fe r e n t but w o n d e r f u 1" fa m i 1 y 
assembled by adopting children who are 
retarded, handicapped, and/or orphans I'rom 
global trouble spots.

ASSERTING THAI' ONE FINDS HIS WORK ro BF
"STILL CHALLENGING AND EXCITING." Alter all
these years, the schmuck has never really 
gotten the hang of his job. Sure, it's exciting to 
live in fear of firing, or lo wonder if you'll kill 
someone each time you enter an operating 
room; but let's lace it, anyone over thirty who 
is still being challenged by his occupation has 
made a big mistake in his career choice, 
knows it, and realizes it's too late to do 
anything aboul it.

WHITING ONLY, "LIFE HAS BEEN GOOD TO ML." 1 
literally shudder thinking of the horrors llm 
person must have been through.

AIL RIGHT STOP COLLA&ORATE 
A*JP LISTED, TO MY 
NO DIS'IN, SOME-THIN'
AWDLp OF ME TiGWLY, I'M 
tOSSESSEP BY TH£ ALMIGHTY 
FLYIN' POWN FRQN\ HEAVEM
&REAKIN' PKeA ' 

SOULS

LOAF ANlP LOAF AMP LOAF
MOEAW, GNIN'OUT FISH

WITHOUT EVEN LAWN'

IF TARE'S A SICKNESS, Yo
ILL-DOUSE rr, cHeoc OUT MY
WOUNPS WHILE MY APOSTLE

pouers IT...
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Subscribe to the National Lampoon 
and call anywhere in the US* for FREE!

Reach out and touch someone. It's not just 
a slick ad slogan, it's the foundation for a

I I '""' IRF "r^WHJ healthy emotional life. And we at the 
PM ' jd^^^^m «(!«. National Lampoon realize that \ifew

America in what's almost the twenty-first 
century can get a mite lonely sometimes. 
That's why we're making this unprece 
dented subscription offer.

It works like this. Subscribe to the 
National Lampoon, America's favorite 
humor magazine, for one, two, or three 
years. (Remember, the longer you sign up 
for, the more you save off the newsstand 
price!) After you subscribe and we verify 
your order, you'll be able to make a free 
call anywhere in the US. Just clip the mail 
ing label off the magazine and have your

account number at hand. Lift up your phone receiver and dial 1-800 followed 
by seven numbers of your choice. If you get a recording telling you that 
number is not in service at this time, don't despair. Just dial 1-800 again and 
try another seven digits. Odds are in a few short seconds you'll be enjoying 
your free call!

National Lampoon, We'll Help You Reach Out— 
How You Touch Is Your Own Business.

Send check or money order (in US- funds) to National Lampoon, 
155 Avenue of the Americas, Dept. 1091, New York, NY 10013.

YES, I want to take advantage of this one-time offer and save dollars on this subscription.
D ONE YEAR of National Lampoon at $13.95 
(save $15.55 over newsstand price).
D TWO YEARS of National Lampoon at 
$22.95 (save $36.05 over newsstand price).
D THREE YEARS of National Lampoon at 
$34.95 (save $53.55 over newsstand price).

NAME

ADDRESS

Add $10.00 per year for Canada, Mexico, and other 
foreign lands.

CITY STATE ZIP
For ultra-fast service, forget the coupon and call loll-free 1-800 
257-7600. If you hate telephones but don't want to cm up this 
priceless publication, print or type all necessary info on a 
separate piece of paper and send it along with your check or 
money order.
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ESSA\ STARTERS
Yfltj Too to Go TO SCHOOL

CAN'T GET INTO COLLEGE?
Let us help; these can be tailored to almost any application. 

We'll provide the openings, and you take it from there.

6. PKHSONAI,
STATEMKNT/ESSAy

ulTtri m oppMVmity fw jiiu u help iBbKi^e ̂ ^me.1 wKh y^ 
<U(a. H allows you lodtmansvtive juur ability lo«jiiii]e>ini! lliouiMs jndssiwiss yourecK. WILMi this in mliid, u!«« wile an cssaj;

lQljr 3WSOQ Honls in length on asepitMe stel of jwpei, about Me of Ae following lopics. 
AJPiwuss one of ywracwmiilislinicnts (hit you ai;tiievwi with great difficulty tmtltalellieiialiuenfUieDbilJclttslyouoiiitanie.

«eic able to succeed in (our eodeavors, jnd how (our esporiews Mffd (MI growssa poison. 
Dl

Se(etlafjMlli-e«ort a norel. iHim,a pwm,a muinal ptcct,a painting, «olh*riwrkolaii  
world and (he way you viewy wrself, UisOES Die ivoil ainl ill uffeit on you.

1. THE ADVENTURE ESSAY
2. THE ALTRUISTIC
3. THE FRIENDSHIP ESSAY.*
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Low SATs? JUST SAY.

MESSER UNIVERSITY

T/ii1 snipers lire /ftMIC

INTRODUCTION
Founding: Because Messer was 
forged in dire straits, challenge 
and impossible odds arc woven in 
our very fabric. The institution 
was founded in the early nine 
teenth century through the efforts 
of a group of Catholic nuns and 
an elderly Irish immigrant who 
accompanied them across the sea 
to educate the native youths. 
While the fledgling St. Priapus 
College soon foundered, it was 
rescued in 1881 by the timely 
generosity of philanthropist 
Jedediah Messer Manning- 
Messer, a local liquor distributor. 
The University was renamed in 
his honor, but it is the fierce 
tenacity of those Irish nuns that 
we remember and draw upon 
each day.

WE'D like to 
extend our per 
sonal thanks for 

your interest in Messer 
University. It's a thrill to 
be back in academia after 
our brief respite, and 
we're all pleased to return 
to the bosom of the Uni 
versity family. As we 
embark on our revitalizing 
Yes, Messer campaign, we 
want you to be an active 
cog in the wheel of 
Messer's rebirth. Let 
the games begin!

... The ivy is growing again.
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Location: Nestled in the heart of a bus 
tling urban neighborhood, the University 
is both an active part of the community and 
a separate, secure entity unto itself. Past 
students have told us that they appreciate 
the locale specifically because of the many 
opportunities for soup-kitchen work, 
homeless out reaches, and drug counsel ing 
that exisl right outside the Messer gates. 
All undergraduates are encouraged to 
study the exciting drama of streel life from 
special observation decks built around the 
campus's perimeter.

The University is also conveniently 
located close to the bus station, to which 
frequent shuttle service is available.

The Women's College: Founded after 
the notorious "shower riots" of 1899, the 
Women's College was bom of a desire to 
add a much-needed "feminine touch" to 
the Messer student mix. But the Women's 
College has since come into its own, and 
now offers a wide variety of baccalaureate 
programs for women seeking careers fol 
lowing graduation.

Female education at Messev is far 
different today than at its inception, when 
interaction between the men's and wom 
en's colleges was heavily restricted and 
discouraged by support staff hired to 
supervise the social life of the students. 
Now students mingle unchaperoned, and 
chastity is enforced strictly on the honor 
system.

While fully sexually integrated, the 
University remains keenly aware of the 
special needs of its women students. The 
first University day-care center is slated to 
open in the fall ofl 992. and now (hat we 
are no longer receiving federal funds, 
family-planning services are once again 
available on campus.

ACADEMICS
Curriculum; Many educators would agree that this is an important aspect of life at any col 
lege. Although we at Messer share ihis opinion, we also believe in the well-namded college 
experience. Therefore, our students are given a great amount of freedom in designing and 
pursuing their own academic path. Following is a list of some of our most popular courses. 
African Dmm Making • American Popular Culture: The Iconography of the Lunchbox • 
Contraceptive Techniques • Cooking Chinese, levels I and II * lit.de/iendvnt Study Advanced 
Chemistry • Mammal Sexuality • Mi.tology • Stanley Kaplan • Zen Lab

Messer professors are constantly searching for neic ivays to make the 
curriculum come alive.

Faculty: Allhough some "Ivy League'' colleges boast faculty more notable and well- 
respected in their fields, their profesfiol's often never see the inside of the classroom, due 
to the overemphasis placed on research and scholarship. This does not happen at Messer 
University- We're proud of the fact that our most notable faculty teach introductory-level 
courses, while first-year graduate students teach the most difficult courses. In addition, we 
are proud that our teaching staff strongly reflects the growing trend toward multiculturalism 
in education. Listed below are just some of our faculty members and their works.
• Fyodor Bonaparte (Slavic Languages). Ph.D.. University of West Kiev. USSR. "Did Nikolai 
Gogol Dress Up in Women's Clothing? A Linguist's Approach" (unpublished monograph).
• Dimltra Dimalia Flamerman (Art History), M.F.A.. Katharine Gibbs School. Trenton, N.J. 
Georgia O'Keeffe's Flowers; Blooming Vaginas? (in peer review).
• Mgabu Mowali (Finance), M.B. A., Swahili Vocational College. "Bgulth iXamlgh Ar!" 
(currently being translated). __ 9
• Francois Audre DeMerde (Semiotics). M.A.T.. Boh Jones University. "Is That a 
Signifier in Your Avant-Garde, or Are You Just Glad to See My Objel Trouve?" 
The Journttl of Letters to Swank, vol. 2. pp. 45-47.

STUDENT LIFE
Student Residences: Most of the dormitories were constructed soon after the 
University's founding, and have provided a roof over our students' heads ever 
since. These buildings feature Old World architecture combined with modern 
plumbing and electrical wiring, and all rooms now contain smoke alarms. 
A certain number of these older residences have been renamed the 
"Al Fresco" houses because of tlieir unujue outdoor exposure.

Messer students pursue vigorous 
academic debate even outside 
the classroom.
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'MESSER UNIVERSITY

At Messer's newly recertified dining hall, an empty place setting appears at every 
meal in memory of Hank Grant WUlener, who would have graduated in 1992.

I

Athletics: The mascot of Messer University, formerly the spotted bear, has recently been 
changed to the emu as part of the Yes, Messer! campaign. The favorite bird of alumni George 
Panzee, of Panzee Sporting Goods, this inspiring creature has come to symbolize the Uni 
versity's rebirth. Much like the phoenix, this beautiful animal, known for its distinctive 
plumage and ability to run up to thirty miles per hour, epitomizes Messer1 s fighting spirit and 
rise Vo greatness.

Messer1 s athletic fields are the home of high drama and examples of admirable sports 
manship in the event of defeat. Our students go wild at the sight of the fighting emu, and our 
returning alumni can frequently he seen shedding a tear at football games.

Activities: It is not surprising that, given our emphasis on a well-rounded collegiate experi 
ence, extracurricular pursuits are well-attended. At Messer, however, we have found that 
students' private funding of activities is more practical than University financial support. 
Below is a complete list of extracurricular clubs.
Alcoholics Anonymous • Aggressiveness Training * Alumni Favor Club * Drug Rehabilitation 
Support Group * Emu Fund Drive * E-Movers (modern-dance troupe) « First Aid « Gamblers 
Anonymous* Guardian Angels *Jujitsu Karate * Gun Owners' Club* Self-Defense for Women 
* Tae Kivon. Do
Campus Publications: The student newspaper, the Emu Tribune, comes out almost daily.
All incoming first-year students are welcome to write for the E-moot and have proved espe 
cially valuable in covering campus crime and faculty departures. Many new students have 
even found themselves propelled to editorial positions soon after arrival. The pages of 
(lie E-moot have long provided a controversial forum for the AP wire service, ads 
from local shopkeepers, and student cartoons based on the popular Far Side t' r 
series. In addition, the Men of Messer calendar is on sale at the campus 
bookstore and your local video store. All proceeds go the Yes, Messer! campaign 
and the Construction Fund.

EXPENSES AND FINANCIAL AID
The expenses for the 1991-92 academic 
year have yet to be determined, but we 
would like to state that while Messer 
University looks forward to a lucrative 
rebuilding campaign, we do not want to 
frighten anyone. We want a Messer 
education to remain the bargain it has 
been for years.

Messer will do what it can to ensure 
thfit all students desiring to enroll can do 
so. Therefore, we are extremely flexible in 
accepting financial plans from students 
unable to pay the entire tuition.

If you need additional assistance in 
financing your education, the area sur 
rounding the college is the home of several 
private financiers who will be pleased to do 
business with you for a minimal fee, 
Employment may be arranged for students 
who need it; interested students should see 
Ms. Trish DeBianco at the office of the 
Alumni Favor Club.

Parking i.s always plentiful til 
Mvssi'r Stadium,

APPLICATION 1NFOKMATION
Once again, we are extremely grateful for 
your interest in Messer University. Appli 
cations are due the first of January, but 
our rolling admissions process accepts 
applications until the class is full. Those 

requesting application information in 
midsummer should not feel unwelcome. 
Interested students should include a 
deposit check with their application 
materials, and a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope.
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HALF-TIME FOTO FOLLIES
ZEOS THROWING A LIGHTNING BOLT AT POLYTECHNIC. IT HITS THEM, THEY EXPLODE IN 

A SHOWER OF SPARKS- TROMBONES AND SAY.IS- AND WE PLAY "STORMY WEATHER.
NO, THAT'S JUST LIKE THE USA TODAY* 

WfATHfK MAP WE DID LAST WEEK. HOW 
AWTA MEDIEVAL CATAPULT HURLING 
A HUGE RQCK-TRUMPETS-ATA FORT/ 

WITH A "P" ON THE SIDE.

YEAH, WE CAN PLAY 
"HIT ME WITH YOUR BEST SHOT."

NO, WE PLAYED THAT 
THREE WEEKS AGO WHEN

WE DID THE TYSON-
HOLYFIELD FORMATION.
LET'S DO THE fm/l ff/iy

DROPPING FAT MAN,
ONLY HIROSHIMA'S SOT

THE POLYTECHNIC 
STADIUM. PERCUSSIONS

CAN DO A GREAT
EXPLOSION, AND SAXES
CAN BE BURN VICTIMS

IN AGONY

WAIT A MINUTE. THE ASIAN STUDENTS' COUNCIL IS STILL WHINING
ABOUT m PEARL HARBOR FORMATION AI HOMECOMING LAST YEAR. I SAY WE

DO A DESERT STORM FORMATION. THERE'S A GIANT SCUD WITH A "P" ON THE SIDE,
WE PLAY "AHAS, THE ARAB" AND SEGUE INTO "THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER" ASA

PATRIOT MISSILE WITH A "C" ON THE SIDE INTERCEPTS IT. THERE'S A HUSE
EXPLOSION RIGHT ON "BOMBS BURSTING IN AIR," AND THEN THE SPARKS

REFORM INTO A PAIR OF SHAKING HANDS, SIGNIFYING THE TRUCE
AND THE RESCUE OF THE KURDS.

YEAH! AND WE CAN PtAY 
"TURNING JAPANESE"!

"TH£ END OF THE WORLD 
AS WE KNOW IT."

I LIKE IT.... IT REALLY TELLS A STORY. ...I DON'T SEE THE 
'RAQI STUDENTS COMPLAINING TOO LOUD... , LFT'S DO IT....

BY ELIJAH ARO.\ AMI Ji;rr BRAXIOS
P H O 1 O C, R A I- II t D BY D [: N N 1 S K 1 1 C II i; N
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THE TWIN PRIDES 
OF CASTILE

BY MHKIIAM O'KEm
COURSE: Freshman Expository Writing—How (o Write on Minority Issues. 
ASSIGNMENT: Write a politically sensitive short story that makes an 
experience of oppression concrete and real to the reader.

PICTURE A LITTLE TOWN, SO SMALL IT IS 
not on a map, where everyone knows 
everyone and you can walk from one end ol 
its picket-fenced interior to the other in 
under five minules. Thai's actually not the

town I'm talking about, being my town. I'm v 
thinking of a slightly larger town. A proud, 
Caslilian town, loo proud even lo have a name. 
"We have our own names," ihe inhabitants say. But 
I am talking about two twins who live in this town, 
not the town itself.

Buford and Nelson were both twins of each other. 
They were Caslilian from head lo toe, and they 
lived in a Caslilian lown and spoke Spanish for ihis 
reason. They were so handsome lhai girls would go 
oui wilh them. They were so strong thai even heavy 
objects were no task for the twins to lift. Sure, the 
twins didn't have swimming pools and nice places 
to vacation. They were Spanish. But they were 
proud.

As alike as two clones, the [wins lived and 
worked on the dock, where they were prized for 
their rugged strength and hilarious comical 
imitations of each other. If Nelson put on a yellow 
Izod, Buford would, loo, even if il meant laking 
Nelson's. If Nelson was eaiing a fish sandwich, 
Buford would try to eat it also, even if it meant both 
went hungry.

As I have said, the iwins were not only alike but 
were also proud, which even poor people can be 
sometimes. For example, Buford once was dining at 
a fine restauran! and ihe fal boastful man across the 
way would not silence his infant. Furious, Buford 
called ihe manager and had ihe child thrown out. 
Until the manager had done so, Buford did not touch 
his meal.

Nelson was also fearless and proud. On the bus 
once, an old man sat down in ihe seal Nelson
had inlended for himself. Seething, Nelson sal down in ihe back. 
When ihe old man goi off, Nelson triumphantly reclaimed his seat.

One day on ihe docks, the iwins and a coworker goi into a dispute over 
a shellfish, in the course of which the fellow worker used an insulting 
word. Unlike some men who take insults lightly, the hot-blooded twins 
glared at the man, and avoid him to this day.

This is an example to show thai Spain is as good a culture as ihe U.S., 
even after centuries of oppression of the Spanish people. Nelson and 
Buford were twins, and like all proud male iwins, a woman could never 
be dishonored around them wilhout them gelling angry. On the beach 
one day, the twins encountered a fat man whose untoward size was 
oppressing two beautiful girls who were twins like Nelson and Buford, only 
not them. Incensed, the twins asked two sets of identical Siamese triplets

who were also on the beach for help. Then 
the fiery male twins challenged the 
oppressively fat man to a human pyramid.

The fat man was too much of a coward 
to act like a man, a thinner man, and back 
out. So they began their grim work. It 
soon became clear that the fat man 
couldn't pull his own weight in the 
foundation, so he would have lo be on top. 
But the fat man, treacherously, was too fat. 
The triplets could not support his weight 
and were borne to the ground on lop of 
the foundation, which the strong twins 
had proudly insisted on being! Like a 
tragedy, Nelson and Buford became 
choked by the two connective tissues

connecting one of the Siamese triplets and 
died, killed partly by their pride, but more 
by the colonialistic domination of Spain by 
outsiders.

This death was a tragedy, and though I 
didn't like Spanish people before, if these 
iwo proud Spanish men ever stopped 
being dead and came to Westchester Com 
munity College, 
I would be very 
nice to them 
even if no one 
else was.

NATIONAL LAMPOON' COLLEGIATE HUMOR SUPPLEMENT
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i YN, 1 THINK WE'RE READY," 1AN (PRONOUNCED "YAN") 
called out to the other members of Guys Understanding 
International Ladies' Troubles as they bustled about in the 
meeting room of Lower Massachusetts University Student 
Center, It was only the second meeting of Guys Under 

standing International Ladies 1 Troubles, and the male feminists, needing 
to rationalize their penises and made heady by the swell of injustices to 
correct, were anxious to begin.

The group had been formed the previous month, after incidents at 
their campus forced them to reevaluate their status as the testosterone 
producers of humanity. A beefy frat brother had loudly played a Guns 
N' Roses CD only moments before shouiing, "Hey, tools!" al a female

ILLUSTRATED BY JEANETTE ADAMS

Campus Crusade for Christ activist. Days 
later, it was announced that Yo-Yo Ma, a 
man applauded worldwide for stroking a 
tail instrument gripped tightly between his 
legs, was to receive an honorary Doctor of 
Musicology degree al commencement. This 
disregard for the pain suffered by the young 
woman, and all women, caused several men 
on campus to rise up and right the wrongs 
of their ill-conceived genetic makeup.

The agenda for this evening's meeting of 
Guys Understanding International Ladies'

t»0 XA T I O (V A L LAMPOON COLLEGIATE HUMOR SUPPLEMENT
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Troubles would provide a small, bul positive, step in that direction. 
Present was Graeme, who had changed his name from Peter after he 
realized the damaging implications of that praenomen. Similarly, his 
roommate, Fiona, had been called Nick before he decided that he would 
sympathize better with oppressed females if he could be mistaken for a 
woman on petitions and mailings. Rounding out the circle were Barclay, 
Lance, and Kurt.

"I'd like to begin the meeting by invoking the male ideal: Michael 
Steadman," lan announced. "Yes, gone is thirtysomething. But never 
before have we so needed Michael's passivity, his honesty about himself, 
and his involved parenting. Lest we forget, please join me as we chant 
together..." The others stood, rehearsed in their secret words. "...And 
dance by the light of the moon...and dance by the light of the 
moon...and dance by the light of the moon,"

"D'accord," Graeme said. "1 hale to be negative, though...but every 
lime 1 see Ken Olin, 1 think abotu his portrayal of Charles Stuart, an 
insensitive guy if there ever was one."

"Yeah, murdering your wife is an effective way to disempower her," 
Barclay noted.

"Okay, okay, let the notes show that I respect your point of view," 
lan sighed. "Now I'd like to read aloud the letter we drafted to the Daily 
Low-Mass. Silence, please.

"To the Editor: Your continual use of the word 'men' to describe 
positively penised individuals succeeds in delineating the difference 
between the genders that has been the cause of untold pain and 
suffering throughout histoiy. If women will ever be able to bare their 
breasts with impunity, no gesture is too small. Therefore, the collective 
membership of Guys Understanding International Ladies' Troubles 
demands that you adopt these terms: men will now be known as the 
'flagrantly testicled,' while our female counterparts are the 'famously 
labiaed.' Yours, lan LeClitle, etc."

After the applause died, lan regained order. "Okay, fellow people- 
whose-nipples-are-not-as-importanl-during-sex, I think now we should 
discuss a heavy topic. Namely, let's brainstorm ways that men can stop 
rape. Any suggestions?"

Barclay: "Never doing it ourselves and focusing on educating 
potentially dangerous men?"

Kurt: "Work on increasing conviction rates and winning stricter 
punishments?"

Lance: "Kick the living shit out of guys who threaten or hurt our 
female friends?"

"NO, NO, NO!" lan yelled. "These are the failures of the pasl. We 
need new, progressive solutions. Fiona?"

"Colorful concert sheet banners that read 'Rape Is Bad'?"
"Painting ourselves and chanting anti-rape slogans during lecture 

periods?" Graeme offered.
"Much better. But we must go even further. As you know, genllemyn, 

we've tried to correct the errors of our gender, but we won't succeed 
unless we rid ourselves of the urges that evolution has implanted in our 
chromosomes. Short of gamma-ray therapy, the only solution is 
education. To this end—and only this end—1 move that we lake a brief 
field trip tonight. If we spend the evening with other seed-bearers at 
someplace like, well, let's say the Pussy-Go-Round Lounge, we can iry 
to understand beuer why men act as they do toward women and vow 10 
correct such behavior. Agreed?"

A rousing chorus of "Yes!" quickly deteriorated into a mumbled stir 
of "It might be a good idea" and "1 guess if we don't look too closely." 
Having secured the acquiescence of his peers, lan led them out to his 
mustard-colored Saab 9000 and negotiated it out of Lower's lush 
campus and into the squalid streets of the town.

The blinking neon sign of the Pussy-Go-Round Lounge taunted ihe 
members of Guys Understanding International Ladies' Troubles. Every 
time the words "nude," "triple X," and, worst of all, "girls" flashed on, 
they felt as awful as if they'd just held the door open for one of their 
female classmates.

"Look, I know we find the objectification of the more-grandly- 
breasted to be an abomination, but to kill the beast, we must ihink like 
the beast," lan bravely encouraged his friends, who were already

reluctantly digging into the pockets of their 
army-surplus pants for the cover charge.

Once seated so that their faces were 
caressed by the breeze of the featured 
dancer's nipple tassels, the members of 
Guys Understanding International Ladies' 
Troubles watched the expressions of the 
other audience members, several of whom 
they recognized from Lower Massachusetts 
University. Although the club was dark and 
smoky, the leers of the men were 
repulsively radiant to the guys of Guys 
Understanding International Ladies' 
Troubles. Gradually, the male feminists 
stopped concentrating on the audience and 
watched the show, while Barclay quietly 
mouthed the group mantra for strength: 
"And dance by the light of the moon...and 
dance by ihe light of the moon..."

A buxom stripper maneuvered her way 
over to the Guys Understanding 
International Ladies' Troubles table, and 
Fiona reached up and tucked a five-dollar 
bill inio her G-string.

"What the Erica Jong are you doing, 
Fiona?" Lance yelled.

"It says in Our Bodies, Ourselves that we 
should noi castigate women who enter the 
so-called 'sex professions,' because usually 
they are forced into it by dysfunctional 
relationships with men. Until society 
allows women an equal role in the 
workplace, we must support their career 
decisions. Perhaps this stripper can use 
that money to resume her education," 
Fiona explained.

Soon another stripper approached the 
table, of particularly generous proportions. 
As she danced suggestively around the 
men, the discomfori of ihe Guys 
Understanding International Ladies' 
Troubles members became more obvious.

"As Luce Irigaray says, I only create 
women with my gaze....If I shut my eyes, 
maybe she'll go away...." 

Graeme succumbed first. 
"Sweet Lord Christ, look at the mangoes 

on thai Bridget! Taaaasty!"
His fellows made weak attempts to 

rebuke Graeme, but were too worn down 
from the daily struggle against ihe 
indoctrinations of treehouse Playboy 
snitchings and man-to-mans with Dad. 
Their grumbles turned to helpless nods.

The next day, the professor ol their 
Women's Studies class (WS 145: Why Are 
Men Dicks?) asked in the course of a 
healed debate, "So, what do you think, 
bearers-of-an-extra-appendage? Can men 
really be feminists?"

"Feminist (fiis, babe," they grunted in 
unison, as lan 
grabbed his 
nuts and they 
all walked out 
of class to go 
gel a beer.

LAMPOON COLLEGIA! F_ HUMOR SUPPLEMENT
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DORMROOM 2000 Ji;ii B mi ON 
CHKIKTIXG CALBW

1. InfiniKcg (with lap)
2. Third Eye Empalhic Communicalions 

Module (with parly line)
3. Levitating Scaly McgaEuton 

MagicCarpet
4. VCR
5. Virtual Reality StairMasier
6. 69" Sony Trinitron XBR 3-D
7. Class-Ten Repulsor Field Generator 

(with RelinaBurn Security Scan)
8. Sunplus Melanin Enhancer
9. Water Wheel, the 1.21 Gigawali 

Power Dynamo
10. 1.21 GigawailWALL-O'SOUND/ 

MR. MICROPHONE 2000®
11. Spear and Magic I Iclmci

12. Sclcct-a-Tab Recreational Drug Tree
13.RohoEurch Personal Valet
14. Mr. Long Island Iced Tea
15. Escalator Leading 10: Amirak Station/ 

Tickel Office, Cab Stand, Monorail, 
Fcargal OToolc's Brew Mans

16. Casio Programmable Sell-Playing 
House Beat Harpsichord

17. Dance Etoor
18. Desk:

19. Ronco Smokeless Bottomless 
Ashtray

20. ChiaManaicc
21. Rod of Lordly Mighl
22. Keys to "Greased Lightning"
23. PolyBall Mutating Sports Sphere

24. "Bookshelves"
25. Experimental Cray SuperPC

(proprietary linkage to Pentagon 
Citicorp)

26. OccanView lx '
27. LendcrOven iiagel S\ mlicsizer
28. SpcrnuuoDcaih del—Condom 

Dispenser
29. HurlPlex Vomil Receptacle/Air 

Freshener with potpourri sccni
30. Hot Plate
31. Black 

Hole 
Laundry 
Anni- 
hilator
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DUMB FRAT GAMES
ACTED OUT BY AUTHENTIC DUMB FRAT Guvs
Is A REAL FRATERNITY HOUSE WE OANTTEU You WHICH M

DAVID HYUT

I T'S FALL SEMESTERl 
on campus: rus 
season. Once again, the 1 
annual flood of frat- 
initiation disaster stories is making the rounds, 

replete with horrifying details of the gruesome 
deaths of freshman pledges who suffocated in car 
trunks, drowned in lakes, or ate more than a proper 
serving of live crawdads. As the body count 
escalates, perhaps we should step back, take a 
critical look at these barbaric customs, and ask, 
"Why?"

Or perhaps we should leave the philosophizing to 
the sniveling mothers of the dead children. Instead, 
let's ask, "What else do they do?"

Research has found that most of todays frat games 
fall into five general categories: food, pain, gentle 
anal probing, writhing nakedness, and drinking. 
(Perhaps it is four small categories and one big 
category.) Those games that fall under more than 
one category are regarded as superior.

DISCLAIMER: This 
feature does not intend to 
damaging generalizations 

fraternities, nor does it mean to 
characterize' frat boys as boozing, 
womanizing, anally fixated, self-mutilating, 
Jiomofrolic, mindless hedonists who would 
gladly brand themselves on the butt with 
the red-hot mouth of a glowing beer bottle 
simply because everyone else promised that 
they would do it next. Also, since few 
sources were willing to go on the record, it 
could not be confirmed with certainty that 
these games are in fact played, but these 
accounts are definitely more reliable than 
"urban myths."

F ii ii 11
nutter the Tocisl (also known as Spunk 

Bread and, in the British Commonwealth, 
Soggy Biscuit) is a simple and exciting 
game. Pals gather in a circle with a small 
piece of bread in the middle, varying in size 
from a Rice Chex "check" to a large piece of 
pita, depending on how impish and how 
hungry the merry band might feel.

Then, in a casual, fraternal, bonding, 
froth)' kind of way, the players masturbate 
at the bread, as any self-respecting 
American males would do when left to their 
own devices. The "winner," of course, is the 
last to come. He proudly eats his prize—the 
gooey bread, the sacred staff of life.

I. A M P O O X C O I- L E G I A I" I: PPLEMENT 41
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Cherry Relay also employs the racing motif. Two cherries, resting on 
two blocks of ice. Two lines ol eager hoys. Pretty simple.

Well, actually, there is a catch. In this relay race, it's against the rules 
to use anything Inn posterior equipment to pick up and carry the 
cherries.

Don't worry, they don't have lo cat the cherries. Unless, of course, 
they lose.

Although The he Slide isn't technically A race, and ice isn't exactly a 
food, it could be included here, too. It's a yearly party event at sonic 
universities, including Stanford. A house Ping-Pong table is placed atop 
some blocks or a pool table, so ihat il rests solidly about three feet above 
the ground. A foot-wide strip ol plastic lies on the floor, starting under 
one end ol the table and running down a long hallway, [loth the strip 
and the table are covered with cubed ice. The topless competitors race 
toward the table, leap belly-first onto ihc icy surface, and then slide off

the edge. Then they crash three feet down 
onto the plastic, going for distance as they 
coast on ice cubes clown the strip. If 
someone doesn't fly off the table fast 
enough, the far edge does a nice job of 
scraping away any excess hair, skin, or 
nipples thai person might have had on his 
or her chest.

An >\\ Ircsco variation is Cornell's famous 
Chair Races, involving comfy office chairs 
with wheels, a big hill, and motorcycle 
helmets. This brings us lo...

II
I \

Face a solid wall from about ten inches 
away. Mold an ordinal') 1 household Ping- 
Pong ball ai waist level, and toss it straight 
up. Catch the ball by trapping il between 
your forehead and the wall. Very good; 
you've mastered Butler University's Ping- 
Pon% Toss. (Variation: Cue Batt Toss.)

While not a "game" as such, the famed 
fral prank Hypnotic Power Situps is a great 
way 10 nail thai bitchy classmate, 
neighborhood bully, or gullible future 
United States vice president.

The unsuspecting victim strolls by and 
sees you lying on the floor, held down by

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



two cohorts who have you pinned lo the ground with a 
towel held across your face. You grunt and groan, trying 
wiih all your might to do a simp.

Then your friends remove the lovvcl. "Just watch," your 
trustworthy cohorts tell the curious observer, "as ihe 
power of muscular hypnosis manifests itscll." Close 
your eyes and concentrate. Incredibly, no mailer how 
much you wriggle and strain, you are unable to do a 
situp. After exerting one lasl monumental effort, you're 
forced lo give up. 

"Amazing!" cries the victim. "Let me try!"
Of course, you oblige. When your assistants let the 

towel prematurely slip Irom ihe victim's head, he 
jerks up and lirmly plants his face into the crack oi 
your hare bullocks, which you've proudly splayed as 
you straddle his (now-disgraced) form.

And speaking ol bare bullocks...

Guvm; Am IMtiiitm;
When you play lilcphant Train, all stand in a circle, completely naked. 

You all turn and face lo ihe right, and lil your right thumb snugly inside 
the anus of the future captain of industry in from of you. Your left 
thumb goes in your mouth. An appointed game-master then slarts a 
jolly, good-time record, and the troop begins its circular march. 
(Suggested listening: "March of the Bab}' lilephams," "Teddy Bears" 
Picnic," or Chopin's classic dirge, "Polonaise in I" minor.") When the 
music slops, all stand slill.

Whoops! Your right thumb popped out? Don'1 worry, you've slill got 
another clean thumb. Just switch 'cm. left thumb in bun, right thumb in 
mouth. You're out when you're out ol clean thumbs.

After the tension of the Train, some relief can be had by means of 
Harvard's, Stanford's, and USC's Atomic Chug. One lucky volunteer 
stands on his hands and is administered a cool, soothing beer enema. 
The runoff is carefully gathered in a glass. You know the rest.

WIUTIIIU .\mn\Kss
iJd(( Rtxta> adds a touch ol ihe Old West,, 

to any sexual encounter, requiring only a 
stopwatch and .an ample supply of 
unsuspecting "cowgirls."

The rider mounts his unknowing "liily" 
in private, comfortably "riding" her from 
behind. Meanwhile, his thoughtful chums 
patiently perch outside his room (or inside 
his closet), wailing for a verbal cue Irom 
the rider. When the signal is given, they 
burst in and begin a raucous chant: 
"Rodeo ONE, Rodeo TWO, Rodeo 
TllRlfB..." With the stopwatch they 
measure how long this cowboy can slay on 
his shocked and now-furiously-bucking 
bronco, night seconds is considered a 
"victon-" for the rider.

A rider in training can also play without 
the intrusion of his brothers, simply by 
uiiering the name ol an old girllriend 
during his ride.

IIHI \ k I U
While an account ol drinking games 

could fill a major, any listing would be 
amiss if it failed to mention the eighties 
innovation that is one oI the most 
horrifyingly sadistic and cruel drinking 
games of them all: /Jm'lf This CiJv.

The rules are simple: blasi Slarship's "We 
fiuill This City" over and over until each 
e o m p e i i to r h a s d o w n e d a s i x - p a c I 

the 
11n 
fo r

tragedy built in: 
human beings 
simply were not 
meant to drink 
that fast.
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SEX IN A DOUBLE
MAKING LOVE Anon YOUR ROOMMATE

BY Jofi D. BECKERMAN

EVER SINCE THE FIRST DAY OF CLASSES, YOU'VE THOUGHT 
about nothing but Olga, the new exchange student from Sweden. 
Everything you do—from brushing your teeth to writing a 
paper—you're wondering, what would it he like 10 do irm with 
Olga while also having sex?

You can'i lake your eyes off her. liven (hough she's short and skinny 
with stringy brown hair, |— —- — — — — — — — — ,— — —
bad skin, and horn-rimmed 
glasses, she's Swedish— 
meaning she must be a 
tall, blonde, voluptuous 
knockout.

Ail day you follow her 
around, slobbering, 
secretly muttering, 
"Olga, Olga, Olga" under 
your breath, and 
pausing every five 
steps to scream, i ^^^^^B , 
" O L I. L 1. G A A A A ! ! ! ^^^^ 
OLLLLCAAAA! ! ! 
OLLLLGAAAAA!!!" Do 
people notice? Who 
knows? Who cares? You're 
in love.

And now you're going to 
do something about it. 
Hands trembling, you pick 
up the p h one and dial 
Olga's number. With each 
ring, you imagine w h a i 
awful, scathing words she'll 
use to crush you when you 
ask her out....

Rrrrrrniiiiiiiiing. 
''Friday's bad for me. 

Maybe Saturday?"

"Wow, I'd really, really 
love to go, hut I've got 
plans. 1 suppose 1 could — 
no, 1 really shouldn't cancel 
on such short notice."

"You stupid, ugly, stink 
ing piece of crap, you 
worthless hunk of garbage, 
you putrid bucket of flith, 
I'd go oui with you if only 
my parents weren't coining 
for the weekend."

Just as you're about to 
slam the phone down in 
terror and shame, you hear 
her voice:

"Hello. This is Olga. I'm

\

\
\
\

DO NOT 
DISTURB

Sexual 
Intercourse

Now In 
Progress

Thank You!

dying to go to dinner and a movie with you 
on Friday night. Just come by my room at 
seven. Oh, by the way, I would really 
appreciate it if, after the movie, we could 
go back to your room and have sex. At the 
sound of the beep, leave your name, your 
credit card number, and a distinguishing 
physical description, so I'll know it's you."

"Ummm," you stammer, "I've gol hair 
and two arms and a torso and a head and a 
butt." You hope that's enough. You didn't 
mention legs, and your sleep is tormented 
by dreams of Olga dancing the night away 
with some smooth-talking amputee.

But before you know it, it's Friday night 
and you're out with your dream girl. You 
treai her to a bottomless bucket of caviar at 
Chez Ritz and a front-row seat at the 

— — — — — —| neighborhood theater's
David Hartman film 
retrospective. 
Halfway through the 
second showing of Ice 
Station Zebra, she puis 
her hand on your thigh 
and whispers, "1 hate- 
art films. Let's go back 
to your place."

Five minutes later, 
you're leading Olga 
down the hall to your 
dorm room, a huge, 
spaced-out grin on 
your face.

"Doesn't it get 
lonely living here all 
by yourself?" she asks. 
That's when you re 
member that you 
don't. As you open the 
door, you pray to God 
that your roommate 
isn't around.

But of course, he's 
right where he always 
is, twenty-lour hours a 
day—sitting on ihe 
top bunk, eating pork 
rinds, listening to 
Dark Side of the. Moon 
on his headphones, 
and singing along at 
the top of his lungs.

"Olga, 1 ... 1 ..." 
you bluster. But by 
now she is far, far

How can you man 
age lo have a f u 1 - 
fi 11 i ng, healthy sex 
life when there's an 
excruciatingly 
annoying dork head 
staring at you from 
across the room? 
Luckily, there arc 
ways. The following 
tried-and-true plans
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ought to have you sweaty and smoking a cigarette in no time....

PLAN A: Everyone knows that your handkerchief tied to the bedroom 
doorknob means "Keep out, I've got company." Everyone, thai is, who 
came of age in the 1950s. Since then, it has come to mean "My 
handkerchief is tied to the bedroom doorknob." Those of you with 
roommates younger than forty-five or so had better try Plan B.

PLAN B: There's nothing more embarrassing than having your 
roommate walk in on you, catching you in the act. That is, unless you just 
deny that anything's going on. It's your word against his, right? For example:

HIM: Whoa! Hey, you've got a girl in here!
YOU: No, I don't.
HIM: Yes, you do! She's right there!
YOU: 1 think you're mistaken.
HIM: 1 see her! I'm not blind, dammit!
YOU: Yes, you are. You're my blind roommate, "Bob." That's your cane
over there.
HIM: Thai's a radiator!
YOU: Look, let's just agree to disagree.

This generally stops working alter the fourth or fifth lime. At lhat poinl, 
move to Plan C.

PLAN C: One of the biggest giveaways thai you're having sex is the 
creaking noise your bed makes. Well, it jusi happens that the rhythm of 
"doing it" is a perfect match for the tempo ol Queen's "Another One 
Bites the Dust." And if thafs not your idea of mood music, try drowning 
out Queen's lyrics by singing along with these new, cxiui-iomantu 
lyrics:

Da-da-da DUM DUM DUM! 
Another kiss is a must 
Da-da-da DUM DUM DUM 
Another kiss is a must....
If your roommate starts telling people that you do this, try Plan I)

PLAN D: Once you convince your roommate lhat you"it gay anything 
you do with a woman will be beyond reproach Jusi inaki- ^ure \oii 
punctuate your fooling around v. 11 h exclamations like I am 
homosexual; my sexual preleiences do not include siidi individuals ai 
this woman. My sexuality permiis onK pluionn u-lationships \\iih 
women." If you aeiuall; are homosexual simpK il.um 1r b<. 
heterosexual. If you are bisexual. u\ Plan f:

PLAN E: Al leasl jour roomtnaic\ human, nghi' Hi blink-* hk> 
everyone else And every blink gi\c-, you jiiii i-nough mm lor -.tupping 
entry, one thrust, withdrawal, and putting voui Jnihi -, back mi- // MUI 
practice enough to get it down to ,i ^UCIHL liui il you IT JLKI u>i'> 
impatient to wait loin 01 five houii loi ,i nu c >.ii_i:-.tying IV.'JM jnt 
orgasm, trj Plan I

PLAN F: A flexible, jointed rubbei pro.sllu.sis .n.Ukiblr in luigih.-, n[ up 
to a mile, allows you to have great sex u Lib youi p,n inci ji dlil.iin i-> nl 
up lo ,1 mile You ic both in youi own rooms, and \IHII h>omm,ili .- ,inr 
none the wisci II you have aeslhclu quibbles \\ilh I In-; gt M I'l.ui (.
PLAN 0: Has it evei occurred to you ih.u Olga mighl ha\r Kehngv' 
That she might be wandering helplessly in a strange land where the 
woids "Me am lonely Swedish language-dilln_ulicr. can you give me 
strong American cuddle-warmth bed-style, Mr. penis-owner college 
student?" are seen as an invitation to immediate sex? Has il occurred 10 
you that she might have volumes lo speak about her country's political 
and economic, systems, or the tragic childhood ol her great-grandlalher. 
inventor ol the sauna? Has it occurred to you that she's more than just a 
receptacle lor your I'ilthy sexual "needs"? It not, proceed to Plan H.

PLAN H: With a cruel sneer, tell your roommate, "Aw, you're jusl 
jealous 'cause you're not getting any." Judging by the pork rinds and the 
Pink Floyd, you're probably right, and he will commit suicide within 
the week.
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Dos AND DON'TS FOR
COLLEGE WOMEN WISHING

TO HAVE SEX WITH MEN
THEY HARDLY KNOW

BY JODI GLENN

The beginning of your freshman year in 
college is a very exciting and confusing 
time. There are many things you will be 

learning about life as you venture out on your 
own. One of them is the art of coupling with 
another human being. What this guide intends 
to do is ease or lubricate, if you will, the 
transition from innocent college freshman to 
sophisticated college slattern.

While the following dos and don'ts provide 
some guidance, they are no substitute for 
common sense and the willingness to employ a 
little plain old-fashioned elbow grease if the 
situation demands it.

When at a bar seeking sexual companionship, 
DON'T gel so drunk that you don't notice that 
every guy in the bar is touching your body as he 
passes by. Each of these men is a potential sex 
partner; pay attention to technique.

Upon reaching his frat house, DO ask your 
potential sex partner if you could leave your 
purse in his room for safekeeping. He may 
suggest this before you do, perhaps even before 
he asks your name.

DO admire his beer signs, his blanket from the 
Dead show, the loft he built for his futon, his 
posters, his stereo and CD collection.

DO agree that "pop music sucks."
DO remember that everyone feels awkward 

about broaching the subject of birth 
control/disease containment with a total 
stranger.

DON'T be insulted it your potential sex partner 
beats you to the punch by reaching into a large 
urn and pulling out a handful of assorted con 
doms, This means you will not have to reveal 
that you have condoms in your purse, and are 
therefore a slut. Men do not like having sex with 
strange women they suspect might be sluts.

DON'T try to fake it if you forget your partner's 
name. Rather than call out the wrong name in 
the heat of passion, it is best to simply moan.

DON'T try to convince your partner that you 
"never do this, really."

DO remember to wear clothes that are easy to 
put back on afterward. It is not possible to 
appear graceful while struggling with 
suspenders or stockings as you hop around a 
strange bedroom half-naked.

DO remember to keep your head down as 
you walk back to your own room the next 
morning. Expect 
to encounter at 
least five people 
you know,one of 
whom you have a 
crush on.
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BE FACTS:
'HEJ3OOK

Samples of Rn.Jl.ifr Funny Stuff

It is imperative that ! acquire the items checked above in order to keep my human collection complete. 
Please enclose $ 1 .75 for postage and handling for each item ordered; $2.00 per book lor Canada and loreign, 
II I'm a New York slate resident I'm adding 8.25 percent sales tax. which is another matter entirely.
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NATIONAL LAMPOON, Dept. 1091 .ISS Avenue of the America*. New York-, NY 10013.
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LAMPOON

D National Lampoon Presents True Facts: The Book
192 pages wilh the funniest True Facts items yet. S7.95

D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary Anthology, 
Volume! Half of our best tenth anniversary book ever 
-and the lirsi half. $4.95

D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary Anthology, 
Volume II The sequel is even butter. $4.95

D National Lampoon Tenth Anniversary, Deluxe
Edition This one is hardbound, for painful dropping 
on one's foot. $19.95

D National Lampoon Foto Funnies The first edition of 
funnier told through t'otos. published in 1980. $2.95

D National Lampoon Foto Funnies All-new, all- 
briiliam Koto Funnies. If you liked them in the 
magazine, you'll really love them in the book. 1986. 
$2.95

D National Lampoon High School Yearbook Parody
Critically acclaimed across America, (his one still has 
its surviving wriiers chuckling. $4.95

O National Lampoon Sunday Newspaper Parody
A sequel to the High School Yearbook, though the 
(wo have nothing in common. $4.95

G The Best of National Lampoon, No. 4 Just the good 
shit from 1972 - 1973. $2.5(1

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 5 The hest stuff 
from 1973- 1974. $2.50

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 8 Jokes started 
getting more expensive in 1976- 1977. $3.95

D The Best of National Lampoon, No. 9 But we
managed to hold the line on prices during 1978- 1980, 
$3.95

D National Lampoon True Facts The original, 
uncensored work, now available in English, [i all 
happened. S3. 95

D National Lampoon True Facts '86 The third all-new 
collection not even we could dream up, S2.95

D National Lampoon Deluxe Edition of Animal House
The full-color, illustrated book on which the movie 
was not based. This came later. $4.95

Q Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print Not in the
magazine, anyway. Disgusting. $2.95

G Son of Cartoons Even We Wouldn't Dare Print II: 
ASequel Even worse than the lirst. $2.95

D National Lampoon's Very Large Book of Comical 
Funnies It's comical and it's a reprint, li's some of the 
best damn comics you'll ever see. $3.95

D National Lampoon Comics Not the stand-ups, just 
the lay-downs. $2.50

G National Lampoon Dirty Joke Book The filthy, the
funny, and the farmer's daughter. 42.95

G National Lampoon Dirty Dirty Joke Book Collect ion
of ribald stories, limericks, one-liners, cartoons, and 
other off-color works. $2.95

D Encyclopedia of Humor Everything funny from 
A toZ. Hardcover. $4.95

D National Lampoon's Story of the I ran-Contra Affair
Just when you thought it was safe to sell arms 
to Iran. $2.50

D National Lampoon's Cartoon Book Our all-lime best 
cariooi^alan all-time great price. $3.95
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THE PRIMTON FUCK Bus
BY km;\ TOUHIH, CHARLIE TOLCHIN, MISSY dm;in

ILLUSTRATED RY ROSS MACDONALD

RANDALL, A TALL, LEAN MAN WITH A DISTINGUISHED 
pedigree and perfect hair, stood in front of the Winnebago and 
addressed his platoon: "Gentlemen, we will get laid tonight." In 
lurid anticipation of the conquests they knew would he theirs in 
just a few short minutes, the virile, handsome voyagers from 

Princclon sped through the darkness toward their destination: Bryn 
Mawr, Pennsylvania.

Neither Randall nor his crew had ever seen the legendary spa with 
their own eyes. No, they were like Cortes and his men, making great 
strides across brutal continents and treacherous waters for the fabled El 
Dorado. Just before midnight, the Winnebago stopped and they stepped 
out onto consecrated Bryn Mawr ground. The moon was high overhead, 
and a dog's howl penetrated the cold night air.

On the other side of campus, groundskeepers were hosing down the 
charred remains of the Wharton Fuck Bus from the nlghi before.

Someone yawned. It could have been anyone, really; they were all 
gorgeous babes. Behind the bar stood Natasha, sleek and elegant in 
black, nursing a martini, a Dunhill (mild) hanging nonchalantly from 
her lips. She exchanged looks with Traey, a freckled, perky, yet 
sophisticated freshman. A biuc-gray haze hung over the stony, 
tapestried room in Denbigh Hall.

The clock struck midnight, and the yawn became a low growl and 
then a shriek. All eyes turned to Paige, her fists clenched, pale and regal 
in the center of the room.

"1 feel something in the air," she intoned, with a queenly toss of her 
hair. "We will have visitors, 1 can feel it in my bones. Visitors...with 
male members." Tracy's squeal of delight died with the look Paige shot 
her. At that moment, ihe heavy mahogany doors swung open, and all 
eyes turned. With a swagger meant to indicate that they were hung like 
oxen, Randall and his platoon sauntered forth and presented their wares 
to Paige and her ladies-in-waiting.

Paige appraised the men, instantly knew their mission, and crossed 
her legs. The other women did the same. Randall cleared his throat.

"Girls, we bring you a message of love from Princeion University."
"Isn't that a community college near Akron?" Natasha asked. "Or is it 

affiliated with the Nashville Diesel Institute?" She lit another Dunhill. 
Surprised, Randall and his company rumpled slightly. Randall tried 
another tack.

"You are wondering why you lovely ladies should give us a chance."
Paige stared.
"You would like us to prepare a presentation supporting our cause, 

complete with slide shows and charts."
Paige took a long drag of her cigarette and waited before blowing the 

smoke inio his face.
"You have five minutes," she said. "Impress us."

One by one, the men listed their besl 
qualities, their SAT scores, their personal 
growth. Some used the slide projector, 
other referred to charts, letters of 
recommendation, and improvisation. One 
hopeful played "The Star-Spangled 
Banner" on the harmonica, but his 
performance was marred by the chants of 
hairy-legged, Marxist, vegetarian, Hindu, 
bulimic protestors outside—"Hey, hey, 
ho, ho, the patriarchy has got to go!" 
(Apparently, Blaine had parked the 
Winnebago in a handicapped spot.)

"You said this would be easy," one of 
Randall's men whispered in his ear, but 
Randall's look silenced him.

The women held up scorecards 
following each presentation, and the 
scores were duly recorded. One boy 
passed out under the strain, and was 
swept out of view by paramedics.

Finally, Randall took his place in the 
limelight. The band struck up "Hail to the 
Chief 1' and he gave a brief equestrian 
demonstration. As he neared the last 
jump, Clarabell, the horse he had been 
riding—a Bryn Mawr graduate—threw 
him, but Randall dusted otf his fragile 
male ego and swaggered over to the 
queen.

Paige regarded him coolly. The smell 
of horscshit hung in the air. Finally she 
spoke.

"Why should we take you on?" she 
inquired while scooping out mini- 
marshmallows from her hot chocolate 
with great concentration.

Randall leaned forward. The smell of 
horseshit was overpowering.

"Because we're the besl," he replied.
Paige took a long drag on a mini- 

marshmallow.
"I'm sorry, but you're not quite as 

good as the guys from Wharton. You'll 
have to leave. Try again next year."

Despondent, the men played Kick the 
Can all the way back to the Winnebago, 
whereupon they discovered ihe 
transmission lying in pieces underneath 
their Trojan horse. Their hubris 
shattered, the men drew straws to see 
who would go back to the Gothic harem 
for help,

"Help you? Of course. Just let me get 
my tool belt," Paige said, as the other 
Mawrers hauled out the arc-welding 
equipment and the hydraulic jacks.

Back at Princeton, heads hung in 
shame, Randall and his defeated mates 
described the women warriors, whose 
machismo rivaled that of the Amazons of 
old.

"Were the 
girls s e x - 
starved at Bryn 
Mawr?" asked a 
friend.

"Not starved 
enough."
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FOOL ON THE HILL
DIARY OF a INTERN

BY -In WKIMR
MAY 14, 1991: Today I passed career services. I couldn't help but notice my desperate classmates 
suddenly renouncing their "adversarial stance" in order to struggle for summer employment. Thank good 
ness I won't have to go through that. My GPA. my staunch conservatism, even my twelve years as an altar 
boy. all speak for themselves. Certainly I should have no trouble securing the internship of my choice, or at least one worthy of rny abilities.
MAY 15: Reminded Dad to tell Senator Elms that I'm available for the summer when they went to play golf.
JUNE 1: Got the letter from Elms's office today confirming my internship. It's about time! Immediately went shopping. I think I did quite well: 
blue suits, red power ties with American flag stripes, some green ties with ducks for more relaxed affairs, and an Operation Desert Storm tee 
with Saddam's face as a target, to wear in the congressional weight room or when I'm out on the links with the senator and his friends. I can 
imagine the laughs and camaraderie when I casually wipe my nine-iron on his traitorous dictator's face.
JUNE 1D: My first day at work. (Wore blue suit, red tie; underneath, my Saddam shirt for good measure.) Was greeted in Senator 
EItns's office by an older woman (but good-looking!) with a little fetus doll decorating her desk. Told her my name was Tom and that 
I'd come to do my part for the best party in America. As I spoke, she smiled in a suggestive, humorous way and handed me a letter 
opener. Clearly this was a test, and I resolved to pass. With the speed and precision of a Ginsu knife I opened for eight hours 
straight. I could tell they were impressed.

JUNE 15: Work progresses well. I'm actually sending form letters now. The senator has a pretty good system: general 
complaints get a letter and a little American flag, while loyal constituents get a letter and a little plastic fetus doll. The only 

drawback is all the paper cuts on my tongue. Oh, well, anything for the cause!
It occurs to me that the senator hasn't appeared yet. In fact, the closest I've come to him has been the electronic machine 

that reproduces his bold signature. Soon, I trust....
JUNE 26: A breakthrough! After hours of concentration, I have worked out a way so that the little fetus doll is actually 

waving the American flag, so that we can easily mail both! Expect to move up rapidly now that I have proven my worth.
JUNE 27: Sure enough, was promoted to fax machine. The secretary confided that the last intern never got this far along.
JULY 3: Still no sign of the senator, or my paycheck. But enough bellyaching! Secretary says I'm the best fax operator ever— 

and have also demonstrated my skills at programming the VCR to get Wheel of Fortune as well as C-SPAN. Something is about 
to happen, I can feel it.

JULY 11: Met the senator! Said, "Hello, sir, it's an honor." He said, "Who the hell are you?" f mentioned that my dad was 
his golf partner; he grunted and said. "Get the hell out of my seat." and slammed the door in my face. Wanted to make amends by 

showing him the flag-waving fetus. Aide said not to disturb him, he's always unapproachable on Mondays. I retorted that such lack of 
courage might be why he's pushing thirty and is still just a lowly aide. Success is not for the fainthearted! Tomorrow morning I'm going 
in.
JULY 12: Entered Senator Elms's office with flag-waving fetus and a plate of brownies that I cooked on the 
hot plate in the intern lounge. Senator was engaged in deep discussion with a young blonde lobbyist 
wearing an extremely short skirt. Senator was fondling the lobbyist's most impressive points. I dropped 
my brownies and fled.
JULY 13: Hard work pays off! I had a private meeting with Senator Elms today. Turns out he was 
engaged in scholarly research with lobbyist in conjunction with legislation he co-authored on incidence of 
breast cancer in young women. What a relief!

Then he even asked if I'd gotten my paycheck yet! When I said no, he told me that it would be 
coming soon, with a substantial bonus for the fine work he's seen me doing around the office....What 
a summer this has been!

AUGUST 4: Today was the last day of my internship. Senator Elms gave me 
a party and a painting of a fetus draped in the flag, toting a

tiny rifle. The baby's little thought balloon says. "Life 
begins at conception...or when you register Republican!" 

It was a nice touch, more than making up for the fact that the 
senator kept calling me Tim instead of Tom 
throughout his ten-minute speech.

I might have cried, but I knew I'd be back next 
summer, at double the pay. In what other country 
could a young man such as myself enjoy such 
a meteoric rise by virtue of hard work and 

determination alone? God bless America!
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I'M SORRY, JEFF,
BUT I CAN'T FAIL A

SECOND-SEMESTER SEIOR
JI;M Bitnio\

ILLUSTRATED BY BOSS MA< JIONAI.D

G MINUS 134 DAYS:
1 have really enjoyed my college 
experience. So much, in fact, that 1 
don't wam it lo end. In this, my lasl 
semester in college, I decide to fail all 
of my classes, so I can continue ihe life 
1 love.

G MINUS 20 DAVS:
Al my level, apparently, Tailing is 
difficult. Despite an entire semester ol 
not going lo class, not turning in 
papers, and not taking any midterms, 
they won't let me fail. 1 have my final 
conferences with each of the professors 
involved, and each of them says, "I'm 
sorry, Jeff, but I can't fail a second- 
semester senior."

G MINUS IS DAYS:
1 kill them in the quickest and least 
painful ways possible. Thai 1 can think 
of. I walk around the campus with a 
smile on my face and blood on my 
hands. At a Student Life party, I do Jell- 
O shots and tell everyone that I wish I 
didn't have any finals to lake. And 
laugh a lot—1 will not graduate for a 
long, long lime.

G MINUS 16 DAYS:
Then the FBI comes. It seems thai 1 
have done them a "favor" by killing my 
professors. In a secret conference 
involving ihe entire school, students

are "requested" not to reveal the 
killings 10 anyone otilsicle the walls ol 
the school. Anyone doing so will be 
"mired." in the same way as ihe others. 
To demonstrate its power and resolve, 
ihe FBI announces that Fourteen people 
in the senior class (and their immediate 
f a m i I i e s) "will not make it" I o 
graduation. The rest oF us get the idea.

G MINUS 15 DAYS:
Citing my good altitude, the FBI 
"recommends" to ihe school not only 
thai 1 graduate, bin ihat I graduate 
summa cum laude and be given an 
honorary doctorate as well. This is not 
at all part oF my plan.

G MINUS 10 DAYS:
1 get on a bus and go to ihe Ceniers for 
Disease Control in nearby Atlanta. 
Through my FBI contacts, I am allowed 
to tour the entire center, picking up 
vials and tubes and the like, no 
questions ashed. Carle blanche. I get 
back to my dorm room with ihe vials 
and empty them into a beer. I have 
come this far and am determined that 
not even the FBI will make me 
graduate.

G MINUS 7 DAYS:
After a thankfully short incubation 
period. I come down with something! I 
am taken to the school infirmary.

G MINUS 3 DAYS:
They say there's no way I'll be out until 
at least six weeks have passed! Oh, 
happy, glorious day!

G MINUS 2 DAYS:
The doctors are wrong. 1 have had a 
miraculous recovery. They've "never 
seen anything like it." Students and 
health-care professionals gather to 
worship me. I decide lo kill myself. 
Fuck the FBI, fuck my alma mater, fuck 
it all. I will die before I don the cap and 
gown. My "FBI pals" got me a "piece," 
so I ain going to put it lo "good use." 
Goodbye, world,

G MINUS 1 DM:
I'm still here, il seems thai ihe plague 
was not a plague at all, but a symbiotic 
virus thai has given me superhuman 
abilities. The bullet that is supposed to 
tear through my hair, skin, skull, and 
brain ricocheis off my temple and, 
although killing a group of worshipers 
outside- my window, merely knocks me 
unconscious for a few hours.
GRADUATION DAY:
Al lasl, the evil day is here. Outside, the 
number of worshipers has grown to an 
uncomfortable size. 1 am bathed, ihen 
anointed vvilh mystic unguents and 
shrouded in sacred cloth. The) carry 
my body outside to the royal 
processional, where a liner is wailing to 
take me lo ihe ceremony, Jn H lasl 
attempt 10 escape, I leap from ihe liner 
to step in front of a truck. 1 bend the 
fender and piss oil the driver, who says 
he will kill me. He doesn't succeed. 
Uven if a handful of guards trained in 
ihe ancient arts of war had not broken 
the man in half, I'm sure he would not 
have hurt me. We arrive at ihc 
ceremony....

CORONATION DAY:
The commencement I expected has 
been replaced by a crowning ceremony 
the likes ol which the world has never 
seen. There are many dignitaries and 
celebrities from ihe music and film 
industries, all of whom wish to touch 
my joy. I am crowned king in a 
language I do not understand, and I am 
taken to the airport. They put me on a 
plane, and several hours later we arrive 
in Nepal, There I am bade sil on a 
golden throne encrusted with jewels 
and made by an ancient race. Many 
gifts of strange and wondrous design 
are bestowed upon me. Only later do I 
notice my diploma is among them, My 
efforts have 
failed.

My job 
ai ihe bank 
starts Mon 
day.
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JEFF BRANranfflHBmUWHSrvarfl'. He has 
been named the Snriners' Outstanding
Young Humorist of 1991.
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Everything in this section is true.
Everything else in the magazine

is bullshit, except the ads.

Higher education has always 
been a rich source of "Trim 
Facts" material. Here is a selec 
tion of some of the best.
A MALE STUDENT AT 
the University of Massachu 
setts was taken by ambulance 
to Coo ley Dickinson Hospital 
a nd t re a t ed f o r h LI r n s 
apparently suffered while 
going through a dishwasher 
;it the Worcester Dining 
Common.

A university employee said 
the student rode a conveyor 
belt through the 180-degree- 
Fahrenheit water for the final 
rinse cycle. (University of 
Massachusetts) Collegian 
{contributed by Emily 
Roche)

THE BOSTON HEKALD 
reported that more than forty 
Charlestown students were 
injured when the school bus in 
which they were riding 
crashed. According to eyewit 
nesses, driver William Micks

was standing up next to his 
seat, singing and dancing in 
the aisle, before the collision, 
(contributed by Dan Koretzky)

AFTER THE COUNTY 
Board of Supervisors balked, 
Nassau Community College

in Hempstead, New York, 
revamped the school's sexual 
ity course. The class would no 
longer visit gay bars, inter 
view prostitutes, and lake 
bubble baths and masturbate 
as homework assignments. 
Also dropped 1mm the syl 
labus were eighty slides of 
male and female genitalia, 
hut an explicit film on inter 
course was retained. Bob

Alien, a college spokesman, 
culled the controversy "a 
communications failure." A/' 
(contributed by Len and 
Francine Hall)

FROM THE SAN FRAN- 
cisaj C/mmide:

"Hickory, North Caroli 
na—Officials shut down 
twenty-one schools yesterday 
and sent home about 12,700 
students after forty cafeteria 
workers and school adminis 
trators came down with food 
poisoning alter a banquet 
honoring food-service work 
ers." (contributed by Andy H. 
Chick)

WHEN ST. CLOUD UNI- 
versity's traditional home- 
coming parade was canceled, 
Margaret Vos, head of the 
homecoming planning com 
mittee for the Minnesota 
school, cited rowdy behavior

along the parade route in past 
years as the reason. Accord 
ing to Vos, incidents includ 
ed "majorettes being literally 
picked up, put over a person's 
shoulders, and carried off, 
trumpets being pushed into 
people's mouths, and beer 
cans being thrown down 
tubas." St. Paul Pioneer Press 
(contributed by Don 
Weirens)

AT THE TWENTY-NINTH 
annual conference of the 
Massachusetts Association of 
School Secretaries, many par 
ticipants said they were over 
worked and mule nip pre 
dated. According to the Sun 
day Telegram of Worcester, 
Massachusetts, one school 
secretary complained: "I'm 
tired of the myth that we're 
just paper pushers with noth 
ing between our heads." 
(contributed by Richard Sul 
livan)

THE PROPOSED MERGER 
of three Australian technical 
schools ran into problems, 
according to a report in Tlie 
Age. The merger involved 
the Royal Melbourne Insti 
tute of Technology (RMIT), 
the Footscray Institute of 
Technology (FIT), and the 
Western Institute <WI).

RMIT agreed to the merger 
only if its name were kept 
and if it were the dominant 
partner, while HIT believed 
its name should also be 
retained. "If the WI insists on 
the same," speculated The. 
Age, "the anagrammatic uni 
versity of technology could 
variously be known as 
RMITW1F1TUT, W1RM1T-

FITUT, or UTRMITWIFIT 
(which would presumably be 
pronounced 'you trim it, we 
fit it')." {contributed by 
Louis-Robert Stomm)

AFTER BEING REMOVED 
from his teaching position in 
a rural Tennessee school, 
twenty-two-year-old Kenneth 
Ballard wrote state author!' 
ties to explain why his 
records were incomplete. In a 
handwritten letter he said, in 
part: "The school in which I 
attended DePaul University I 
have wrote several times 
myself. I was informed there 
had been a fire which 
destroyed most if not all of it. 
I hope this explains why 
yours letters have not been 
returned."

Ballard told authorities 
that the DePaul University 
he attended was in Paris, 
France. New York Times (con 
tributed by Diane Giddis)

OHIO STATE UN1VER- 
sii.y researchers, led by Gerald 
A. Winer of the psychology 
department, conducted tests 
of more than seven hundred 
people "from elementary stu 
dents to high school teach-
CONTINUED O v E a 11- A i :
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-ff-
ers," asking nonsense 
questions such as "Why isn't 
;i horse a bicycle?" Most peo 
ple fried to answer the ques 
tion as though it made sense. 
Few pointed out thai horses 
and bicycles are simply differ 
ent things. One question 
asked of nine adults was: 
"When do you weigh more, 
with your eyes open or shut?" 
All nine picked either open 
or shut. None pointed out the 
inanity of the question. What 
does the research mean? "To 
tell you the truth" said 
Wilier, "we don't know what 
to make of it." Louisville 
Time's (contributed by Nancy 
Langford)

FROM THE NEW HAVEN 
Register: "Bozeman, Mon 
tana—A Montana Stale Uni 
versity fraternity member 
froze a kitten in a block of ice 
and floated ir in a bowl of 
punch at a party, the fraterni 
ty's president has confirmed. 
A visitor to the party Satur 
day at the Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon fraternity said the 
tiny, dark-haired kitten 
appeared to he two or three 
months old. The whness,

who asked to remain uniden 
tified, said Wednesday the 
punch bowl was empty by the 
time he arrived at nine P.M., 
but the kitten was still frozen 
in the ice block." (contribut 
ed by Rollin Riggs)

ALEX LACY, THE OUT- 
going president of Sangamon 
State University in Spring 
field, Illinois, left the five- 
bedroom president's house in 
such a mess the janitors had 
to wear protective masks to 
clean it out.

According to the Elmliurst 
(Illinois) Press, "The custo 
dians cleaned out feathers 
and droppings from chickens

raised in the basement and 
piles of residue from Mrs. 
Lacy's favorite hobby—pot 
tery made from hog manure. 
Over a two-day period, four

^FB£B9 A.

janitors reported carrying out 
five fifiy-hve-gallon barrels of 
trash, including an estimated 
three hundred empty egg cat 
ions."

While some university offi 
cials criticized the cleanup .it 
the school's expense, the 
director of physical opera 
tions, Dick Williams, defend 
ed ex-president Lacy.

"Grained, the Lacys had 
chickens, which was unusual. 
But they were in the base 
ment, not the living room," 
said Williams, adding that 
most of the university presi 
dent's chickens were kept 
outside in the backyard, 
(contributed by Dave Read)

WE SEEK THE TRUTH! 
Send us your facts, photos, 
ads, objects—anything as 
long as it's true. For every 
submission we use, you'll get 
due credit as well as a sensa 
tional True Facts T-shirt. For 
every photo used, you will 
also receive ten dollars in 
actual U.S. currency (perfect 
for buying another great 
National Lampoon T-shirt!) 
Make sure to include the 
shirt size you want (S-M-L- 
XL) with every group of true 
stuff you submit. Send your 
contributions to

TRUE FACTS
NATIONAL LAMPOON

155 AVENUE OF THE AMEHICAS
NEW YORK, N.Y.1D013

AAA

"True Facts" was edited by 
Jo/m Bendel, and illustrated by 
Mitch Q'Connell. "True U." 
was compiled by Jeff Branion, 
Christine Caldwell, and Brenda 
Doyle.

TRULY CORRECT

"I'd give my left bail t<> end 
racism and my rig/it one u> end
sexism. "

—Concerned Yale student 
quoted in T/IL' New Rejntblic

THH Ni-w STUDLNI ALMVISM
Naples, ,1 New Haver. pi::a 
reMauiam. was boyioued by 
Yale Mudents after employees 
reputedly ejected an innocent 
black freshman tor drunken 
ness. It VVHD reported ihat the 
employees had used racial 
sluis; the rallying cry was 
"Don't buy racist ph;a!'' The 
protest \v,is finally halted 
when a wiinev- came forward 
to say thai the freshman had 
indeed been seriously drunk 
and that the "racial »luiV 
were the result of a misinter 
pretation of the owner's 
heavy Sicilian accent.

AAA
When two black women were 
•diked lo Ur.ivi.- -,\ bakery cafe 
near the Oberlin campus 
because they were consuming 
food purchased at another 
restaurant, a boycott was ini 
tiated. "We'll stand out here 
every day until a public apol 
ogy is made to Oberlin's 
entire black community."

AAA
At Miami University in 
Ohio, a rally supporting the 
Gulf War quickly turned ugly 
when peace protestors 
became involved- Apparently 
sickened by the rally's glorifi 
cation of violence, the peace 
protestors began to throw 
rocks at the other side, who 
responded by chasing them 
around the campus with base 
ball bats.

AAA
Last spring, on a warm day, 
several Brown women sat on 
the Main Green and pro 
ceeded to doff their shirts, 
exposing their breasrs. The 
administration ordered them 
to cover up, but the women 
argued it was unfair that soci 
etal norms dictated covered 
female breasts while males 
could go shirtless with 
impunity. Brown men sup 
ported the protest.

AAA

Angered by rules restricting 
smoking, food consumption, 
and office space for student 
activities in Georgetown 
University's student center, 
four students calling them 
selves For United Students 
Empowerment roamed the 
campus, making noise and 
shouting slogans. When 
asked by their peers why they 
were protesting, the students 
refused to say; they merely 
exhorted their fellow students 
to rise up and fight the injus 
tice. Soon the campus was up 
in arms, and the only stu 
dents who knew the purpose 
of the protest were the origi 
nal four.

POLITICALLY CORRECT
BLOW-OH: COURSES 

/African Drumming and 
Dance (Brown) 
/Fine Arts 182x: East Asian 
Calligraphy (Harvard) 
/Japanese Tea Ceremony 
(University of Illinois)

TOTAL GREEKS
TRUE TALES OF BONDING 

In order to develop a feeling 
of bonding with their future 
brothers, fraternity pledges 
are ted through a series of 
"trust games." In one such 
game, the pledge is blind 
folded and led to a staircase 
landing where a brick or simi 
lar weight is tied to his penis. 
His penis is then hung over 
space, and he is told that his 
brothers arc going to let go of 
the weight and allow it to 
drop over the edge. Of 
course, a brother is standing 
directly underneath the 
pledge to grab the weight or 
cut the string before it causes 
any major damage. But if the 
pledge makes any attempt to 
save his penis, he will be pun 
ished.

Another method of creat 
ing a sense of brotherly loyal 
ty is to encourage pledges to 
commit acts that the pledge 
might otherwise judge it 
unwise to do. A recent addi 
tion to a long, long list of 
such acts (which almost 
invariably involve nudity) is 
called "sharking." To "shark," 
a pledge approaches a woman 
he doesn't know, bites her on
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the breast, and flees.

While sororities are gener 
ally less genitally fixated than 
their male counterparts, they 
are equally interested in fos 
tering emotional attachment to 
the organization. One way 
sororities promote this sense 
of sisterhood is to strip 
pledges naked and circle the 
fat on their bodies with a 
Magic Marker.
For further information on 
Creek bonding rituals, see 
"Dumh Fra; Ga;ms," on page. 
4J, ant! the True Map, page 62.

FUN HUT UNSU:I;>:I:SING 
GKESK FACT

At Washington University in 
St. Louis, sororiry houssc are 
not allowed on campus. 
Under Missouri lav/, single- 
sex female residences are 
classified as brothels.

While Alpha Chi Omega's
official sorority r.icknaine is

Alpha Chi, the sisters are also 
known by the perhaps unfair 
but more picturesque mon 
ikers Alpha Chows and 
Alpha Cows. Other perhaps 
unfair bur rruc nicknaiuc3:

SORORITIES
Alpha Ornicron Pi: AO-Pigs
Delta Gamma: Dick Grabbers
Delta Zeta: Easy DZ
Gamma Phi Beta: Grab A
Vibrator
Kappa Delta: Ksg Drainers
Delta Delta Delta: "// you
can't get a date by sight, Tri-
Deltc.";"Tri'Delta, everyone
else has."
Sig-ia Delta Tan: Spend
Daddy's Trillions, So Damn
Tight, STDs
Sifjma Kappa: Sir.jgnw Cattle
Zeta Tau Alpha: Zits, Tits,
and AS.I

FRATERNITIES
Alpha Tau Omega: Always
Turned On
Delta Upsilon Delta: "Oops, /
pledged the wrong fraterr.ity."

Phi Gamma Delta ("Fijis"):

WHAT* YOUK HJAJdftV
PRACTICAL BAc:-;2'_o?Js
DEc:'.E23 "o;i TODAY'S

JOD MARKET
/ Appropriate Technology
(Drextsl University)
/Athletic Trainer (Indiana
University, Bloomingion)
/Black World (Ohio Wes-
leyan University)
/Crafts (Kent State)
/Crystallography {McGill
University)
/Dealership (GM1 Engir-ser-
ing and Mancgsrnenr Insti
tute)
/Experimental Food (Uni-
vz:-.iitv of Maryland, Collesjc
Park)
/Fruit Science (California
Polytechnic State University)
/Funeral Service Adminis
tration (St. John's Universi-

/Opera Scenic Technique
(Indiana University, Bloom-
ingron)
/Organ (Stetson University)
/Physical Activity for the
Older Adult (Oregon State
University)
/ Piano Pedagogy (Funnan
University)
/Specialty Construction
(Arizona Stare University)
/Turf Science (Purdue Uni-

POPULAR ELCCTJVES
(/Acting French (New York 
University)
t-'Beasc Literature (Marvard) 
^Geography of Wines 
(Miarai University) 
/juvenile Delinquency (New 
York University) 
/Meaning of Death (New 
York University) 
/Romantic Music (Bryn 
Mav/r)

HUMOR

"NOW FO' DE BAG... COME Ct£B'N!!!"

VOU'SE AMOilONI
N V;ELL WKBTCN 
:H us KEEPING

George Lincoln Rockwell attended Brown University as a member of tlie class of 1942, aitiiougli his siatus ac z. graduaic is doubtful. "Link" first sxercisad 
his wicked wit on tfie pages of the comedy publication Sir Brown, and iater put it to uso as the founder and president of the American Nazi pariy.

"Gad-is she stacked!" "Burple wants fo do homework!"

Hugh Hefner graduated from the University of Illinois in 1949. and started Playboy four years later. It was as a cartoonist for the Daily Illini that 
he first began using the hep moniker "Hel."
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GOOFY GREEKS
1. Alpha Phi Delta, Long Branch, N.J. In 
1 974, pledges for Alpha Phi Delta at 
Monmouth College were taken to a nearby 
beach and told to "dig their own graves." One 
pledge dug so furiously that the walls of his 
grave collapsed and he suffocated.
2. Theta Xi, Seattle. Wash. The Theta Xi 
fraternity at the University of Washington 
was suspended in 1990 by the Interfraternity 
Council for "complete insensitivity to hazing 
and animal rights." Seattle police responding 
to a call discovered pledges with white 
grease on their hands and peanut butter 
smeared on their bodies. The officers 
reported that two sheep in the room 
appeared "overheated and agitated."
3. Phi Kappa Psi, South Kingston. R.I. 
Police investigated the Phi Kappa Psi 
fraternity at the University of Rhode Island in 
1988 after it was discovered that prospective 
members sat on blocks of ice while naked 
and guzzled beer during a twelve-hour hazing 
ordeal. One student became ill and 
complained after fraternity brothers poured 
beans into pledges' mouths, shaved the sides 
of their heads, and required them to do nude 
calisthenics outside the frat house. 
4. TauKappa'Epsilon,^toa/?y, N.Y. In 1988 
a new Tau Kappa lipsilon member at the 
State University of New York was

electrocuted during a post-initiation 
celebration when he jumped into a pond 
serviced by a short-circuited pump house. 
University officials were quick to point out 
that jumping in the pond was not 
considered hazing because it was not 
obligatory—but they postponed the 
school's annual spring festival, normally 
marked by students cavorting in the 
college's fountains.
5. Groove Phi Groove, Durham, N.C. In 
1987. three members of the Groove Phi 
Groove fraternity at North Carolina Central U. 
were blindfolded, taken to a desolate rural 
route, left by the side of the road, and told to 
count to 100 before moving. When they 
reached 80. they were run over by a hit-and- 
run assailant.
6. Delta Kappa Epsilon, Syracuse, N.Y. 
Pledges filed complaints in 1983 against 
Delta Kappa lipsilon at Syracuse 
University, alleging they were forced to eat 
parts of a pig fetus and the head of a 
turkey, beaten repeatedly, made to stay 
awake for extended periods of time, and 
instructed to lie at one end o1 a staircase 
with their mouths open while hot candle 
wax was poured down a sheet of plastic 
laid across the stairs. The ordeal lasted 
thirty-six hours.

7. Zeta Beta Than, Madison. Wis. In 1988, 
the Zeta Beta Tau fraternity at the University 
of Wisconsin was disciplined for holding a 
mock slave auction, in which pledges were 
dressed in blackface and Afro wigs.
8. Delta Kappa Epsilon/Alpha Tan Omega, 
Austin. Tex. The University of Texas has a 
long tradition of nutty fraternity ordeals. In 
1923, in one of the first hazing deaths 
recorded, a Delta Kappa Epsilon pledge was 
killed after he was stripped naked, doused 
with water, and forced to crawl between two 
sets of mattress springs that had been 
electrically wired. More recently, twenty-one 
pledges were locked in a room at the Alpha 
Tau Omega frat house for seventy-two 
hours and were pelted continuously with 
9,600 raw eggs.

HIGHER Fos
9. St. Bernard College, Cullman, Ala. The 
featured attraction at this Catholic school is 
the Ave Maria Grotto, a four-acre miniature 
city of over 1 25 of the world's greatest 
cathedrals, shrines, and random nonreligious 
structures. A Benedictine monk from Bavaria 
named Joseph Zoettllt built the city over a 
tody-year period using pieces of junk and 
broken glass.

Smil I'-i, a ml Villkins ( authors ol JKoaasii'tllp /\ jnt»Ti ca
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10. Maharishi International University,
Fairfield, Iowa. Students can study the 
Technology of the Unified Field and the 
Neurophysiology of Enlightenment on 
their way to receiving a degree in the 
Science of Creative Intelligence. Popular 
study nook: the Maharishi's Golden Dome 
of Pure Knowledge.
11. Oral Roberts University, Tulsa, Okia. 
ORU is the only institution of higher 
learning that has its 
own

nine- hundred-seat
television studio, two eternal flames, a 
Holy Spirit Research Library, and a Prayer 
Tower. In the base of the Prayer Tower 
visitors can take an amazing trip through the 
Journey of Faith, a multimedia Disneyesque 
extravaganza that whisks both the saved and 
the unsaved through the many trials and 
tribulations in Oral's life.
12. Bob Jones University, Greenville, S.C. 
Bob Jones U. boasts the Gallery of Sacred 
Art/Bible Lands Museum, featuring dioramas 
depicting household scenes from the 
Scriptures and a display of trees and herbs 
mentioned in the Bible.
13. Christian Broadcasting Network 
University, Virginia Beach, Va. Admission to 
this college is heavily dependent on a 
student's "Personal Goals Statement." which 
all applicants must submit and in which the 
student outlines his or her "professional and 
spiritual goals." Sony, no financial aid for 
students whose native language is not 
English.

institutions of higher learning for lower life 
forms. Ducks learn how to play the piano, 
cats master the art of smooching, roosters 
develop tick-tack-toe strategies, ant! rabbits 
practice pulling fire alarms. Successful 
graduates are packed into self-contained 
machines and distributed to low-rent 
shopping malls and tourist stops across the 
country, where, for a quarter, they exhibit 
everything they learned in college.
15. Dr. Scroll's College of Podiatric 
Medicine, Chicago, III. DSC occupies its 
own twelve-story building on Chicago's posh 
"gold coast." The only intercollegiate sport 
team at DSC is basketball, presumably to 
provide subjects for the students.
16. McDonald's Hamburger University, Oak 
Brook, III. All McDonald's employees have to 
graduate from Hamburger U. before they can 
become managers. The intense two-week 
course covers everything from bathroom 
tidiness to mi I kshake- machine maintenance; 
lectures are simultaneously translated into 
seventeen languages. Students needing help 
or inspiration can ask Ray Kroc, McDonald's 
founder, by punching coded requests into 
special touch-tone phones; appropriate 
videotaped answers are regurgitated by 
Ray over a TV monitor. Kroc died in 1984. 
17. Orgonon: The Wilhelm Reich 
Institute, Rangeley, Maine. Wilhelm Reich, 
a German psychologist, was the founder 

\ and chief proponent of the science of 
', "orgonomy," which claimed that the 

- - J human orgasm releases beneficial 
energy that can be stored and 
subsequently reused. 
Students test these theories 

firsthand at WRI's "orgone energy 
observatory." Reich died in Lewisburg 
(Pennsylvania) Penitentiary in 1957, 
convinced that his "orgone accumulator" 
could cure cancer and that his father was a 
space alien.

18. The Soaring Gulls of U.S. International 
University, San Diego, Calif. USI's original 
mascot was "The Westerners," but that 
changed in 1973, when over a dozen copies 
of Jonathan Livingston Seagull landed on the 
desk of college president Dr, Rust. 
Concerned boosters felt the New Age bird 
more accurately represented USI, and Dr. 
Rust apparently agreed.

COOL U's
14. Educated Animals/I.Q. Zoo, Hot Springs, 
Ark. Crumbling downtown Hot Springs is 
home for the two campuses of Educated 
Animals and the I.Q. Zoo, America's premier

19. University of California at Irvine's Peter 
the Anteater. "Zot!" has been the UCI rally 
yell since 1965.
20. The Columbia College Claim-Jumper,
Columbia, Calif. So named because the 
college jumped the valid gold-mining claim

of prospector Lelaricl "Billy Goat" Davis when 
it was built in 1968. In compensation, the 
college built a modest wooden house tor the 
miner on campus—near the physical 
education building—where he could live, 
free, for the rest of his life. "Billy Goat" was a 
fixture at Columbia until he died in 1987. He 
got his nickname because he smelled bad.
21. The California Maritime Academy 
Keelhaulers, Vallejo, Calif, The only school 
nickname that is also a form of torture.
22. The Scottsdale Community College 
Artichokes, Scottsdale, Ariz.
23. The Southwestern College Jinx, 
Winfield. Kans. Originally a tombstone with a 
black cat painted on it, the first Jinx was the 
subject of an intense rivalry between 
Southwestern and Fairmount College (now 
Wichita State), and after thieves from the two 
schools had kidnapped and recovered the 
Jinx several times. Fairmount students stole 
it again and blew it up. A new Jinx now 
stands as part of a central campus 
monument—too heavy to steal or explode.
24. The Concordia College Cobbler, 
Moorhead, Minn. This \ 
grinning ear of corn '•-'• 
wears sneakers and a 
football helmet.
25. The Trinity Christian 
College Trolls, Palos 
Heights, III.
26. The Javelinas of
Texas A&l University,
Kingsville, Tex. It's a
Spanish word for
the small, wild /?
hogs that still &
occasionally roam
the A&l campus. In 1929. Dr. R. B. Cousins,
the university's first president, was walking
to his office when he was attacked by one of
the school's two Javelina mascots—which
was quickly discovered to be rabid, Dr.
Cousins was forced to undergo painful
Pasteur treatments, but school tradition
ruled, and Texas A&l still keeps live mascots.
27. Slippery Rock State College Rock, 
Slippery Rock, Penn. One honored student 
dresses like a gray rock and runs around at 
SRS team sports events.
28. The Bliss College Bookkeepers, 
Columbus, Ohio.
29. The Mary Baldwin College Squirrels,
Staunton, Va.
3D. The New York University Violets, Now
York.N.Y.
31. Tufts University's Jumbos, Medford,
Mass. Named after Jumbo the elephant,
whose hide was donated to the university to
be stuffed and displayed after he was killed
by a freight train in 1885. The 1,538-pound
hide was destroyed in a fire in 1975, An
administrator scraped the ashes into a
peanut butter jar, which has been locked in a
safe in the athletic department ever since.
Tufts athletes who rub the jar before athletic
competitions report good luck.
© 1991 BY ROADSIDE AMtnicA
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1953: Harvard Crimson pranksters 
give Soviet official (second from left) 
the bird.

nY Niiii. STEINBERC;

Neii Stembcrg, a Chicago 
Sun-Times reporter and co- 
foundcr of the "Kill Dtmdi" 
campaign while at Non/i- 
•uwti'ni (Jnivcrsii}1 , is writing a 
book dkowt colkgi.' pranks, to be 
published nex[ fail by Si. Mar 
tin's Press,

PRANK RULE #i;
Tut BfcS'i PRANKS CAUSE 

INTERNATIONAL INCIDENTS 
On May 7, 1936, a startled 
Washington, D.C., awoke to 
find the Soviet flag proudly 
snapping in the breeze in 
front of the U.S. Supreme 
Court building. While frus 
trated guards iried to figure 
out a way to gci the symbol of 
godless Communism down 
from the eighty-foot flag 
pole—the halyard had been 
cut and knotted—a crowd of 
reporters and amused onlook 
ers gathered. At the base of 
the flagpole was a copy of the 
Harvard Lampoon's new "Red 
Scare" issue. After dusting 
both the flagpole and the 
magazine for fingerprints,

police deduced that Harvard 
was somehow involved, and 
the Lampoon confessed. "Cer 
tainly we have no disrespect 
for rhe Supreme Court," an 
editor explained. "That is one 
thing we arc behind."

But for all the Lampoon's 
proud record of international 
incidents (involving, among 
others, Harry Truman and 
Kaiser Wilhelm), its biggest 
international exposure came 
courtesy of a prank by its 
archenemy—the Harvard 
Crimson.

The Lampoon and the 
Crimson have been adver 
saries ever since Memorial 
Day, 1901 , when the 
Lampoon came out with a 
parody of the school paper, 
flecked with intentional mis 
spellings and promising to 
refund one dollar "from the 
huge surplus amassed" to each 
subscriber who showed up at 
the Crimson offices. The 
Crimson has been striking 
hack ever since, most notably 
in April 1953, when staff 
members kidnapped the Lam- 
poon's mascot, a statue of an

Egyptian bird called the Ibis, 
and donated it to the Soviet 
Union in a ceremony at the 
United Nations. The Crimson 
broke the news to Harvard in 
its April 21 edition: "The 
Lampoon's sacred Ibis now 
rests in Russian territory." 
The Crimson compared the 
presentation to France's gift 
of the Statue of Liberty, call 
ing it "an exchange of monu 
ments" designed to further 
"international friendship."

The Lampoon didn't appre 
ciate the joke. "The Crimson 
pranksters seem to have for 
gotten the rights of property," 
complained then-Lampoon 
spokesman John Updike. "It 
is deplorable that they've car 
ried college jokes into the 
arena of international rela 
tions."

The Lampoon bad to grovel 
before the State Department 
and the Soviet Union before 
finally getting the bird back.

PRANK RULE #2:
IN A CONTEST BETWEEN

JOCKS AND GEEKS, BET ON
THE GEEKS

During a particularly bleak 
Christmas break in I960, 
campus-bound students from 
ihe California Institute of 
Technology in Pasadena 
worked themselves into a 
lather over the impending 
Rose Bowl between 
Washington and Minnesota. 
It struck them as monumen 
tally unfair that this event 
should occur in their own 
backyard and yet their school 
should be excluded, simply 
because their football team 
sucked.

Posing as a high school 
newspaper reporter, a Cal 
Tech student infiltrated the 
Washington cheerleading 
section and learned how the 
flip-card stunts worked. 
Instruction sheets were 
acquired, altered, and 
replaced. On New Year's Day, 
Washington's half-time show 
seemed far less Husky-orient 
ed than expected, especially 
the climax, which featured 
dozens of Washington stu 
dents holding up cards 
spelling out CALTECH.

Cal Tech returned to the 
Rose Bowl in 1982, this time 
rigging the electronic score- 
board so that a couple of stu 
dents could control it via a 
laptop computer set up on a 
nearby hilt. That year Cal

Tech beat MIT at the Rose 
Bowl by a score of 38-9.

Two other memorable 
sports pranks involving cre 
ative use of available technol 
ogy:

•The night before 
Auburn's very first borne 
football game in 1896 against 
hated Georgia Tech, a group 
of students snuck out of their 
rooms and greased the rails 
around the train station. 
When the Georgia Tech 
train arrived from Atlanta, it 
applied the brakes but could 
not stop. The train slid by the 
station and, if accounts of the 
time can be believed, halfway 
to Loachapoka, ten miles 
away. The team had to walk 
into town, with taunting 
Auburn fans trailing behind, 
and on top of it lost the game 
a humiliating 45 to 0.

•During the days preceding 
their annual football match- 
up, USC's Tommy Trojan 
statue has been drenched in 
UCLA blue so many times 
that some years he is guarded 
round-the-clock. This did no 
good the year UCLA students 
chartered a helicopter and 
dropped one hundred pounds 
of manure atop the statue.

PRANK RULE #3: 
THE VALUE OF A PRANK Is 
SOMEWHAT DIMINISHED IF

IT KILLS SOMEONE 
In February 1894, waggish 
sophomores from Cornell 
University, intent on disrupt 
ing the freshman banquet, 
hid themselves under the 
Masonic hall where the event 
was being held and drilled 
boles in the floor, through 
which they pumped chlorine 
gas. The gas overpowered 
thirty freshmen, some of 
whom had to be carried out 
side. A cook died, and the 
resulting furor was immense, 
with newspapers nationwide 
gleefully following the scan 
dal. Despite a grand jury 
inquest, the guilty sopho 
mores were never caught.

PRANK RULE #4i 
SEEING Is BELIEVING

When a member of tbe Yale 
drinking club called the Jolly 
Eight wrote to saloon-basher 
Carrie Nation, describing his 
group as a temperance band 
seeking her "counsel and 
encouragement," it was the 
beginning of an average 
prank. When Nation, who
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1960: Cal Tech's first appearance at the Rase Bowl.
was somewhat of a dupe, 
actually showed up at the 
rooms of the Jolly Eight on 
September 29, 1902, where 
she was coaxed into making 
an impromptu speech on the 
evils of demon alcohol, it was 
working its way toward a 
good prank. But when, that 
evening, a group of students 
from the Yale Record visited 
Nation in her hotel room and 
asked to take her picture, the 
prank moved into the realm 
of greatness. To take a picture 
at night in 1902, first all the 
lights in the room had to he 
extinguished, then the plate 
uncovered, a flash ignited, 
and the plate covered again. 
Nation was told she would he 
photographed "toasting tem 
perance" and handed a glass 
of water. A student next to 
her held a similar glass. The 
other seven students were 
empty-handed—-until the 
lights went down. Then they 
produced beer steins, cigars, 
pipes, and beer bottles, and 
posed themselves in a tableau 
a Yale historian compared to 
a "Bacchanalian orgy." The 
picture, further doctored to 
add foamy heads to the steins 
and a smoldering cigarette in 
Nation's hands, was printed 
in the Record several days 
later with the caption " 'I 
have always taken mine 
straight, 1 she said, laughing."

PRANK RULE #5:
EVEN AN AVERAGE PRANK

CAN BE ELKVATED TO
GREATNESS IF IT GETS
EVERYBODY EXPELLED

When, in the warm spring of 
1904, University of Colorado 
law students began moving 
their hard wooden benches 
from Hale Hall anil hiding 
them around campus, it

wasn't exactly the most bril 
liant prank of all time. But 
college president j times 
Hutchins Baker, a man "not 
blessed with an abundant 
sense of humor," elevated the 
prank by expelling the entire 
junior class, en masse, a few 
weeks before the end of the 
school year. The class of 1905 
applied, as a group, to the law 
school at the rival University 
of Denver. Someone forward 
ed a copy of their application 
letter to Baker, and the group 
was reinstated.

PRANK RULE #6:
IF AT ALL POSSIBLE,

INVOLVE A Cow
From the 1790s, when stu 
dents at Dartmouth would 
register their displeasure at

the herds of cattle pastured 
on the college green by driv 
ing them into the neighbor 
ing state and leaving them 
there, to recent years when 
MIT students hauled cows 
(both living and fiberglass} 
atop the 148-foot Great 
Dome ot their library, cows 
have figured in many college 
pranks. Perhaps every agricul 
tural university in the nation 
has elected a cow homecom- 
ing queen. Ohio State Uni 
versity first took the plunge 
in 1926, when its agricultural 
school sponsored one Mau- 
dine Ormsby as a candidate. 
During preliminary balloting, 
Maudinc took a respectable 
second, and it was only dur 
ing a check of the student

1902: Carrie Nation mugging with Yale Record staff.

directory to contact finalists 
for picuire-taking that Mau- 
dine was discovered to be a 
prize IlulhU'in. Maudinc was 
disqualified from the final 
balloting, over the ag school's 
objections; but then, for a 
variety of infractions, so were 
all the other candidates. The 
h o m c c o m i n g c o m m i r t c e 
decided to chose the queen 
itself, in a special session, and 
when the dust had settled, 
Maudine was crowned. The 
committee tried to convince 
a certain Rosalind Mormon 
to march as unofficial queen, 
but she demurred, explaining 
later: "It was such an insult to 
be beat out by a cow that i 
refused to accept any of the 
honors at all."

The queen herself was con 
sidered too valuable to march 
in the homccoming parade, 
and was represented by two 
undergraduates in a cow out 
fit.

THE PRANKSTER'S CREEP;
FUCK 'EM IF THEY CAN'T

TAKE A JOKE
When the fabled Pail & 
Shovel Party grabbed the 
reins of student government 
at the University of Wiscon 
sin-Madison, in a campaign 
that found the P&S candi 
dates dressed in clown suits, 
they also won control ot the 
$80,000-a-vear SGA hudge(, 
to the horror of the grim- 
minded who normally wor 
ried over such matters. The 
only reassurance was that 
P&S campaign promises, 
which included flooding the 
stadium to conduct mock 
naval battles and bringing the 
Statue ol Liberty to the cam 
pus, were too outlandish ever 
to become reality.

Then, in February I979, in 
the middle of the night, a 
giant mock-up o! Lady Liber 
ty—from the bridge of the 
nose and the wrist up—was 
set up on the ice of frozen 
Lake Mendota. People 
flocked to see the work, but 
junior Republicans, crazed 
over the $4,500 in school 
funds expended on the statue, 
burned it to the ground. 
Unrepentant, the Pail & 
Shovel Party was rcelccted 
the following spring in a 
resounding victory and, 
spending even more money— 
$6,000, built yet another 
Statue of Liberty the follow 
ing winter on Lake Mendota. 
This one was fireproof. •
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PAYROLL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

had broken her heart forevermore by 
asking why The Waste Land wasn't on 
the syllabus. And off we went to the 
nursing college, Dean spilling out of the 
Voyager even before the emergency 
brake caught and howling that he had 3 
terrific sliver in his finger and he was 
deathly afraid of infection. Crafty Dean 
concocted a story of how he'd gotten the 
stiver installing new suhwoofers, leveling 
his soulful stare at one cornfed nursing 
student in particular until soon enough 
she had noi only given him 3 larger 
Band- Aid than he really needed, she'd 
sweetly secretly slipped us all Band-Aids 
and agreed to bring the other nursing 
students around to Dean's later to apply 
them. We piled back into the Voyager 
all fiery for the nursing students, heading 
straight for the pad with only the briefest 
stop at Eta Beta Pizza for a Mortarboard, 
their bopcnized alto solo of a low- 
cholesterol pie. Alex the pizza chef digs 
Dean and usually throws in free Diet 7- 
Ups for everyone, and normally we rush 
off like fireflies for the quad to watch the 
crazy hubbies fizzle and burst in the 
dying daylight the way America's true 
prophets fizzle and burst under the 
oppressive weight of her leaden 
conformism, but this time we made for 
Dean's so we could greet the nursing 
students who were going to arrive 
momentarily. We hadn't been waiting 
there more than six hours when Dean 
suddenly jumped up and yelled, "The 
Non-Discrimination Symposium!" and 
forced us all back into the Voyager, 
causing no end of logistical problems due 
to the fact that Willy and Billy by now 
refused to sit next to each other despite 
the thick band of flesh connecting them, 
and so off we went about five hundred 
yards down the road, a mad whirlwind of 
a trip it was, and as we pulled up short at 
the Non-Discrimination Symposium I 
was sadly dreaming of the nursing 
student 1 had secretly picked out for 
myself, whose olive skin and black hair 
and great woeful eyes made me wonder 
what secret sorrows she had seen in her 
native Mexico, though she'd said her 
name was Laurie and she came from 
New jersey.

But ray sad-Sal private mourning 
didn't have a chance against the great 
circus spectacle of the Symposium, 
where the evening's topic was the 
proposed banning of all words featuring 
any of the letters used to spell "colored," 
and where Toto stood and surprised 
even himself with his impassioned 
speech in favor of allowing at least one 
of the two o's, it being a vowel that had 
figured prominently in the history of the 
school. After the Symposium the 
Philosophy Club was dispensing decaf 
and pastries with the abandon of an

Arabian sultan, and so it was that 1 
didn't get to sleep until well after eleven 
that night, my head swimming with the 
day's experiences and dreamvisions of 
my sylvan Laurie. So you can see how it 
was almost incomprehensible to me 
when Dean told me he was worried 
about my output and my future. As he 
put it, "Now, Sal, you know how I dig 
you and Phew! the kind of respect I 
accord you and your thoughts and most 
of all your work, but there arc those on 
the staff who think you've been leading 
your students down the wrong path. 
What I'm saying, Sal, is that perhaps it 
would be a fine pure idea if you were to 
protect yourself tenurewise by placing a 
few stories in magazines before it 
absolutely boils down to the ultimate 
cosmic question, 'Publish or perish.' "

"I only tell my students to pour 
everything they know of this great crazy 
world into every word they write, Dean,

After the 
Symposium the 
Philosophy Club 
was dispensing

decafand
pastries with

the abandon of
an Arabian

sultan*
to fool nobody, sham nobody but 
absolutely get all the way down to it 
every time pen touches paper, and who 
could object to that?" 1 said, looking at 
this towering pitiful clown and thinking 
of his poor lost father. "And as for 
publishing, you know I've been 
submitting scorics with the mad fever of 
a Bengali dervish, but nobody will take 
my stuff."

"Yes! Yes! Yes!" he cried. "Now, Sal, 
here and everlastingly I believe we've 
finally reached the point. I've been 
reading your work. Now you must know, 
as all great things are known, that I 
personally dig you and your gone style 
and everything about you. But these 
magazines, Sal, they're not like you and 
me. You're writing stories about endless 
steamy jazzhaunted nights, wild sad boys 
and girls living out their absolutely beat 
dreams, smoking green tea, rushing from 
bop joint to bop joint in the predawn 
sorrow like moths in a crazy 
kaleidoscope of flames. Way too much 
energy, m'boy, it scares them. Where do 
you get this stuff, by the way? I hope this

sort of thing isn't going on here on 
campus." 1 assured him that of course it 
wasn't, that it was just the way 1 pictured 
the country, and that I'd sworn to myself 
that when summer break came I would 
systematically and once and for all plow 
through my accumulated back issues of 
The New York Review of Books and then 
get out there on that endless macadam 
dreampath that is my great Godblessed 
America and see for myself. Dean said, 
"I'm sure you will, Sal, but that won't 
help your prose style or your students. 
Can't you dash off something about a 
tired woman, maybe it's her fortieth 
birthday, and she's driving back from 
visiting her grandmother in an 
old-age home, and, like, thinking? Or 
maybe a riff about a guy who got 
divorced a while ago and now doesn't 
like to move around too much?"

"But 1 want to dig it all!" 1 said. "1 
want to dig every foot, every inch, every 
sixteenth of an inch of this great crazy 
mother country of fenccposts and 
highways and crisscrossing rails, once I 
actually see some of it, I mean. And 1 
want to set it down just the way it is, 
every jagged Western sunset and gray 
Eastern tugboat and every gleaming 
plated shopping cart—"

"Yes, yes, I get it!" Dean shouted, and 
though I'm sure it was the espresso I 
thought I heard the tiniest note of 
impatience in his voice. "Absolutely! 
But you see a man has to make a living, 
and if you head out on that wild gone 
road you're gonna have to get some job 
and work the way little people do, and 
that is no position for a writer to be in. 
Whereas all I'm asking is that you 
scribble something about a man who 
wakes up one morning to find he's out of 
toothpaste and becomes paralyzed with 
indecision, don't even worry about 
typing it because we've got secretaries 
for that, and I guarantee we'll find a 
place to publish it and get you tenure 
and you can remain here forever, 
rubbing your chin and sucking on an 
empty pipe and saying, Try one more 
draft, this time without adjectives.' Sal, 
you know and I know that you are a 
writer. So truly is this not where you 
belong?"

I wanted to tell him a million things 
about my dreams and my visions and the 
twinkiestarred night, but he held up a 
great bony sweatstreaked hand. "Now, 
Sal, I have to leave imminently for a 
benefit hake sale at the fine arts 
department, but certainly, after that, my 
sweet sad Sal, we'll sit crosslegged on my 
office sofa, nose to nose, staring into 
each other's eyes, and tell it all until we 
arrive at the absolute final and ultimate 
truth of truths and nothing can stop us, 
unless the publisher calls for revisions on 
my Calvino monograph." And with a 
whoosh of energy he knotted his tie and 
the laces on his Hush Puppies and was 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 69
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Pyraportic industries, inc.» 
P.O Box 27809-Dept.HT-9C 
San Diego, CA 92198-0198 
Facsimile 1-619-075-352S

fiS SEEM OH

TV

DOUftU TH€ GROUJTH Of flNV PL.
Hello, my name is Jeffery Julian DeMarcp; 

"^ Pyraponlc industries, Inc. H. ranked the _ 
as named By inc. magazine, an

the •J <-- -'-( recipient in San Diego, and 
can't:

DOUBLE the growth rate of any plant;
the sites of any plant;
the of fruits and vegetables; 

DOUBLE the potency of herbs and sptces;
the of flowers;

I personally GUARANTEE it.

• The Phototronw has been awarded 17 patents in 9 
different countries. In addition, a newly designed automatic water- 
Ing system accessory, developed by Pyraponlc Laboratories, 

'ely services the aPsolute optimum water and nutrient re 
nts eacn Individual Phototron needs, it contains the most 
il power supply in the world; it produces 30% more lumen 

output, yet runs 30% cooler.

SL and nutrient mix prescription for 
tch individual Phototron for optimum growth of all plant param- 

jsed upon ovenoo.ooo completed soil samples. User-friendly 
Sons and follow-up reminders every 15 days that guarantees 
ieess in growing anV plant, so easy that the National science 
y Association (NSTA) uses the Phototron to teach photosvn- 

. D kindergarten through 12th grade students.

'' 650 schools, laboratories, and universities worldwide are using the 
hptotron, including Harvard, oxford, USDA and NASA go day pay- 
fent plan, 539.95 down The Phototron is being used tn NASA test 
Gds for future space exploration Helps purify 1,000 cubic feet 33 

times every 2fl hours over
' 120,000 Phototrons sold, With^ rrf ,._ . _ __.__..._ _ . _ 

never a single one returnee"

13-451-2837
Hollo, my name is Jeff cry J uliau DeMarco, 

I'resideril & Founder of I lemptck Industries, 
Inc.

This is Hemptek'sfi rsl series of ad vert ise- 
menls anywhere in 
the world. For the first 
time in over 50 years, 
clothing such as 
sweaters, shirts, and 
yes, even the Ameri 
can flag! is available 
from a very reputable 
company.

I lenip is in.iny
tinii'S stronger

th.ln cotton!

Imported exclu 
sively by Hemplek 
from around the 
world in an array of 
vibrant colors, and 
patterns with a spe 
cially developed 
weave specific to the 
fabric of 55% pure 
hemp and 45% pure 
virgin cotton. This special blend (55h/4Sc) 
retains the strength of hemp blended with 
the softness of cotton!

Please, don't believe me! Believe the 
United States Department of Agriculture. | 
will send you a 30 minute video tape FREE!!!*

IjliMP FOR VICTORY
Hemp for Victory was produced by the 

U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1942 and

distributed to farmers a round the nation to 
grow hemp by the hundreds of thousands 
of acres for the war department.

I lemp fiber has boon used by every

civilization in recorded history including 
the United Stales up until 1933. Because the 
hemp plant not only produced fiber 
but also a drug, when (he drug was made 
illegal, so loo was the entire plant.

Hemp is the most efficient plant for 
producing petrochemicals, na In rally, 
biologically and much cleaner than oil 
from the ground. Oil is the base chemical 
to make man-made fibers.

THli NATLIHAL IS ALWAYS BETTER 
THANTHL CHEMICAL

A fiber that naturally breathes with a 
itrength unmatched by any other natural 

fiber throughout history 
in the world. Memptek 
Industries, Inc. maintains 
my personal guarantee of 
your unconditional satis 
faction.

The lime has come. 
Call today:
1-619-9- 

H-E-M-P-T-E-K!

Celebrate freedom in 
living colors - purchase 
the American Flag. This 
lull size hemp fiber (lag is 
similiar in material to the 
same material some say 
lietsy Rciss used. Tlie flag 
is made of 50% hemp and 
10% cotion, to last thenexl 

200 years.
Call today to place your order - quan 

tities limited, so order now! 1 absolutely 
guarantee your satisfaction uncondition 
ally, or your money back.

charge yo
idco for S 14.75 plu
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Greg's about to become an i
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'0 n
gone.

And th;it was the last time 1 saw 
Dean. I suddenly realized that I'd never 
make ir there as a writer*professor, chat I 
needed finally to take the great leap and 
puck my ancient sailor's duffel and strike 
out into the great American night. With 
nothing in my wallet but three pitiful 
dollars, some traveler's checks, and a 
cash-machine card, 1 set om dreaming ot 
sharing wine-spotion with a hobo un a 
New Orleans railroad siding, or lying 
with a sad Sulvadoran beauty after a day 
of picking Texas cotton, of listening to 
sweating tenormen in n San Francisco 
bophouse. It happened that the first 
light 1 saw on my pilgrimage to the 
vagabond byways of my gutbroken 
forebears was coming from the nursing 
college down the road, and i dropped in, 
thinking to sweep my sloe-eyed Laurie 
off with tnc like a highwayman claiming 
a cowering damsel, but she was out at a 
town 'n' gown mixer and not expected 
back early. I sat and talked for hours 
with the sorority house chnperone, a 
heavy woman bowed under the burden 
of caring for so many, and that's how 1

learned about the school's needing a 
remedial reading teacher. Soon enough 
and despite Laurie's being engaged to an 
accounting major my duffel was stowed 
and i was ready tor another wild insane 
phantasm of an academic adventure, 
wishing Dean could be there with me 
hut knowing our separation, like his 
tenure, was forever.

So in America on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays when the sun goes down and 
I sit at my broken-down desk, looking at 
the clock, waiting for office hours to end 
and wondering if I'll have enough time 
to go down to the administration 
building and requisition some untouched 
sweet-smelling new yellow pencils, 
pencils as straight and wooden as the 
telephone poles that I imagine stretch 
from end to end of this monstrous 
beautiful siren-sorceress America of ours, 
this America that 1 absolutely plan to 
see when my CDs mature unless interest 
rates are so high that rolling them over 
is irresistible, ] think of Dean Moriarty, I 
even think of Old Chancellor Moriarty 
the father we never found, I think of 
Dean Moriarty.•

^Mkbt

Sensual 
Aides

How to order sexual aides 
without embarrassment.

How to use them 
without disappointment.

Today, people are interested in improving 
the quality of their lives...and exploring 

their own sensuality with options from the 
Xandria Collection.

The most importantaspect of satisfaction is 
trust. Trust us...thoughtful consideration goes 
into each product in the catalogue. Quality, 
value, and sensual appeal are all important 
elements, as are you, the customer.
What is the Xandria Collection?

It is a very, very, special collection of sexual 
aides which can provide a new and entirely 
positive source of pleasure. It includes the 
finest and most effective products available 
from around the world.

Our products range from the simple to the 
delightfully complex. They are designed for 
both the timid and the bold.

The Xandria Collection has a unique three 
way guarantee.

First, we guarantee your privacy.
Everything we ship is plainly packaged 

and securely wrapped, with no clue to its 
contents from the outside. All transactions 
are strictly confidential,and we never sell, give 
or trade any customer's name.

Second, we guarantee your satisfaction.
If a product seems unsatisfactory...simply 

return it for replacement or refund.
Third, we guarantee that the product you 

choose will keep giving you pleasure...
Should it malfunction, simply return it to 

us for a replacement.
The Xandria Gold Collection...;! tribute to 

closeness and communication. Celebrate the 
possibilities for pleasure we each have within 
us. Send for the Xandria Collection Gold 
Edition Catalogue, ft is priced at just $4.00 
which is applied in full to your first order.

Write today. You have absolutely nothing 
to lose. And an entirely new world of enjoy 
ment to gain.

Rite Xandria Collection, Dept. NL 1 0 9 71 
| P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131

Please send me, by first dass mail, the Xandria Collection 
Gold Edition Catalog" 6- Enclosed is my cheek ur money 
order for S4.U1) which will bi> applied tiiw.irds my first 
purchase. ($4 U.S., CAN.,f3 U.K.I

Name _____________________ 
Address _______________________ 

City__________________________ 
State _______________ 7.ip ______
I am .111 adult OVLT 21 years of agtp

(signature required) 
Xandria, 674 Dubuque Ave., •Smith San I 

I Void where prohibited by law. I
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THE POTATO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

point: one Detroit anchor who began 
a report "If you think this town is 
turning to shit, think again" was axed 
during commercial and replaced by 
sportscaster Tiffany Jugges. Later, 
Jugges became the focus of the 
station's advertising campy ign, "Firs! 
with the Perkiest!"

Or rake the recent CBS piece on an 
upstate New York high school soccer 
team, which Rather led into with 
"And now some good news from a 
place where good news has been hard 
to find." Turns out that the team is 
from a high school out near Love 
Canal, and that their grit and

determination are sending them to 
the state finals. Heartwarming story, 
made more so because one kid has a 
bone-marrow disease so rare that they 
named it Kenny's syndrome, another 
has just one big nostril, and a third 
has been completely bald all his life. 
But do they mention why these odd 
things might have occurred? No; in 
fact, all we see of the culprit is a 
mention that Hooker Chemical 
bought them their soccer jerseys.

Potato Chips
Enjoyed seeing the "Boeing Aircraft" 

sponsorship patch on 1-louse Speaker 
Tom Foley's blue suit on C-SPAN the 
other day. But where was the coverage 
about it? That's what they paid 
for....Seems to me that Neusu't-ek's 
"Supreme Court Funnies" would have

been better if they had been about the 
justices, and not by them....Sam 
Donaldson's fact-lift looks okay, but 
who wants to see the bandages come off 
on Prime Time Live! Diane sure didn't, 
and we hope no one else bought that 
"just -A touch of morning sickness" 
smoke screen....Saw a thing in 
Columbia Journalism Review where Ted 
Koppel claims Duanc Allman was his 
biggest influence, but never said how. 
Maybe it's the bluesy interviewing 
style....Word is that James Baker has a 
huge crush on Lesley Stahl, which 
explains why he tried to French-kiss 
her on Face the Nation two weeks 
ago....Funny how George Will makes a 
lot more sense ever since he got bit in 
the head with a foul ball.... •

SPORTS DESK
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

loved him, thai she knew in her heart, 
unmistakably, that he was the one she 
had always loved.

She moved with an enchanted 
wanness toward him. "Oh, Evelyn, 
darling, I was wrong, can you ever 
forgive me, how could 1, all of us, have 
been so wrong about you? By the way, 
how did you get to be such an ape?"

There are mysteries of medicine that 
can challenge the mysteries of the heart, 
Evelyn thought, but said nothing.

"No really, you're humongous. I've 
never seen muscle density like that on 
anyone in my Ijfe. J'd say, except for 
random pimpling and odd hair growth,

that you -are the most gorgeous man I 
have ever laid eyes on."

Evelyn's heart was racing, and it wasn't 
just due to chronic cardiac irregularity. 
The moment he had always wanted was 
suddenly, finally, unarguably, his. This 
strange new chemical invention called 
anabolic steroids had brought it to him.

"But what about money? You can't go 
pro, you know how my aunt feels about 
professional athletes since that incident 
with the lacrosse team. And if you don't 
go pro how can we ever afford to he 
married?" Primrose asked in her low, 
melodic, enticing, neat, keen voice.

That's all right, Evelyn thought, but 
said nothing. I make plenty as a college 
athlete at Miami and have many alumni 
friends so am set for life if J want to, say, 
front a car-dealership or something. We

can he married and be happy and can be 
well thought of, even by Ivy League 
snoots, and 1 can go back to the Midwest 
a big man and all because of a few 
injections....

Primrose could tell just from his firm 
gaze, the steely gaze of a captain, from 
his piercing blue eyes beneath his hairy 
forehead, that all her problems were, 
unquestionably, solved.

"Oh, tell me it's not all a dream...." she 
moaned happily.

Evelyn at first did not want his proud, 
iconoclastic, new, squeaky voice to 
break the hushed enchanted thrilling 
magic of the night. To wake anyone, 
anywhere, even himself.

"No, darling," he whispered resolutely, 
''it's not, it's not a dream. "•
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THE NATIONAL LAMPOON 
WANTS YOUR

NATIONAL LAMPOON WANTS YOUR ORIGINAL SHORT COMEDY FILMS AND 
VIDEOS FOR A NATIONAL LAMPOON HOME VIDEO PROJECT!
If you're an independent filmmaker, film student, writer, actor, or comedian, 
WE WANT YOUR FILM OR VIDEO NOW!

Please submit your material on 1 II" or 3/4" videotape to:

National Lampoon Video 
10850 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1000 
Los Angeles, CA 90024

So, if you've got a funny film or video, and want to be part of a national 
home video release, send your submissions today!

All caiutt«muilb*labalBd with ycurnama, addreii, phone numberand title of the film. All material must be the work of Ihe person submllt Ing 
the video. Participant! content to thavlawlitg of thalr material by the staff of Ihe National Lampoon and of (heir designers. Participants atknowl- 
•dsB thai tlw National Lampoon ihallhavo no obligation to return any material submitted h arson der.

WE
TO SEND 

MONEY!
If you're in college, and you want to make money, 
then we want to talk to you about...

National Lampoon's College Rep Program

We'll pay you for every Notional Lampoon
subscription you sell. And we'll make it easy 
with our College Rep Starter Kit.

We'll give you all you need to get started as a 
National Lampoon College Rep.
It's easy and it's profitable.

BE A NATIONAL LAMPOON FUN RUNNER!
For more Information, call Vlnce DIGIulio at (213) 474-5252.
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Wear Us Out
Take a look at these shirts. 

Most of the models don't even have heads,
and they still look great! 

Never before has anything so hot been so comfortable.

TS 1029—National Lampoon's Animal House 
T-shirt. With pictures of Bluto, Otter, and the rest cf 
the boys on the front. $6.95

TS 1034—National Lampoon Sweatshirt. Also 
available in navy with white lettering, and gray with 
black lettering. $13.95.

TS 1049—Authentic Football Jersey. Made of 50
percent nylon plaited/50 percent cotton. $20.95 
TS 1050-Authentic Football Jersey 100 percent
nylon-mesh authentic tootball jersey. White. $28.95

TS 1046—Acra Sweatshirt. Same specs as the 
hooded shirt but without the hood, $13.95 
TS 1045-Acra Hooded Sweatshirt. Made of 50 
percent Creslan'1 acrylic fiber/50 percent cotton. 
With hood. $18.95

TS 1043—National Lampoon's Vacation Sweat 
shirt. Starring Warty Moose on the front. $16.95. 
TS 1031—National Lampoon's Vacation T-shirt
With Marty Moose on the front. S7.95

TS 1067-National Lampoon's Christmas
Vacation Sweatshirt. This time with Santa Clans as
the logo. $21.95.
TS 1068—T-shirt (not shown). Same logo as above,
$7.95

TS 1028—National Lampoon's Animal House
Baseball Shirt. $11.00
TS 1032-National Lampoon Hat. A baseball cap.
$795

TS 1D59—National Lampoon's Vacation T-shirt.
This time with the Walley World logo. $795.
TS 1044-Sweatshirt (not shown) $16.95 same
logo as above

TS 1027-National Lampoon Black Sox Softball 
Jersey. The kind the 1919 Chicago White Sox wore 
after they threw the Series. $8.00
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TS 1026—national Lampoon "That's Not 
Funny, That's Sick!" r-siiirt. With !he 
famous double-amputee frog. $7.35

TS 1D65-Trots and Bonnie T-stilrt America's 
favorite dog-and-teen team jump off the pages 
ot this mag and onto your back. $7.95

TS 1057-Dv8rsize HeaMywelgnt T-shirt,
Politenessman, in one of his most famous 
adventures. WO percent cotton. $10,95

TS 1035-Natlonal lampoon Frog Polo 
Shirt. In white, blue, camel, green, gray, or 
yellow. $14.95 
TS 1038-National Lampoon Frog Sweater.
In blue, camel, gray, or black. $20.95

TS 1066-True Facts T-shift. With George 
Washington on (fie front, an authentic True 
Fact on the back. Four different True Facts to 
choose from! $10.95

O WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, MON- 
TANA-Four riflemen firing a ceremonial 
salute at a military funeral accidentally shot the 
minister.

-San Francisco Chronicle

O MANCHESTER, lOWA-To deter wan 
dering in the halls, authorities at West Dela 
ware High School required each student on his 
way to the bathroom to wear a toilet seat 
around Ills neck.

- Washington Post

O After an eighteen-month study, the Brit 
ish Academy of Science recommended to Par 
liament that British rock stars be prohibited 
from selling their semen to commercial sperm 
banks.

—UMKC University News

Vf A local citizen was arrested and charged 
with public indecency alter he allegedly was 
observed placing his male organ in a jar of slaw 
dressing at the local supermarket.

—Downers Grove (Illinois) Reporter

TS 1Q39-"Save the Frog" Glow-fn-the- 
Dark Sweatshirt. 100 percent cotton. S15.00

TS 104B-Marathon BO Shorts. 100 percent 
nylon tricot running shorts with inside key 
pocket. $9.50

TS 1019-National Lampoon Mona Gorilla 
T-shirt. The divine Miss Mona. $6.95

TS 1030-National Lampoon Black Sox 
Baseball Jacket. Famous jacket with real 
cotton lining. $33.95

«—-——————————1
Wear us out.. .and you'll be in! 

Merchandise Order Form
Indicate the products you wish to purchase (circle items desired and
check size), place in envelope with payment, and send to:
NATIONAL LAMPOON, Dept. 991
155 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N,Y 10013.
Please enclose $1.75 for postage and handling for each item ordered;
New York State residents, please add 8'A% sales tax. Add $1.00 extra
per item for foreign orders.
Order $20 or more, .nnil Lake $5 off dip Lola! purchase price

Name (please print). 

Address _____ 

City_______

Q Check enclosed 

MasterCard #/Visa # ____ 

Signature __________

.State. —— Zip. 

D Charge to my.

. Expiration Date.

TS1019S6.95 _S_M. 
TS1026S7.95 _S—M. 
TS1027S8.00 _S_M- 
TS1028511.00 _S_M. 
TS1029S695 _S_M_ 
TS1Q3QS33.95_S_M- 
TS1031S7.95 _S—M. 
TS1032 $7.95 
TS1034$13.95 _S_M.

COLOR _ 
TS1035S14.95_S_M,

COLOR — 
TS103B$20.95 _S_M

COLOR — 
TS1039S15.00 _S_

L_-XL TS1Q41S6.95 _S_M_L_XL 
L__XL TS1Q43$16.95_S_M—L_XL 
L TS1044 $16.95 _S_M_L—XL 
.L_XL TS1045S18,95._S_M_-L_-XL 
L TS1Q46$13.95 —S_M_L_XL 
L_-XL TS1048S9.50 _S—M —L_XL 
.L_XL TS1049S20.9S _S_M_L_XL 

	TS1Q50$26.95 _S_M^L—XL 
L_XL TS1DS7SH.8S _S_M_-L_XL
———— TS1059S7.95 _S_M_-L—XL
L TS1065S795 _S—M—L—XL
———— TS1uS6$l0.95 _S_M_L_XL
—L A_B_C_0_
———— TS1067S21.95__S_M—L—XL

_L_XL TS10S8$7.95 _S_M_-L_XL

Give the gift of merchandise.
Please indicate what National Lampoon products you would like us 
to send. Enclose payment, Piace in envelope and send to: 

NATIONAL LAMPOON, Dept. 9/91 
155 Avenue Of the Americas, New York, N.Y 10013

Name.

Address.

State ____ 

Send gift{s) to: 

Name____

.Zip.

Address. 

City__

State _ 

ITEMS.

.Zip.

I have enclosed a total of $.

TS 1041-"I Got My Job Through trio National 
Lampoon" T-shirt. And you can buy this shirt 
through the National Lampoon as well, $6.95

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



* JACK BEWNV is 5o CHEAP THAT
HE BUILT A SUMMER House OUT

op HIS OWM

JACK BBMW is so CHEAP THAT He''

BENNY is so CHEAP HE POKED OUT HIS ° OActr BENWV is so CHEAP THAT NO 
LCFT eve WITH A PARMIN& NEEDLE so HE OTHER HUMAN BEIN& COULD

NCED TWO tewscs IN ms eve- EVER LOUEHIM" GLASSES ."
A popular peasant sport of medieval Belgium consistedIn certain Baltic pens it's considered vastly amusing lo 

insert baby kittens' heads into pita pockets and watch 
poor lab&y blindly fidget to six-fiouMong Philip Glass
scores.

ol dressing (he youngesl offspring in the guise ol a
domestic walerfow!. then knocking upon a neighbor's
door and wailing loudly. "I haveth no offesprinrj, I
indeede tiavetn only a domestic waterfowle!" Hilarity

© 1991, Mark Newgarden
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THIS i$ ANSEL 
A LITTLE

HI'S- LWCK , BUT y<?M CAW'T HELf

PfN'T i/J<?PC?t-J, T'L-U SE BACK 
IN FACT , I THINK I'LL

MI6HT WHILE 
AMP

FAD "ct/
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1 i a ...

MEODWP e SINISTER SPACECRHFT^FORBIDDEN LOVE
CH. srAVR>s,..srAvpos,..You MEAN THE
UNIVERSE TOME,/UVmRLlMG,,-6iJT,., 
GALLOPING ASTEROIDS, X WANT TO 
BREAK IT OFF/

60LLV,vwy?-

I,.. I DON'T KNOW IF i CAN Lavs you WITH
DEATH HAN6IN6 OVER OUR SHOULDER AT 

EVEf?/ *www.fn AT ci*&O/ -rtiry*//ss

OH. HECK, MAAM..,TH/S AIN'T DEATH.' iTQ I 5HATTERING COMETS-, THAT5
ZOOK. , MY ZATOMIAW CO-PILOT' I kNCW A RELIEF/ -——-

iT$ A LITTLE CfF-FUTTlNG, BUT 4U Z4TOWS I S By JUPITER'
LOOK ANP PRE56 THIS •- < "/ ^ , ^^ / VUE^E.

^MA&lNE McW^ ^ f FlNALUV
DIFFICULT IT IS 7E' 1 I FREE TO
PAJE CUTSIW^OJRJ y /ofe/

TyTefn

MCCWSOF
MEPOJKV,
WHO'S
THAT
0EMIMD

F.,,—, v.. 1M™ , r™ w , r.^ SPECTER OF PEATH/ 
PAKM THE LUflk:,/ I SUPPOSE WE'RE AFJOTTTDCRASH OR SOMETHING.,..

!^

-'/ /t^-"SL L^^X i ' ^ ^ f^ f r^^f —--

Cuit/ /L Itoff: IWKE c« Wge(N>?^
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W The Foul Fowl
HAVE \V I

CONQUEREDLISrEN,BILU.IF
THE

SLEEPING 
SERPENT'CAN DEFEAT THAT 

SNAK£---yoU'RE 
OEMENTED.'GBT 
OFF THIS DAMN 
WARRIOR KICK,

THE 
VIPER
SLUMBCRS

THE BLACKNESS 
CONSUMES ME LIKE 
A RUBBER BLANKET. 

I'LL NOT BE A
BANQUET FOR /pi

THIS RANCID 
REPTILE'

IF I
SPEED THROUGH HIS 
DIGESTIVE PROCESS- 

T
..- UN 

TIGHT..
PERSEVERED

I HAVE SURVIVED BEING DEVOURED 
ANODlGFSTED BM THAT WICKED 
ANACONDA!I'VE BECOME REBORN/ 
ON My Booy i CARRy THE PLACENTA
OFANEWLIFE/ I AM

FULL
OF / 

SHIT/
GIMME 

SPANK/

CHUCKIE!
HELOOKSLIKE HE'5 LOST
AGAIN'

MOM SAyS THAT I CAN'T 
OUT LATE BECAUSE 

OF My RHEUMATISM/

GEE WHIZ!IPIDN'T MEAN 
TO GIVE HIM A STROKE 7

THAT DUMB 
HEAD HAS 
ALZHEIME-R'S.'

THATS O.K. 
ARTHRITIS IS
ACTING up

AGAIN/

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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IFIED ADS

"1 - GONAD THE BARBARIAN
«2 - OFFENDERS OF THE UNIVERSE
1(3-PANDORA, AN EROTIC TRILOGY

Each Cartoon is feature length, i 
slerEQ/fti Fi. Only ! 28 5S each + '3' 
shipping (you musl lie 21).

EXCALIBUR FILMS 
1-8OO-289-6684
313? I W Cciumonv/eallti. Fullerton. CA 9263
Wrilc lor Irec calalog. Ccnlains Idausan 
a! siz?ling video movies lor every interes 
anil taste. Save up to 8<1°o over relail price

FREE CATALOG
UNDERGROUND BOOKS Controversial & 
Unusual, Not available in Bookstores! Fast 
Service! Catalog: $2. FSS, Box 232 (NU. 
Tair Oaks, CA 95628-0232.

Aclull Videos, Huge title listing. Tremendous 
discounts. Video as low as $9.95. Send $6 to 
Aardvai-k Entertainment, P.O. Box 15608 NL, 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96830-5608.

REAL BLANK DRIVERS LICENSES
ORIGINALS! NOT CHEAP FAKE I.D.
ANY STATE OR CANADA
EASY DO IT YOURSELF KIT
100% FOOLPROOF + LEGAL
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
PAST CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE 

OONT DELAY; ORDER NOWI RUSH $5.00 PER 
LICENSE KIT OR (2 FOR SB.00) TO:

ONLY
$5.00

BELL REAL ID
3148 Plainfield Ave. #150-J 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49505

EROTIC ADULT VIDEOS 90-minute 
samples 1-$10, 3-S25 + $3 S&H. 
VISA-MASTERCARD. 1-800-477-7758. 
STRINGSOFT, PO BOX 915-NL, 
OLD BRIDGE, NJ 08857. CATALOG $3.

"HOW TO STOP FARTING & BURPING.
Only publication of its kind! Every proven 
scientific method known! Easily end those 
embarrassing moments, only $5.00. P.C.S. 
Box 6491 San Mateo, CA 94403

•r: I DON'T IIAVK FMS- 
I'H ALWAYS A BlTCtl!

Slogan? printed on
LOOI COTTON mm T-SHIRTS

51?.95
Sizes S-M-L-XL 

Specify slogan; VAHK or PHS

SPECIAL-T'S
P.O. BOX 303

tJEUERLANB, CO. 80466
or: send (1.00 for brochure

... -i. Deei Genitals 
^f V Amuse Youi Friends 
T^ y Annoy YOUT Neighbors

k ^/ liVinyl Genital Shape Slickers \ ~\/
For Easy, Quick, Malcliing Application \/ 

511.95t$Z.DDSffl Berksnire Images 
Check or Money Order-In CT atlrt G % tax s u |te 172 
Fits legal size sign 45 Padanatam Road 
HOT HtTCHUED FOR DEFACING PROPERTY Danbury, CT06811

Best Joke Contest! $500 top prizes! 
Deadline Dec. 15. Send entry and $2 fee to 
Box 66(36, Vancouver. B.C. V6B 5V5.

GREAT JOKES!
GET THE LATEST JOKES...

BE THE LIFE OF THE PARTY!

1-900-737-JOKE
51 CO PER Milt Si 95 FIHSI MIN KIDS UNDER 18 MUST HAVE 
WfflESTAL PERMISSION TO CALL OR ENIEfl CONTEST {JUST
HAVE TOUCH TONE PHONE TO LEAVE JOKES OR EN:ER CONTEST

JOKE!!! NEW WINNER EVERY MONTH!"
YOU CAN JUST LISTEN TO HILARIOUS JOKES 
OR ENTER YOUfi BEST JOKE IN THE CONTEST

OR KNOW SOMEONE WHO HAS - 
THISMOVIf'SFOKYOW

THE MOVIE
The perfect gift 

for those who FART!

1-800-231-4193
Send $9.95 + $3.00 S&H to: 

Myslie Mountain Magic
P.O. Box 1068 

Burbank. CA 91S07

Ask for Free GIANT catalog 
of Gags   Jokes * Magic   Masks* and Tricks!

EROTIC COLLECTION OF ADULT 
TOYS, lingerie, books, videos, condoms, 
lotions, and more. 50% discount coupon 
& FREE catalog. Adam & Eve, P.O. Box 
200, Dept. NL92 Carrboro, NC 27510. 
1-800-334-5474.

Open your eyes and see just how 
many subjects are covered in the new 
edition of the Consumer Information 
Catalog. It's free just for the asking and 
so are nearly half of the 200 federal 
publications described inside Book 
lets on subjects like financial and 
career planning: eating right, exercis 
ing, and staying healthy; housing and 
child care; federal benefit programs. 
Just about everything you would need 
to know Write today. We'll send you the 
latest edition of the Consumer Informa 
tion Catalog, which is updated and 
published quarterly. It'll be a great 
help, you'll see. Just write:
Consumer Information Center 
Dept. TD, Pueblo, Colorado 81009
U S General Services Administration

HAVE AN
EXCITING,

INDISPENSABLE
PRODUCT?

Sell a lot
of it

through 
National

mail-order and 
classified 

advertising.
Send to: 

National Lampoon
155 Avenue

of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10013
Attn: Howard Jurofsky
or call (212) 645-5040

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



CLASSIFIED

Seixy Disk *1 >An u n- 
beiievable visual etutic 
encounter • MUST SEE" 
Seuy fflsfi *2 • NEWJ 3

encounter games tor

SeXXy 
SOFTWARE

CONNOISSEUR 
COLLECTION

All. NEW! In 256 Color VGA!! 
Sexxy Disk *CC1 • * YOU BE 
THE STAR * Ttie FIRST CUSTOM 
IZABLE movie allows you to write the 
dialog and the title. You can star wilh

to shM boin clothes and
inhibitions 
Sauy DW #3 • An 
anaiomical arcade game with 
unusual ammunition. 
StuyOh* *4* 2 moie i

scenes display wiHi your dialog. ONLY 
AVAILABLE FROM US' 
Ssxxy Dish #CC2 • THE FIRST 
SOUND MQVIE1 Itvt (irel owpuiet 
erotic movie with SOUND. See the in-

hearing the actual oialog. OURS 
EXCLUSIVELY!
Sexxy Disk #CC3-THE BEST 
MOV1EI The nest computer movie 
available. Only for the serious collector 
256 stunning VGA colws. 
1 Mow S29 2 Moui« $49 3 Movies $65 
- All CC fflsks Require VGA monitor 
anfl fiarfl disk —ove' 1 MB of action.

ere -impess your InenrJs. 
Sexxy Ohk *S • deaie jwir 
cmn erotic fantasies aboul 
In ends & fowis 
Sexxy Disk *t • NEW View, 
pnnl. w Mil ten sizzling 
pictures including celebnlies 
$7 each, any 3 lor S17,or 
all 6 lor $32. ft* IBM & 
compal. CGA. EGA or VGA 
graphics rKl'O

ADD S3 S/H • 3.5" OR FOREIGN ORDERS ADD $2«SK • IN PA ADD Tffi
VISA/MC Orders only 800-243-1515 EXT. 6DUMM

24 HOURS / 7 DAYS • MUST STATE AGE OVER 21
Or CK/MO to; SeXXy Software. 

2880 Befgey RrJ, Depl. 60DMM, Hatfieid, PA 19440

f FS BOOK CO, P.O.BOX 417457 (ML) > 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95841-7457

PSYCHEOEUC CHEMISTRY...S16 MUSHROOM CULTIVATOR.....S2fl
TECHNIQUES OF REVENGE....S 8 DRUG TESTING ftT WORK....S17
GREAT BOOKOFCANNABIS.....S19 RECREATIONAL DRUGS ...521
ECSTASYTHEMDMASTORV.....S17 FALSE IDENTIFICATION....S10
THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK.... .522 POISON PEN LETTERS....SI0
GROWIMG WILD MUSHROOMS......S10 CANNABIS ALCHEMY.....512
CLANDESTINE LABORATORIES... .. S10 THE RIP-OFF BOOK......S13
:FREEaTH CLASS SHIPPING-ALLOW 1-2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. OH 
ADD S! PER BOOK FOfl AIR MAIL, THE FS BOOK CO. CATALOG SZ

.ADULTS ONLY! 24 HR.COD LINE (916) 721-5629,

Beautiful Girls in sexy swimwear lingerie 
and pin-up poster of the centerfold type. 
Professionally photograph. d in the great 
outdoors. Photo package $6.50. Brochure 
only $1.50. State if 18 years old. New Images, 
Dept. NL, P.O. Box 117, Newllano, LA 71461.

JAPANESE WOMEN desire friendship, 
romance. Other Asian ladies loo! Free 
brochure: PACIFIC CENTURY 
CORRESPONDENCE, 110 Pacific W08JA, 
San Francisco CA 94111. (816)942-1668

TERM PAPER 
BLUES?,
Term Paper 
Assistance
Catalog of 14,278 
research papers

SEXY WOMEN ON TAPE! Only $2.00. 
Offer expires November 15. Box 485, 
Woodmere, N.Y. 11598.

MEET WOMEN WORLDWIDE! Free 
32-pg. catalog! America's most respected 
correspondence service since 1974! CHERRY 
BLOSSOMS, 190NL Rainbow Ridge, Kapaau, 
Hawaii 96755. 1 (808) 961-2114 anytime.

T-SHIRTS
Be$l Quality 50/50 Still is 

Lt Blue. Gold, Black, Red
Tropical Pink or Green 

S;395 (Including Shipping) 
T-Top. Sleeveless T-SI3 95

S-M-L-XL-XXL
BaseballCai)S-SH95

Send Check or MO. to
Mr. Tee's (Dept. 11)

P.O. Box 1495 
ilhcrn pines, NC 2B3B9 

nUGuafl'il_

STAY AWAKE- 
ALERT & ACTIVE

#34

#35

#38

#22

#28

#32

D&E's products will eneigi/e & slim you helping 
you gel the most out of every dny 8 night'
#22 Magnum 200 my 200/51350
#28 O&E-2QO 200 nig 200/S13.25
13230/30 I50mg . 200/51175
W31D&E-25-35 110 nig 100/S 6.50

1000/S1800
'Active Ingredient m Above Caffeine 

"35 D&E-IS Ephednne HCL25 mrj \fffil 
S 795 

IOOO/S2!95
#38 Diet Time 1 a-day diet,lid .90/3 995
CALL TOLL FREE 1 800-221-1833;
in NJ 1201)838.5354
D&EPharmacoutiCals. Inc.
Depl, 164F1691 206 Macoprn Road
Bloommgdale NJ 07403
Please add $4.50 foi shipping. Fiee catalogs
available upon request.

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS, all continents, 
want pen pals, friendship, marriage. Sample 
photos free! Henries-Verlag, Box 110660/V, 
Berlin 11, Germany.

CALL THE PUNCH LINE!™
1-900-726-JOKE

5653
Hear Jokes Leave a Joke or 
Finish the Punch Line to

WIN$100CASHM!
Mute Only_______S2.00 pet minute

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

__1-800-351-0222
i CA (213) 477-8226 Mon-Fri., I0am-5pm (Pacific Time) 

Or send $2.00 with coupon below
Our 306-page catalog contains detailed descrip 
tions of 14.278 research papers, a virtual library 
ol information at your tingertip-i. Footnote and 
bibliographic pages are free. Ordering is easy as 
picking up your phone. Let this valuable educa 
tional aid serve you throughout your college 
years.
Research Assistance also provides custom 
research and thesis assistance- Our staff of 75 
professional writers, each writing in his field of 
expertise, can assist you with all your research 
needs.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 Idaho Awe. <• Suite 206 NS | 
West Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

I Please rush my catalog. Enclosed is 12.00 lo cover poslage |

I Name__________________ I 
I Address___________________ I

_State_ -Zip__J

CUSTOM CURSES: Tired of thieves, —— 
bosses, neighbors? We can help, with special 
instructions, certificate. Also free info, on 
KING TUT'S CURSE. For more info., like 
NAGGING SPOUSE KIT, send for free 
brochure. Please send $1.00 for S/H to JIM'S 
ARTS, P.O. Box 1590, Hawaiian Gardens, CA 
90716.

Sacrifice 0 Sock
^-, WHERE ARE ALL THOSE 

i MISSING SOCKS ?

' Vourwasheridryeratethemarid 
r i /I theyre still hun$ry. Ttie So(iifi« Sock 

is carefully selected to satisfy their 
annoying appetites. Send $6.95 + 

FFFD MF/ *1-50P/H payable to: Panacea Products,
)C-' P.O.Box1146,KeyWest,Fl33041. 

Comes in tiny dtyer, includes hilarious instruction booklet.

ASIAN WOMEN DESIRE ROMANCE!
Overseas, sincere, attractive. World's #1 
Correspondence Service! Free details, 
photos! SUNSHINE INTERNATIONAL, 
Box 5500-TZ, Kailua-Kona, Hawaii 96745 
(808) 325-7707.

SEXUAL HEALTH
1-9CXW7O3710

'Don't wait! Call InforMed, Inc., 
before Us too late."

Sexually Transmitted Diseases. .Ext.818
Contracept i ve Alternat i ves....-Ext. 819

Latest Doctor's Advice (*2/min)

SHAFT BROKEN? FLIGHTLESS?
Looking for a large selection of darts and 
related supplies? Send $2.00 for catalog, 
refunded with first order.

P.O. Box 578

ORIENTAL LADIES overseas want 
husbands, information mailed discreetly. 
Direct correspondence, no hype, just results. 
INTRODUCTIONS, 2421 Pratt, #230nl, 
Chicago, IL 60645.

GET A JOB COTTON IIL;,AVY DUTY 
T-SIIIKTSSI2.95
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OUTSTANDING SENIORS
in MARK llnmim

JAY LLTZ, PEORIA ACADEMY OF MUSIC: Jay earned the Most Improved 
award at Peoria ihrcc semesters in a row, bin was de-panised at the ceremony three 
consecutive limes. He phones his mother nightly, except for the night when he got 
a hatldjob from one of the cafclcria ladies. An aspiring actor, he is remembered for 
a performance of Grand Hotel during which he fell out of the balcony omo the 
stage: but perhaps he is best known as the guy who goi a boner in the shower 
during freshman orientation. He has also had his bike stolen twice.

(Tit) ROOMMATES DENNIS BAUGH AND BRAD FRLLMAN, Omo STATE
UNIVERSITY! Ifs hard to choose between these two, so we didn't. Dennis can 
funnel a beer in less than ten seconds, while Brad has a tattoo of a naked lady on his 
ankle, and a prcity impressive beer belly. They often engage in towel-snapping fights 
when alone in their room after showering. Neither has participated in any 
extracurricular activities in the four years they have been at Ohio State, though 
Dennis has flunked the same political science class three times. The two claim 10 
have gotten so stoned once that neither could talk.

ROKY "SPUDS" MALOVICH, ST. HELEN'S COLLEGE OF WASHINGTON: Rosy,
or "Spuds," as he prefers to be called, is an international-studies major, and the type 
of guy who consistency does things lor his friends—or, as he modestly puts it. "I 
like to buy their aflcclions." The lirst night of college, he boughl beer for his whole 
corridor on his father's credit card. (Unfortunately, he was later written on and had 
an eyebrow shaved off after passing out at ten P.M.) Politically active, "Spuds" has 
interned each summer with the Hair Club for Men. He also made the Conlerence of 
Fiscally Ailing Colleges track Imals, only to lose when he drank seventeen cups of 
codec and pole-vaulted into the bleachers.

TED KREBS, UNIVERSITY OF MINNEAPOLIS: A tree spirit, Ted has several
"Shit Happens" T-shirts, loves "zaaa," and gets a real kick out of the "I've fallen 
and I can't gel up" ad. He lost a Super Bowl bet—and an eyebrow—last January; 
on the plus side, he's owed twenty dollars from when he ran through K man 
naked. He's not all screwing around, though. He ran for student senate for three 
years straight, each year featuring the same picture of a guy drinking a beer on his 
campaign poster. Ted has spent three spring breaks at Daytona Beach, although 
the only action he got was when a jellyfish stung him on the balls when he was 
peeing in the ocean. His favorite pickup line? "My last 
name means 'cancer' in German."

Mark Hentemann Is from Miami (Ohio) 
University. He receives the Andy Roon 
Last Word Award of $250.
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"Here ft ^ Ce«trol pillar 

of America.*-

Collected From
The Magazinels

Twenty-Year History
INCLUDING THE WORK OF SOME OF 

TODAY'S BEST-KNOWN HUMOR WRITERS

WHERE??/1

At Bookstores Everywhere!
The most hilarious and memorable 

pieces from twenty years of the National 
Lampoon — the ground-breaking magazine 
that created contemporary American humor. 
This collection of the funniest work by the 
best humor writers is guaranteed to keep 
you laughing till the final, outrageous page.

Contributors include:
Henry Beard • Doug Kcnney
Tony Hendra • Chris Miller
John Hughes * Brian McConnachie
Scan Kelly • P.J. O'Rourke

$12.95
A FIRESIDE BOOK
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THE STOLAR SYSTEM.

fflANB BOTTLED !H THE U.S.S.fU[ 
ORT MOSCOW 100'/«GR«liSfi'i

I
THE RUSSIAN PHENOMENON,

GIFT DELIVERY I-IBOO1-23B-4373 -1O% ALC BY VOU.DISTILLED FROM GRAIN MONSIEUR HENRI WINES. LTD .WHITE PLAINS. NV
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